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Foreword
THERE IS SELDOM any need to write a scholarly book about a subject related to
past cultures. An article or a contribution to an anthology may be important
enough to fill a limited need, but a longer work has boring parts and they tend
to travesty the concept.
If a need is felt, it is most likely the author who feels it – as in this case.
However, to begin with no commitment whatsoever was involved in the case.
Working on a synthesis of Late Iron Age South Scandinavia, which I still do, it
became obvious that some of the poems in the Poetic Edda represented a Late
Viking Age critique of the elite that emerged in the early 6th century CE. This
was an important fact, since we do not expect Scandinavian prehistory to
express historically based criticism of its own past as a way of commenting upon
its own present. We reserve that kind of historicism to cultures characterised by
literacy and formal education, i.e. something rather un-Viking.
Some of the Eddic poems belonged among the dialogical plays convincingly singled out by Terry Gunnell (1995), whose perspective was ethnological. Gunnell’s research was ground-breaking, but in addition to being plays
with links to folklore and mythology, I thought that some of these plays stood
out as burlesque historical comedies linked to a group of mimetic performances
meant to entertain Saxon, Norman, Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian elites with
mimetic theatre productions.
Moreover, compared to the first contemporary religious plays these
occasional ones were sophisticated in a way that would stand out as anachronistic to many researchers, not least those who comprise an evolutionary view
on the history of theatre. There is no reason to believe that this book will
convince a majority of its readers. Many will probably never finish it, but in the
present case, and despite its boring parts, this is of little importance, inasmuch
as the very situation including the book’s likely future reception has created a
need to argue a case: The well-known mythological poem Skírnismál is a
burlesque wedding entertainment shaped as a mimetic play – a historical comedy in a historical setting – mocking the past.
Uppsala June 2018
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Was there a 10th Century
Northwest European Drama?
THE PURPOSE OF this book is straightforward. It aims at comparing two texts,
the Eddic poem Skírnismál—‘Skírnir’s speech’ or Fǫr Skírnis—‘Skírnir’s
Journey’ and two scenes from the Latin play Pafnutius. The latter is a 10th
century work by the Saxon dramatist Hrotsvit. The Eddic text is preserved in
two manuscripts, one from the 14th and one from the 15th century. Its date of
composition is difficult to establish, but arguably, it originates in the 10th
century. Most researchers consider Fǫr Skírnis to be a poem. Some read it as
ritual drama, a few as a dramatic dialogue1.
Owing to the many different research traditions that scholars have
established around Old Norse Eddic texts on the one hand, and Hrotsvit’s
Latin plays on the other, it has been difficult to select and evaluate relevant
research contributions. Since scholars usually define Latin plays and Eddic
poems as two different literary genres, they have not developed research
traditions with a view to comparing Eddic text and Latin plays. Comparisons,
therefore, are uncommon and there are few contributions to discuss. Indeed,
comparing the texts may be a pointless exercise in the first place because one
could always doubt that there was such a thing as staged theatrical drama in the
10th century2.
In this book, notwithstanding, I argue that staged drama existed in the
th
10 century, since, irrespective of their view on religion and society, there were
Northwest European upper classes that wished to sponsor such complex
entertainment – at least during a short period. Although it makes sense that the

See Homeyer (1970) on Pafnutius: See Gunnell (1995) and La Farge (2005) on Fǫr
Skírnis.
2
Herschend 2018A & B introduce a discussion of staged theatrical drama.
1
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upper echelons in society needed entertainment, it remains to prove that
Hrotsvit’s play was staged.
Concerning the Eddic text, it must first be proved that it was composed
and written down as a play. Secondly, it must be proved that it was intended to
be staged and that it was indeed staged. This cannot be proved beyond doubt,
inasmuch as there is no independent proof. The hypothesis, nevertheless, can be
strongly supported. So strongly, in fact, that it makes sense to re-read the text as
a staged play. Thirdly, re-reading the text will establish a new narrative with a
raison d’être and a meaning that differs considerably from that of a mythological
poem or a ritual drama.
When the third point has been clarified, scenes from Hrotsvit’s play and
the Eddic play can be compared. Hopefully, the comparison will result in an
intriguing conjecture.
In research fields such as Hrotsvit’s plays and Eddic texts, in which very
little of interest, except the texts, can be proved beyond doubt, I consider this
project worthwhile.
WE NEED NOT doubt that drama in a general sense existed in the 10th century,
but its theatrical form is difficult to prove. Theatrical narrative is governed by
intention and built up by mimetic means combined with dialogue in a spatial
context on a stage. This narrative technique engages an audience aware of its
being indeed an audience and not, for instance, the mourners in a ritual drama
such as a Late Iron Age ship or boat burial – that is, typical examples of ritual
funeral drama3.
Tenth century theatre is difficult to prove because we cannot point to
buildings specifically designed to become theatres or arenas with a stage in front
of an auditorium. In textbook terms, if such a spatial context exists, it is
considered a cultural landmark, a sign of cultural development, refinement and
superiority. Theatres and arenas, not least the public urban ones, are so
important that if they have not been recorded in the source material then they
probably did not exist and to many scholars, this amounts to a cultural
deficiency. Thus, in 10th century Northwest Europe the scene is a problem,
since the edifice designed as a theatre or an arena was lost to West European
culture, after a thousand-year period, when Christianity began developing into
a super-national yet state-creating universal ideology. E. K. Chambers, therefore, talks of ‘The Fall of Theatres’ echoing ‘The Fall of Rome‘4.

3
4

See Ibn Fadlan Montgomery (2000).
See Chambers (1903:1ff.).
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Anti-urban Christian critique, which targeted public performances, is
symbiotic with Late Antique hermetic and monastic Christianity. As a Christian
movement or vogue, this critique can partly explain the loss of theatrical
performances, but mundane 5th and 6th century crises must also have contributed5. The necessity or willingness, for instance, to rebuild urban Roman
arenas, turning them into fortifications as far south as Northern Italy, was
undoubtedly a loss of stages, and a very common-place reason why traditional
Roman arenas disappear during the Early Middle Ages. Nevertheless, Svante
Fischer and Lennart Lind have pointed out that the reshaped arenas may have
been rebuilt to fit new Christian communities6.
Wickham, distancing himself from Chambers, describes the loss of arenas
as part of a larger cultural picture – the loss of a phenomenon typical of the
former West Roman provinces7. He refers to a general development of society,
essentially in economic and demographic terms, such as urbanization, as a
backdrop for 10th and 11th century reformers to react upon. In addition, one
might also refer to the Carolingian and Ottonian renaissance and an interest in
intellectual expressions including theatre8. One might even argue that the
renaissance ideal – a fundamental, historical and cultural openness – would be a
natural component in the Germanisation of Christianity in Western Europe.
Applying James Russell’s description of this process, the reforms of the late 10th
and 11th century introducing religious drama more or less as a by-product could
be seen as reactions against a Germanic, not least upper-class cultural inheritance and a tendency on the part of the reformers to limit rather than
accommodate intellectual capacities characteristic of an earlier germanised
Christianity9. For instance, this capacity is shown in the translations and
5

Wickham (1992) embraces Gibbon’s model of Roman decline and fall. Today this
model can be supported, Ward-Perkins (2006), as well as contested, Heather (2012).
6
Fischer & Lind 2017:120-24.
7
See Wickham (1992:56). Concerning urbanity and crisis, see Fischer & Herschend
(2010). On Christian attitudes towards urbanism in Late Antiquity, see Eskhult (2010).
On the reformed Byzantine city see Balicka-Witakowska (2010). On fortified North
Italian amphy theatres see Cantino Wataghine & Micheletto (2004:269-296).
8
See, e.g. Keller (2008:103-4).
9
Russell’s analysis Germanized Christianity (1998) builds on Mensching’s structural
division of religion into folk religion and universal religion, e.g. Mensching (1947:2525), Volksreligion and (1947:85-88), Universalreligion. When Mensching introduced
this conceptual pair (1938), the binary opposition was noticeable; later the two
components of the pair became more evolutionary, emphasising the tendency for
universal religion to supplant folk religions. I prefer to see these two concepts that
spring from Tönnies (1887), Simmel, Soziologie (1908) and Weber (1920) as
interacting ideological poles rather than binary opposition or evolutionary typological
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harmonic compositions of the gospels such as Hêliand and Otfrieds
Evangelienbuch. Especially the Hêliand author harmonizes the gospels in an
unorthodox way, tinting them with common upper-class Saxon sense. The
differences between the unorthodox Hêliand and the much more orthodox
slightly later Evangelienbuch are in themselves typical signs of the interaction or
tug of war between religious views10.
Although the Church was instrumental in the loss of mimetic theatre, it
was also responsible for the 10th century Benedictine reforms of monasteries11.
Indirectly these reforms brought about what eventually, centuries later, would
stand out as the beginning of secular, mimetic national urban theatre12. Tenth
century reformers, nevertheless, were not interested in this kind of development. Instead, they looked upon drama as an instructive and entertaining
liturgical technique that could combine a number of fluid topics or notions into
an acceptable and attractive form. Religious or liturgical drama was didactic
theatre on a scene that was formal – a space pointed out to become a stage –
rather than a place designed to mimic a specific situation. Thus, the church
becomes fit to harbour a scene without becoming a theatre13. Since mass is
already a performance, adding an illustrative scene, for instance, to the Easter
liturgy is a minimal dramaturgical addition, albeit an important one in
principle.
Notwithstanding, one may ask oneself whether mimetic drama was really
so lost that it had to be reinvented, or was it just a dormant component of West
European culture that could be revived whenever needed. Could one create a

steps. Russell, following Mensching look more closely at the pair as binary, although he
seems in practice to favour a more categorical view upon them, with an eye to stepwise
religious evolution. God (in Hêliand) and Freyr (in Codex Regius) share the common
traits of folk gods, inasmuch as they, being gods in heaven, think an act like powerful
men in the human world reproducing a gender-based power structure. This conceptual
pair of religions is rooted in Dilthey’s conceptual pair Verstehen and Erklären, e.g.
Dilthey (1924:144) – although Mensching does not refer to Dilthey – as well as in
Tönnies, Simmel, Weber and Mensching himself. It is suitable to analyse religious
interaction in the 10th century, since this was a period in which universal religion,
institutionalized as the Catholic Church, silenced a number of folk religious echoes. On
the character of early liturgical drama see also Dronke (1994).
10
The folk religious links are typical of Hêliand, See Murphy (1989) and Herschend
(2005:35-74), while a more orthodox universal and orthodox biblical approach to the
gospel harmony characterizes Otfried’s Evangelienbuch. See Erdmann (1957).
11
See Cubitt (1997).
12
See Wickham (1992:96f).
13
See Wickham (1992:90).
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stage befitting mimetic drama when necessary, without building a theatre?
Probably one could, inasmuch as funerals were staged.
In the first, Hrotsvit part of this book, there are three chapters. The first,
‘Nor See Anyone Performing Plays’ puts Hrotsvit into context. The second
chapter, Hrotsvit’s Approach presents her literary and dramatic project. This
presentation centres on one of Hrotsvit’s dramatic texts and on one of her
attitudes to performance. This dramatic text has little to do with her
conventional plays directly, but it puts her approach to stage and performance
into perspective. The third chapter, Hrotsvit’s Pafnutius presents one of her
religious dramas as a staged play, while the fourth, Two Scenes from Pafnutius is
an analysis of the play’s second and third scene. After this analysis, I turn to the
Eddic text.
In the second, Skírnir part of this book, the first chapter, Structuring
Dialogue, is an analysis of the Eddic manuscripts in which Skírnismál and Fǫr
Skírnis are extant. This analysis centres on the use of speaker notations and
what they imply14. The second chapter, The Stage and its Scenery is a discussion
of the way these phenomena, stage and scenery, can be imagined. The chapter
ends by analysing how until the 11th century the architecture and the design of
the Late Iron Age West Scandinavian hall room accommodate the specific
demands of Fǫr Skírnis. The third and the fourth chapters, Translating Fǫr
Skírnis as a Play and Fǫr Skírnis as a Historical Drama form the re-reading of
the text as a play once performed in a 10th century hall. Reading it has led to at
least two conclusions that are more anachronistic than expected. The use of
integrated intermezzi, partly pantomimic, between acts, and a highly
psychological interpretation of Skírnir’s sexuality which swears against our
understanding of 10th century Norse sophistication and intellectuality.
Although they are genuine theatrical qualities, it would have been easier to
argue the Icelandic case if these elements could have been overlooked15.
The third part, Comparison, addresses differences and similarities between
the two plays in the chapter Fǫr Skírnis and Pafnutius. This chapter has three
sections. The first, Paired Differences and Similarities discusses the fact that a
difference between the two plays is most often accompanied by a similarity and
vice versa. The second section, Dramaturgical Similarities discusses the technical
and structural methods employed by both playwrights. Finally, the third
section, Conclusions: Authors and their Plays summarizes our rudimentary
understanding of 10th century mimetic drama as a shared cultural expression in
a Northwest European context.
14

This chapter develops some groundbreaking observations made by Terry Gunnell, see
Gunnell 1995:206-12. See also Herschend 2018A.
15
Herschend 2018B discusses the Latin template behind Skírnismál
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Part One
Hrotsvit
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‘Nor See Anyone Performing
Plays’16
The Reception of Hrotsvit’s Plays
TO BEGIN WITH in this chapter, we are faced with three research historical
problems. (1) The oldest known post-Roman playwright, who seems to write
reasonably modern plays, did it already in 10th century Saxony. (2) This Latin
dramatist was a woman. (3) She worked in a canoness abbey, i.e. in a consciously constructed female institution that at least in the 10th century seems to
have had an almost un-medieval cultural identity.
In the 19th century, points (1) and (2) began to become intellectually
troublesome. The significance of the third point, and indeed the point itself,
was more or less overlooked until the end of the 20th century, when the
playwright Hrotsvit of Gandersheim began to lose the unobtrusive appearance
of a nun in Benedictine convent.
By chance, sometime around 1493 a codex containing a substantial part of
Hrotsvit’s work came to the attention of the German humanist Conrad Celtis.
This manuscript belonged to the library of St Emmeram in Regensburg. Today
it is kept in Staatsbibliothek München and filed as Codices latini monacenses
14485, i.e. Clm 14485, Fol. 1-150. See Fig. 1.
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There are two ‘Lives of Queen Mathilda’ (*c.896 †968) one written c. 973 the other
c. 1002, see Gilsdorf (2004:15ff. & 19ff.). The latter, wise after the event, lets Matilda
act and express opinions that became important only after c. 973 and not least after
Henry II (*973 king 1004 emp. 1014 - †1024) was crowned King of Italy. To describe
her grief when her son Henry, the grandfather of Henri II, died in 955, ‘Life 1002’
makes the point about the queen listening to or seeing neither worldly songs nor plays,
because she would rather listen to the Gospel and sacred scripture and enjoy when
passions were sung to her, see Gilsdorf (2004:111).
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Fig. 1. A section* of Hrostvit’s comedy Pafnutius. Line division (every second line is
underlined), rhyme patterns, arrows and letters are added. A and B signify that one
specific person is rhyming. C signifies that the rhymes are shared between two persons,
i.e. Thaïs and Pafnutius.
*http://bildsuche.digitale-sammlungen.de/index.html?c=viewer&
bandnummer=bsb00046309&pimage=179&v=2p&nav=&l=en

The Emmeram manuscript was produced at the Gandersheim abbey sometime
between 965 and 993 and sent to Regensburg where it is known to have been
in 99317. It comprises a substantial compilation of Hrotsvit writings, prefaced
and arranged by herself to become a coherent literary work. In addition, part of
another similarly compiled work is known, but of this, only her poem about the
history of the Gandersheim Abbey is extant. This text, nevertheless, was
accompanied by her poem about the popes Anastasius I and Innocentius I,
whose bones were buried as the patrons of Gandersheim when the abbey was
founded18. There is no way of knowing what other substantial works, if any,
may have been lost. We can be sure that Hrotsvit saw the texts that went into

17

See Homeyer (1970:390) & Licht (2008:347). In all probability, the manuscript was
in St Emmeram’s before 993. Berschin (2001:xiii-xiv) agrees with Ineichen-Eder
(1977:144 &146) that the manuscript is described in a library catalogue of manuscripts
amassed by 985 and suggests that Clm 14485 was written down shortly after 980. If
this were correct, Clm 14485 would be a copy of a c. 12-year-old codex, produced by
four of five scribes who worked after Hrotsvit’s death c. 973. See Licht (2008:347, note
2) and Gilsdorf (2004:155-6).
18
Götting (1973:81); Homeyer (1970:439).
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the Emmeram codex as a literary work19 and it is reasonable to suggest that in
the end of the 10th century, this collection of works and those concerning the
history of the abbey existed as collections in the Gandersheim Canoness
Abbey20.
Up and until the middle of the 19th century, Hrotsvit and her work were
intriguing and unproblematic, but in 1867, the Austrian Joseph Aschbach
suggested that Celtis had invented Hrotsvit. His suggestion was immediately
dismissed, but 78 years later in 1945, after yet another war involving Germany,
the Hungarian expat Zoltán Haraszti reopened the case. He sketched a circle of
conspiracy and fraud around Celtis. In two articles in 1946, Edwin Zeydel
demonstrated that Aschbach’s and Haraszti’s arguments were bizarre21.
While only a few scholars had difficulties accepting the combination of
canoness and playwright, many were reluctant to accept the plays as real
mimetic theatre staged during Hrotsvit’s lifetime22. It was probably hard to
accept that her plays had had no visible impact on the medieval stage, although
they ought to have had just that, since they suggested a more evolved theatrical
approach that reminded researchers of later plays such as Racine’s23. Readers in
19

The manuscript has been deprived of ll. 753-1140 and ll. 1189-1478 of the poem
Gesta Ottonis. Originally, its total length was 1516 lines (Homeyer 1970:434 & 436).
This means that between line 752 and 1479 only one folio, 149, has been preserved.
Folio 149, which starts with line 1141 and ends with line 1188, belongs to the same
sheet of vellum as folio 150, which starts with line 1479 and ends with line 1516. This
means that when there was a need to take out the two last fits of the poem, i.e. half the
poem, Helmer et al. (2015:287), someone decided that the very end of the poem ought
to be preserved. This meant that the first and the last folio of the last fit were left in the
manuscript. The last fit consisted of 3 double sheets of vellum or two double sheets and
a folio in the middle of the fit, i.e. 22 pages. The last but one fit consisted of 6 sheets of
vellum, i.e. 24 pages. The original intent was to remove all lines describing events from
the years 953-65. However, keeping the first and the last folio preserved the years
956/7 and 962/3-65. Apparently there was something generally speaking important in
the last half of Gesta Ottonis and since anyone positively interested in the poem could
have copied it, most researchers have thought that sometime in the 11th century, there
was a need to censor the manuscript (See Zeydel 1946a:52). Even politically, it seems
that Hrotsvit could be controversial.
20
See Wilsom (1998:1-15).
21
Zeydel (1946a and b).
22
Ideologically inspired doubt disguised as criticism was not uncommon in the 19th
century. Doubts concerning Seneca’s tragedies were expressed already in the beginning
of the century, when they were unfavourably compared to Greek tragedies. See Zanobi
(2014).
23
Chasles (1876:307-8).
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theatre history, notably Chambers and Young, felt free to dismiss Hrotsvit as
unimportant24. Even today, although one can no longer doubt that the plays are
indeed plays, one may still doubt that they were intended to be performed25.
Among researchers who expressed an admiration for Hrotsvit and believed
that she had existed, some could not help being puzzled. In the 1870s, Philarète
Chasles, who, having understood that the lines in Hrotsvit’s plays were rhymed,
concluded: Peut-on nommer cela de la prose? Evidemment la religieuse a écrit en
vers sans le savoir—‘Can one call this prose? Apparently the religious (woman)
has written in verse without knowing it’26. Evidently, Chasles was so mystified
that he failed immediately to realize that something he had himself cleverly
figured out in the 1870s might perhaps have been intended by a canoness 900
years earlier.
In the 1960s, Marguerite Butler was one of the first who attempted to
present Hrotsvit’s plays as consciously composed theatrical drama easily
produced in the 10th century as well as today. She took her discussion further
and argued that there was no theatrical discontinuity in the Early Middle Ages.
Predictably, her thesis was heavily criticized in reviews. Somewhat
patronisingly, Edwin Zeydel, who thought that the dissertation had merits,
concluded:
But the main thesis remains the same. We cannot prove that Hrotsvitha
ever saw her plays performed. However, they are actable and stageworthy
– or, in Sister Mary Marguerite's phraseology, they abound in
‘theatricality’27.
Admiration for Hrotsvit, her authorship and her achievement started to grow in
the second half of the 20th century, not least thanks to researchers such as
Helene Homeyer and Katherina Wilson28. In these decades, even the translations of her plays became much more focussed29. Nevertheless, a common
agreement that they were staged has not yet been reached. The reason why this
kind of agreement is still lacking is not primarily a matter of gender-biased
research, the usual obstacle since the late 19th century. Instead, it is a matter of
understanding what 9th and 10th century Saxon canoness abbeys were. Today, it
is still a commonly agreed ‘fact’ that a 10th century canoness abbey, whether
24

Chambers (1903:207); Young (1933:2ff.).
See Zapf (2010:1040).
26
See Chasles (1876:306).
27
See Butler (1960:179); Zeydel (1961:467) and reviews such as Weiner (1961:227-8);
Gamer (1964:197-203) and a somewhat more balanced one by Bakelants (1965:757-7).
28
See Homeyer (1970) and Wilson (1998).
29
See the difference between on the one hand St. John (1932), and on the other Wilson
(1998) or Bonfante (2003).
25
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royal or not, was a convent – a community consisting of laity, pupils, nuns and
canonesses. Freedom in a convent or canoness abbey was not extrovert,
intellectual or theatrical. It was introvert, ascetic and prayer-based. When it
comes to understanding religious institutions, there may thus be at least one
disguised gender-based defence work left to circumvent – the seclusion of the
canoness abbey.

The Royal Canoness Abbey
As a rationally planned institution and indeed according to medieval tradition
visioned in the 840s, the Gandersheim Canoness Abbey was situated by the
small river Gande, where two important roads met: a S-N road leading from
Mainz towards Bremen (c. 525 km) and an E-W route leading from
Magdeburg over Paderborn to Düsseldorf. From there it continued to the
Rhine area (c. 450 km), Fig. 230.
Gandersheim was one of the first Royal Saxon institutions founded after
the Imperial Carolingian ones at Corvey (a Benedictine monastery founded in
the 810s) and at Herford (a canoness abbey also founded in the 810s). Its
situation c. 100 km south-southeast of Herford and c. 50 km east of Corvey was
a rational economic, cultural and political colonisation.
The abbey was granted to Duke Liudolf and his wife Oda in Rome in
845/46 by Pope Sergius II31. As a canoness abbey, Gandersheim was a significant royal family initiative fulfilling a number of purposes during the 9th
century. It facilitated the northeastward expansion of the Christian society as
well as the political power of the Liudolfings. The continued importance of the
institution was signified by its becoming an Imperial immediacy, i.e. an estate
free from the authority and rule of any local bishop, lord or family. It was
placed under the ‘immediate’ authority of the Emperor – that is, the institution,
not the man.
On 2 January 948, as a part of his new policy concerning convents and
abbeys, King Otto, later the emperor Otto I, succeeded through his emissary to
Pope Agapit II, Abbot Hathumar of Fulda, once and for all to protect
Gandersheim from any lord except himself and his successors32.
30

Götting (1973:76f.).
See Götting (1973:81f).
32
In 968, moreover, the Pope John XIII reconfirmed the status of the Gandersheim
estate that had been growing since 948, see Götting (1973:85-87). Although Otto’s
policy was to some extent new, it was also a rivival of Carolinginan structures in which
Family, Church and Realm formed a triad. See Fig. 3.
31
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Fig. 2. Gandersheim at the crossroads. Its situation in the topography of modern
Germany.

An institution such as Gandersheim in the hands of a family or the Emperor
rather than the Church was a necessary instrument during a period of political
and ideological change and revival. It was instrumental, since it was economically rational and since it involved upper-class women in important nonviolent roles. These roles were essential in areas where a class-conscious
Christianity as a religious and social ideal had not yet been firmly established.
In fact, from the end of the 8th to the beginning of the 11th century no less than
55 canoness abbeys were founded in Saxony. This rapid growth was a typical
boom since already in the transition from the 11th to the 12th century, a large
number of these institutions became male abbeys and monasteries or female
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convents. In effect, they became traditional monastic foundations in a reformed
Benedictine spirit33.
The N-S road is still the best one from Mainz as far as Hannover, but the
E-W connection, vital to royal itineraries in the 9th and 10th century, has
completely lost its long-distance importance. Already in the 10th century, the
importance of Gandersheim was contested, albeit far from radically, when the
power centre of the Liudolfings moved further eastwards in the Saxon heartland
towards Magdeburg. Moreover, in the late 930s, Quedlinburg became the
second and eventually the Liudolfing’s prime canoness abbey during the era of
the Ottonians and Salians. As an institution, Gandersheim had been
instrumental in the eastward expansion, thus paving the way for Quedlinburg.
Quedlinburg as the family’s memoriae was symbolized by the grave of the East
Frankish king and Liudolfing Henry I, who died in 936. At Gandersheim, the
relics were Popes.
From a Royal and later on an Imperial Saxon point of view, the 100 years
that elapsed between the foundation of Gandersheim and Quedlinburg
respectively had made the eastward expansion and the Magdeburg area
politically, economically and thus also ideologically much more central than the
Gandersheim area. Gandersheim and its vast domains were already incorporated into the realm and heavily Christianized34. Needless to say, the abbey
continued to be a very large estate and producer of servitium regis – ‘services to
the King’. Nevertheless, the Emperor Otto the Great (*912, King 936,
Emperor 962-†973) was buried in Magdeburg as an ideopolitical statement.
Under Otto the Great, owing to its Imperial status and its abbess, Otto’s niece
Gerberga II (c. *937, abbess 955-†1001), Gandersheim was an important
institution with close ties to Otto35. This had to do with Gerberga. She was the
firstborn to Otto’s troublesome brother Henry of Bavaria – Queen Mathilda’s
best beloved son. As a small child and still the only daughter of Henry and his
wife Judith, Gerberga was sent to Gandersheim c. 940. Given the power
struggle and the antagonism within the family for almost 20 years after Otto
became king in 936, Gerberga was probably some sort of hostage.
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Fig. 3. A model of the power relations
between Family, Realm and Church. By
955, Gandersheim has drifted into a
position in which the influence of the
Church has been minimized, while the
importance of the Realm has grown.

Otto’s interest in Gandersheim would seem to focus on making Gerberga its
abbess and that process came to a successful end in c. 955, when her father had
died. It seems important, and a sign of the close ties between Otto and
Gerberga, that after her father’s death in 955 when she was installed as abbess,
Otto acknowledged all estates and lands ever given to the Abbey36. For a while,
the immunity and liberties granted Gandersheim by the Ottonians made the
Gandersheim institution instrumental to the Imperial family37. See Fig. 3.
By the mid-950s, owing to the death of all Otto’s rivals, not least that of
Henry, Gerberga seems to have belonged among a group composed mostly of
loyal and politically influential princesses, widowed queens, duchesses and
abbesses. In tandem with archbishops and bishops, these women ran the
Kingdom and eventually, after 962, the Empire north of the Alps when the
monarch was south of them. Two of the most important men in the 950s and
60s were Otto’s brother the Archbishop Brun of Cologne (†965) and Otto’s
illegitimate son Wilhelm, the Archbishop of Mainz (†968). Brun, who had
always been loyal to Otto, administered the northwestern part of the realm on a
daily basis38. It seems probable, moreover, that Brun, who took an interest in
dramatic plays, would have been on friendly terms with Hrotsvit39. Wilhelm
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and subsequent Archbishops of Mainz supported the Gandersheim Abbey in its
controversies with their Bishops of Hildesheim40.
Otto and his family controlled estates and institutions that belonged either
to Otto in his capacity as Emperor, such as Gandersheim, or to Otto as the
head of the Liudolfings such as Quedlinburg. In the 960s, Otto had succeeded
in creating a prolific balance between Realm, Church and Family, see Fig. 3.
Gandersheim continued to be an asset to the Liudolfings. For instance, in
the end of September 979, when Hrotsvit was perhaps already dead, the
emperor Otto II sent his oldest daughter Sophia (*975) to Gandersheim with a
substantial donation of estates in order to be educated. By then, her mother the
empress, the Byzantine princess Theophanu, was already there, having given
birth during her stay at Gandersheim in the summer to Sophia’s sister Mathilda. Sophia’s education, which was the very best, comprised the Holy
Scriptures, political science and in all probability antique Christianity, i.e. a
central Hrotsvitian theme with Greek connotations. With a princess in the
abbey, the court visited Gandersheim quite often and the ties between the
Imperial family and the canoness abbey were close41.
Irene Crusius has pointed out a reluctance among researcher to develop
their analysis of canoness abbeys. Partly, the weak source material concerning
the abbey boom in the 9th and 10th century can explain this reluctance.
However, one must also take into consideration the fact that research concerning female institutions was not as important or rewarding as analyses of
male institution, especially monasteries42. Indeed, sometimes a biased point of
departure seems to have made it difficult for some male scholars to recognize
the significant signs of the novel and central role of the canoness abbey43.
In her discussion, Crusius makes a number of relevant points summed up
in a general definition of the canoness abbey as an institution. Her point of
departure is the need to understand these abbeys as rational institutions with a
raison d’être of their own, setting them apart from other religious foundations.
Crusius points out that one should not forget that Louis the Pious himself was
engaged in defining the particular role of the canoness abbey as an institution44.
Today, it sounds truistic to point out that one should not forget about the
definition of an institution. Nevertheless, its consequence, the question: what
signifies a canoness abbey rather than any of the other religious institution? –
40
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has turned out to be relevant, since 15-20 years ago, nobody posed it. On this
basis, Crusius argues convincingly that generally speaking, canoness abbeys were
meant to be high-quality educational institution turning out well-educated
young noble women prepared to bring up their children as Christians in a
Christian society45.
Crusius goes back to Charles the Great and his education of boys and girls
alike at the Carolingian court in order to find a well-working model of
education among the upper echelons of society. This model needed development if it were to be successful also during the expansion eastwards into
Saxony. Colonizing this area and turning its aristocracy into an upper class,
while educating its members, cannot be done at the travelling East Frankish and
later Imperial court only. Regional schools, which could be visited for years, are
needed, and in a period of conversion and consolidation of Ottonian power it
makes good sense to let women, who had no martial obligations, undertake the
education of girls, future queens, wives, canonesses, abbesses and nuns.
In sum: During periods of political unrest such as the 10th century, there
was apparently a surplus of female student material among the Liudolfings. An
economically powerful canoness abbey such as Gandersheim was a model, used
partly to educate young girls and partly, in the process, to spot and educate
future teachers and abbey administrators. Crusius and others have already
showed that there is no reason to think that abbey schools were meant only to
educate children who as adults would continue to live in an abbey46.

The Role of Educated Upper-Class Women
Crusius’ model concerning female education fits the general 10th century model
of rulership discussed for instance by Gilsdorf. A Saxon prince and his consort
comprised a complementary dyad. When they started to rule as a dyad – in
principle, but not always in practice, dominated by the male ruler – the
education and competence of the consort was of paramount importance.
Education was cardinal, since the woman needed knowledge and skills in order
to be the moral compass of her husband as well as the matron of the household.
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This becomes obvious, for instance, when reading the ‘Lives’ and the ‘Epitaph’
of the model 10th century consort and matron, the queens Mathilda and
Adelheid47.
The emperor/empress, king/queen or duke/duchess dyads were large-scale
lord/lady dyads. Landowners were supposed to fulfil a role governing society,
and the ‘ruler and consort’ model was ideal even to lesser landowners. Their
domains formed more or less autonomous parts of the greater domains and
realms, and they ruled them in the same household fashion as kings and queens
ruled a kingdom. There was a great need to educate and train upper-class
women along the lines of queens, inasmuch as all large and autonomous
landowners could benefit from an educated wife.
Considering these discussions, it becomes possible to understand
Hrotsvit’s (c. 935-973 CE) career and her role at Gandersheim. It would seem
that she spent her daily life in the abbey. Nothing suggests that there was any
political reason for her to enter the institution; instead, we should expect the
normal: she entered it as a daughter of the Liudolfings or their sphere and
because someone considered her intellectually capable of benefitting from high
quality education. Since the canoness abbey system had worked, for instance,
for the future Queen Mathilda at Hereford long before Hrotsvit was born,
Hrotsvit’s mother would probably have been able to detect her talents. In all
probability, social rank, family strategies, parental love, as well as intellectual
capacity decided when and where a girl went to school, but she would still have
been a small girl48. If she was already a teenager, a convent might have been
more appropriate. Living at Gandersheim would not have prevented the woman
Hrotsvit from taking part in the worldly life outside the institution49.
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For this reason, Peter Dronke suggests that Hrotsvit got at least a part of
her literary education at court by Rather in 952 when he visited King Otto50. In
that case, it would probably have been on top of her trivium and quadrivium51.
Otto had invited this outstanding scholar and prose writer to visit his travelling
court, making it reasonable to suggest that Hrotsvit, who grew up to become an
outstanding writer herself, could have been taught by Rather when she was part
of Otto’s patrimonial and travelling court, at least for a period52. Court
knowledge would have been part of her education, but a visit to Gandersheim
by the court, a reoccurring but short event, would not have lasted long enough
for Hrotsvit to benefit from Rather’s teaching.
Dronke, moreover, points to a similar extra-mural experience, which he
infers from Hrotsvit’s knowledge of the martyr Pelagius of Cordova53. Since
Hrotsvit could not have acquainted herself with this martyrdom from the 920s
through any text, it seems plausible that she learnt about Pelagius either in 950
or more probably in 955/6 when an embassy from Cordova visited Otto’s
court54. Acquainting herself with the legend and the fate of this boy martyr, a
story with significant homoerotic elements, meant staying with the court and
talking informally with members of the embassy. Needless to say, for a young
woman in her late teens being taught by Rather and spending time with an
embassy from Muslim Spain is an exceptional schoolgirl experience, but not
exactly a preparation for marriage. Given her educational background, it is
reasonable to conclude that already before 945 it must have been decided that
Hrotsvit was to be enrolled in a canoness abbey rather than a marriage. She was
made useful in a very large abbey institution centring on rural and agricultural
production as well as intellectual work and education – that is, in the widest
broken. Keeping this contact in regulated form was one of the points in founding a
canoness abbey. Regulations about yearly ‘holidays’ can be inferred, see Götting
(1973:143-53 &172-8).
49
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possible servitium regis – ‘services to the King’. The choice of Gandersheim was
probably a very good one, not least when it was run by Gerberga II, Otto’s
niece. We should probably think of Hrotsvit as an author in residence.
The reason why Gandersheim had a positive relation with the court is
primarily its size and situation in the heartland of the Saxon kings. This was
where they spent a large part of their time supported by the servitium regis inbetween their peregrinations through the greater realm55.
Gandersheim differed from other comparable royal institutions. During
their visits, members of the royal family stayed in their own rooms at the abbey,
and its church was equipped with a westwork and a royal Chapel for
representation and for worship in private. During these visits, which were most
often short, Gandersheim functioned as a royal palace situated within an
abbey56.
Following Crusius, and since she was an intellectually gifted daughter of
the nobility, the little we know about Hrotsvit probably mirrors a successful
career leading to a position in the institution, passing from school to abbey and
from girl to canoness. In the abbey, a canoness wore her own clothes except
during services in the church, when she was dressed in white, and she could
take annual ‘holidays’ or temporary leave from the abbey. Since she could
herself be a landowner and inherit land, there might well have been mundane
reasons for being on leave. A canoness, moreover, was also allowed to organize
her private dwelling quarters in the abbey and employ her own servants57. The
outer world in the shape of Liudolfings and their entourage would come to
Gandersheim, which was a castellum with walls, towers and fortified gates, and
turn the abbey into a Pfalz58. The tendency to see the inmates of this kind of
institution as a group of pious women belonging to the nobility, and with little
contact with the outer world, seems to be favouring a far too developed
Christian convent ideal. A royal canoness abbey in the second part of 10th
century Saxony would have been a large estate, a foundation and an institution
engaged in all kinds of servitium, among them educating women. The purpose
of the education was to give the pupils a thorough understanding of religion in
a social context – a secular Christianity as it were – and an ability to teach and
argue the moral Christian views of the upper classes. This was important in a
period of interaction between the old polytheistic family-centred understanding
of the world and the new monotheistic society dominated by a universal
religion.
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Playwright in Residence
In cultural terms, Otto the Great, the Liudolfing, strove to revive the true
Roman Empire as a new and genuinely Christian Roman Empire. Hrotsvit
formulated this ideal in the first lines of the first prologue to her panegyric
poem Gesta Ottonis – ‘The History of Otto’ up and until 965. She wrote the
poem before his death in 972:
Pollens imperii regenator caesariani,
Oddo, qui regis pietate fovente perennis.
In sceptris augustalis preclarus honiris
Augustos omnes superas pietate priores …
Powerful ruler of Caesar’s empire.
Otto, you who with the eternal King’s warming piety,
Famous by the sceptre of Augustan honour,
Surpass all previous emperors in piety.59
As we gather from Clm 14485, Hrotsvit’s literary project was supposed to strive
in the same pious and Roman direction. She wrote in Latin and she evoked the
plays of the Roman theatre – an essential, albeit problematic element of Roman
culture not yet transformed into a prolific Christian one. To many, theatre itself
seemed to defy Christian piety.
In the 10th century, the problems with theatrical entertainment were
obvious, but they centred on the actors and what they performed and less
consciously on theatre as method. For that reason, changing the contents of the
plays, thus defining good and bad performances, was a reasonable way of
coming to terms with the problems. The embryonic passion plays, starting to
occur in the late 10th century, were a parallel, male-driven, way of tackling the
problems and a way that benefitted from ‘theatricalities’ – to use Butler’s
(1960) befittingly clumsy term.
In the Early Middle Ages, the Latin word histrio meant ‘actor’ and its
meaning was drawn towards ‘artist’. Famously, Pope Gregory in his pastoral
letter c. 600 CE had been critical: Unde et nonnulli hujus mundi divites, cum
fame crucientur Christi pauperes, effusis largitatibus nutriunt histriones—‘Thus
quite a few of the wealthy in this world, will let Christ’s poor people starve to
death, while feeding actors plentifully’60. Given that poor Christians seem
always to abound, he could not accept that the rich favoured actors over the
poor. The sense moral is straightforward: why should actors, who are not poor
Christians, be fed when poor Christians starve? Three hundred years later, c.
900 CE Alfred the Great translates Gregory’s letter into Old English: swae eac
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manige welige menn on ðys middangearde iætað cwelan hungre Cristes ðearfan, &
fedaþ yfle glii-men mid oferwiste.—‘thus many wealthy men here on Earth will
let Christ’s poor people starve to death, but feed evil artists excessively’61.
Two things have happened between 600 and 900. The wealthy have
become ‘men’, and ‘many’. This implies that among the wealthy there are at
least two kinds of paired agents – men and women, as well as many and few.
There are also two kinds of actors: ‘the evil ones’ (yfle glii-men) and consequently ‘the not-so-evil ones’. Economic strength has become male and
associated with the evil by implication only. Consequently, if the actors can be
shown not to be evil, then they could also be permissible, even if poor people
starve. Two generations later, c. 960 CE, King Edgar, discussing the need to
reform Anglo-Saxon monasteries, is less subtle.
In an article from 1963, Jack Ogilvy re-examined the evidence for
histriones and mimes. He demonstrated that actors existed in the Middle Ages
before 1100 CE62. In addition, he also proved that there were professional
performers, not just examples of performative behaviour within a given culture.
Ogilvy’s critique of Chambers’s, Faral’s and Waddell’s failure to acknowledge
this was devastating63. As pointed out, for instance, by Elisabeth Witt, the
evolutionary attitude of these older researchers to the history of theatre, explains
their unwillingness to accept regular 10th century actors64. To them, the time for
professional actors had yet to come.
King Edgar had spotted problems in the way clerical life was conducted.
Things had gone so completely out of hands, ut iam domus clericorum putetur
conciliabulum histrionum—‘that now the clerics’ houses are an assembly place
for actors’, i.e. their scene. Then he goes on to say that this is well known, since
haec milites clamant; plebs submurmurant; mimi cantant et saltant in triviis—‘this
the warriors cry, common people whisper; mimes sing and dance it on the
markets’. Edgar was troubled by the irregularities of monastic life. In addition,
the way he expressed himself demonstrates that actors and mimes and their
performances were both part of the problem and a way of exposing it with irony
and satire. This is effectively what happens when mimes and actors sing and
dance monastic life as public entertainment. One can easily imagine how hymn
and procession were ridiculed when they were performed as popular songs and
dances – and vice versa. Since theatre is a way of expressing something, a
method capable of mimicing reality, while using fiction in order to entertain an
audience, performance and performers are both moral and immoral.
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Edgar’s Canon (960s), a letter by Liudprand of Cremona (950) and the
letters of Nicholas I (860s) are Ogilvy’s proof of professional actors on stages.
As a consequence of his analysis, it also becomes obvious why other examples
discussed by him are not equally clear cut: they are a reflection of the disinterest
of 8th to 11th century authors in writing against the hyper criticism that
possessed 19th and early 20th century scholars. These latter scholars looked for
Shakespearian and post-Shakespearian institutional theatre and actor groups
and found little proof. Moreover, what evidence there was, they overlooked.
Professionally staged performances in the Early Middle Ages were simply one
end of a wide spectrum of entertainment in front of audiences as varied as the
performances65.
In the mid-tenth century, actors and that which they performed were a
popular and problematic phenomenon that could be tackled in different ways.
Dramatic performance was widespread and had been criticized for centuries
without being checked66. Hrotsvit sought to remedy this situation; her plays
were completely in line with the general Ottonian renaissance project of
revitalizing Roman Culture as a Christian Roman Culture, incorporating
theatrical plays into a new Christianity. Not surprisingly, her project met with
opposition, as Hrotsvit herself points out, but so did Otto’s policy, which
aimed at making the Emperor, i.e. Realm and Family, a more influential part of
the Family-Realm-Church triad67. From Otto’s point of view, and despite her
project being controversial, it would have seemed right to send Hrotsvit, who
was a gifted Latin writer, to Gandersheim in order to learn, write and educate –
as well as to develop and defend her project.
The importance of theatrical drama in the eyes of Otto is indirectly
supported by the interest taken in theatrical performance, and possibly in
Hrotsvit’s plays, by the Archbishop Brun of Cologne (†965). Together, Otto’s
loyal brother and forceful co-regent Archbishop68, Otto’s ideological goals,
Brun’s theatrical interests and his intellectual disposition69 as well as Hrotsvit’s
capacity as a playwright, in tandem with the close relations between the
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Emperor and Gandersheim through its abbess Gerberga II, would seem to have
formed a base also for reforming 10th century views on theatre. Since Brun died
965, Otto I in 972, Hrotsvit c. 973 and Otto II in 983, her theatre project and
her theatrical program, which was no doubt considered radical, may well have
lost impetus and died completely with Hrotsvit70. That the project was a failure,
since it could not convince medieval intellectuals, is a significant fact, but not
primarily something to lament. Progressive projects are often failures and it is
significant that the Ottonian renaissance itself was in a medieval parenthesis.

Hrotsvit’s Failed Project
The fact that Hrotsvit’s plays did not survive brings us back to the quotation
from The Later life of Queen Mathilda heading this chapter – and to Sean
Gilsdorf’s translation71:
Posthac neminem voluit audire carmina secularia cantantem nec quemquam
videre ludum exercentem, sed tantum audivit sancta carmina x de evangeliis
vel aliis sacris y scripturis y sumpta, necnon in hoc sedulo delectabatur, ut de
vita vel passione sanctorum sibi cantaretur—‘Henceforth she wished [to
hear] no one singing worldly songs, nor see anyone performing plays;
rather, she insisted on listening to holy songs based upon the Gospels and
other sacred scripture and greatly enjoyed it when the lives and passions of
the saints were sung to her.’
The differences between the Older Life and the Later Life is mainly a matter of
correcting the picture of Mathilda’s favourite son Henry and his family line,
which included the new King of Italy, Henry II. While fulfilling this purpose,
the politically correct picture of Mathilda is updated. The question of the
education of girls, for instance, is given extra weight when we are told that
when Mathilda went to Quedlinburg in the autumn 967 in order to die, and to
ensure that she would be buried next to her husband, and not somewhere else,
we are told that she continued her habit from the time of founding her first
schools. She thoroughly examined the students herself, since she praised
nothing higher that educational progress. In the Older Life, this was not pointed
out with the same emphasis.72 One generation later, it was felt to be necessary
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and seen as one of her important contributions. We may in other words
conclude that between c. 973 and 1002, it had become common-place to point
out the importance of female education, thanks to canoness abbeys, and to link
up the origin of female education with Mathilda, who was a model abbeyeducated woman.
Among the four entertainments suitable for a mother, before she lost her
best-beloved son, two forms are bad and two are good after her loss.
Nevertheless, since the last form is apparently the best, the first is probably the
worst and the ones in-between below and above the acceptable. The quotation
categorises all four kinds of entertainment according to their element of
worldliness: (1) Singing worldly songs; (2) performing plays; (3) singing songs
based on scripture; (4) singing about saints. Music avoids critique and thus
performing plays is not primarily a matter of singing.
All four categories are oral, but when it comes to defining categories, the
second one is deviant since it points out plays, albeit not because they may
contain worldly songs. In other words, it is not their content that condemns
them, nor the fact that they may be sung or recited as carminae. It is the fact
that they are ludum exercentem – ‘exercised plays’, i.e. rehearsed theatrical
performances – theatre as method – that makes them condemnable. Between
973 and 1002, Mathilda the model has become more Benedictine and
conventional in the nunnery-sense of the word.
The 1002-opinion expressed in the quotation is purposeful and invented
in order to point out that Mathilda changed the pious queenship model in 955
when she was 60 years old, 19 years a widow with another 13 years to go. She
used to attend to all four kinds of entertainment stretching from the lighthearted to the pious, but at this point in time she dropped two of them.
Whatever Mathilda thought in 955, the consequences in 1002 for Hrotsvit’s
oeuvre, notably Clm 14485, are evident: Her versified saints’ lives are the very
best, but her plays are no longer permissible. A sceptic may of course oppose
such an interpretation, pointing out that there is no mention of Hrotsvit’s plays
anywhere, only of plays in general. This is true, neither the Older nor the Later
Life mentions Hrotsvit, Gandersheim or Gerberga. In fact, they are
conspicuously absent, but this does not change the fact that except for Terence’s
and Hrotsvit’s plays, we know of nothing substantial to put into the play
category. Moreover, if a widowed saintly queen were to choose between a play
by Terence and one by Hrotsvit for religious diversion, she would prefer the
Christian play to the pagan one.
In this discussion, we should not forget the significance of the proposed
date 955. This marks the end of the opposition against Otto I, and his theatreloving brother Brun. After 955, Otto’s power becomes uncontested and this
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year is in effect the end of Mathilda’s political influence. On the other hand, it
becomes a possibility for Gerberga II, her protégé Hrotsvit and the
Gandersheim institution to gain influence with Otto I and later on even more
so with Otto II.
In 1002, when by chance Henry’s progeny rises his family to power after
50 marginalized years, there is hardly a better date than 955 for a foresighted
fictional Mathilda to have expressed some of the critique of dramatic plays that
Hrotsvit herself pointed to in Clm 14485. In the Older Life, which was
supposed to please Otto II, this kind of concealed criticism was not to be
expected. The quotation, therefore, strongly indicates that Hrotsvit’s plays,
however controversial, were indeed performed at least among the Liudolfings
and Otttonians, inasmuch as this family, as a contribution to its entertainment,
saw rehearsed plays being performed. In this sense, i.e. as royal entertainment
there was a 10th century drama.
The general theatrical interest of educated Latin-reading Ottonian women
is strongly supported by a 10th century postscript at the end of a codex of
Terence’s plays: Adelheit Hedwich Matthilt curiales adulescentulę unum par esse
amiciię—‘Adelheit, Hedwich, Matthilt, young women of (the Imperial) court
equal to one in friendship’. After 951, when Otto I married Adelheid, the
Ottonians used all three names in this Ciceronian promise-of-allegiance
formula during the rest of the 10th century73.
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Claudia Villa (1984:99-108) dates the pen of this postscript on Auct. F.6.27, fol.
112v and discusses the historical contemporaneity of the the three women. Both
contexts may fit the late 10th century, although Hedwich, the second wife and widow of
Burchard III of Svabia (*913, †973), died at the age of 50 in August 994, Villa
(1984:108). Adelheit and Matthilt are in all probability the daughters of Otto II, born
977 and 979 respectively. Owing to its slant, the postscript stands out as written by an
inexperienced scribe and thus not by Hedwich in her 40s, but rather by one of the
sisters in their teens, who might well have enjoyed reading Terence with the
experienced Hedwich (and hinted it to the codex), see Villa (1984:104-8) on Hedwich.
In all probability the diminutive term adulescentula—‘young woman’ is used
conceptually and cognitively rather than strictly chonological.
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Hrotsvit’s Approach
The Drama Section
TO REMOULD ROMAN culture in a new and Christian Roman form would
seem to have been one of the overarching interests of Otto the Great and later
Ottonians until the beginning of the 11th century. Hrotsvit is part of this quest
and her employment as writer in residence at Gandersheim, encouraged by
Gerberga II, ought then to lead to a literary production typical of Gandersheim
as an institution. Her texts, moreover, should befit Otto’s and Brun’s elitist
ideas about a Holy Roman Empire and a culture eventually spreading like a
vogue from the upper educated echelons, represented by its patrons, the royal
and imperial families, to the rest of society74.
At the same time, Hrotsvit’s literary production must be her own and
among the upper classes, there need be nothing wrong with individual success,
as long as suitable devotional formulas are supplied75. This means that Hrotsvit
must observe three loyalties: (1) loyalty to the Emperor and his family, (2)
loyalty to the Gandersheim institution and (3) loyalty to herself as an
intellectual capacity – everything humbly taking place under God’s broad
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Se for instance Bezzola (1960:72-3); Dronke (1984:56-60); Crusius (2001) or Forse
(2002) for different ways of describing this.
75
See Curtius (1953:407-13) on devotional formual and humility. One of the most
widespread and long-lived topoi was Affected Modesty, which includes devotional
formulae as well as expressions of humility and submission. Curtius points out that
Bresslau in his Handbuch der Urkundenlehre (1912:47) made a distinction between
devotion and humility and Curtius defends this distinction showing that devotional
and submissive formulae are different rather than similar topoi, since devotion is not a
matter of humility and submission. In her prefaces and dedications, Hrotsvit shows
herself to be a master of devotional topoi.
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umbrella76. If we want to analyse her dramas, this way of defining her in terms
of loyalties will help us understand her theatrical style and the impression she
wanted to make on her audience. Hovering above this 10th century phenomenon is the interaction between universal Christianity and the traditional
polytheistic folk religion that used to engage royal families. In this case, there is
a strong emphasis on the families of the higher echelons of society, since they
must survive Christianisation in some way or other.77
The reason why we can analyse Hrotsvit in relation to concepts such as
conventions, irony, realism and mimetic drama is closely related to the fact that
we know something about her literary production. Our knowledge is based
primarily, but not solely, on the manuscript Clm 14485. This well-composed
volume was a reconstruction after the event, a collection of poems and plays
glued together retrospectively by the author. Nearly everything seems to match
up in Clm 14485 since all the texts were meant to, and because Hrotsvit knew
what she was doing when she compiled the volume and its drama section78.
If the manuscript had been complete, it would have comprised 300 + 24 +
22 = 346 pages. It consisted of three freestanding parts, and it was a purposeful
collection composed by the author. The first part consists of eight saints’
legends, the second of eight dramatic texts and the last one is a long poem Gesta
Ottonis describing the life of Otto the Great until 965 CE. Similarly, the poem
Primordia (The beginning of the Gandersheim abbey) belonged to a manuscript
that once consisted of several texts concerning the foundation of the abbey. In
all probability, Primordia was a coherent literary work composed of freestanding texts79.
Since 2008, we know of a third composition by Hrotsvit, discovered and
discussed by Tino Licht80. Once, this work was a volume of at least two
sermons of which one, although headed by the caption ‘Sermon’, is an extract
of a comment on the Gospel of Matthew by Hilarius of Poitiers. It is quite
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Hrotsvit’s political correctness has been discussed by Stephen Wailes, who, e.g., in his
analysis of Hrotsvits story about Gongolf, shows how the canoness in the 960s adds a
new politically correct and well-informed analysis of Gongolf’s model ducal loyalty (a
hot topic in the days of Otto the Great) to his spiritual status as a martyr Wailes
(2006:60-67). Wailes approach is cognitive, which to reviewer McInerney (2007:777) is
not enough when it comes to the study of women, Middle Ages and sacred virgins,
whilst others such as Brown (2007:113) sees the value of the perspective.
77
For universal and folk religion see Mensching (1938 or 1964:254-60).
78
Homeyer (1970) nevertheless is reluctant to agree to this.
79
The poem Primordia is preserved in Hildesheim in a manuscript called: Primordia
coenobii Gandersheimensis. Hildesheim, Dombibliothek, 534/II, ff. 142r-152v saec.
Xvii. See http://www.geschichtsquellen.de/repOpus_02867.html
80
Licht (2008).
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possible, although it cannot be proved beyond doubt, that the book, which
contained these and probably other texts, was sent to Otto’s brother Archbishop
Brun of Cologne (†965).
Today the volume in question contains different text compiled under the
title Acta varia sanctorum and here, Licht has found a section (Fol. 73-79) that
consists of two texts about Paradise. After the last one, i.e. at the bottom of
what was once the last page of a codex, there is a small poem composed by
Hrotsvit81. This poem is addressed to the person to whom she presented the
book. What Licht has found is in other words the last 14 pages, the two
concluding texts and a small postscript, of a volume compiled by Hrotsvit.
Hrotsvit wanted to give someone a book on Paradise and composed it of
sermons of her own choice, i.e. a reading passage, which in modern terms
constitutes an omnibus of texts worth studying. She produced it at the
Gandersheim scriptorium and tagged it anonymously with a comment
consisting of four leonine hexameters82:
Iussimus hec scribi vobismet prorsus amori
Econtra preculis tandem succurrite nobis,
Ut pariter patriam mereamur adire supernam,
Que specie nivea tenet hoc, quod lectio supra.—
We have ordered this to be written directly for you yourself out of love
Thus we haste to help with small prayers so that we too
may deserve to enter into the heavenly fatherland
that which in the purest form preserves what is said in the above reading
passage.
Whether there was a more elaborate intent behind collecting this reading
passage or whether the texts were prefaced is impossible to know.
Licht’s discovery is discerning and noteworthy, but the light-hearted and
intimate tone of the dedication, naming neither receiver nor sender except by
pronoun, since they already knew who they were, is even more noteworthy.
When Hrotsvit says ‘you’ she addresses a close friend outside the abbey and
81

See Licht (2008) for the discussion of the literary characteristics of Hortsvit’s, which
define the poem as hers. Information on the manscript is found at
http://www.manuscripta-mediaevalia.de/hs/katalogseiten/HSK0371_b048_JPG.htm
82
A leonine hexameter is divided into two rhyming parts. Normatively speaking, the
first long syllable of the third foot, falling just before the caesura, rhymes with the last
syllable of the sixth foot, which is always a spondee following upon the fifth, which is
always a dactyl:
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when she says ’we’ she means herself and only technically speaking the scribes in
the Gandersheim scriptorium, who produced the book. When she says ‘we
haste with our small prayers’ (precula is a diminutive invented by Hrotsvit) in
order not to be excluded from Paradise, it would seem that Hrotsvit, because of
the project, has betrayed, albeit just a little, her wow to pray since she found it
more important to express her love, i.e. to produce the book and send it off83.
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There has been a prejudical discussion concerning Hrotsvit’s use of diminutives,
Bergman (1943). It is one of many concerning Hrotsvit’s lack of talent or ‘Bildung’
suggesting that she used diminitives because they fit her metre. In the poems Gesta
Ottonis and Primordia there are 40 diminutives, Bergman has 38. Of these, 33 are in
Gesta Ottonis. They create an intimate style although there are of course common
neutral diminutive among the 33. Two of them are used in prose. In Primordia there
are only seven. Given the length of Primordia, there ought to have been 22 to match
the density in Gesta Ottonis. Although we may find her usage mannerist and thus agree
with Bergman (1943:131) that ‘few of Hrotsvit’s diminutives are employed with the
real diminutive force of tenderness‘, she nevertheless employs them with stylistic intent
in pairs in ll. 132 & 465 respectively (gratiola + munusculum) and, as Bergman points
out, in ll. 435-436 (praepaucula + verbula). Moreover, Hrotsvit used a little cluster of
diminutives to tint her description of the sad fate of Henry I, in ll. 181, 182 & 185
(castellum + candidolus + nigellus). As Bergman (1943:15) points out diminutives are
most often used in colloquial or ‘popular’ speech and that is the reason why she insists
that Hrotsvit, whom she preconceives as somewhat unlettered, needed diminutives for
metrical reasons. Even Homeyer (1970) suggests that the first two of the 7 gratiola
(dim. of gratia—‘grace’) are metre-induced emergency solutions, but later on she
refrains from commenting upon all the other ones. Robertini (1990) in a throrough
study is much more appreciative, e.g. (1990:140-41). He suggested that when she
became more experienced she used fewer deminutives (1990:135). Berschin (2001:ix-x),
nevertheless, thinks that Hrotsvit’s works were written during a short intensive period.
Notwithstanding, Hrotsvit uses dinimutives in a conscious way introducing one or two
new ones into written Latin: precula and verbula. Precula < prex (prayer) surely is her
invention, see Licht (2008), and perhaps verbula < verbum, a word more than three
times as common as prex. However, suggesting that Hrotsvit, of whom we know that
she has written 5,000 verse lines and set down more than 25,000 feet should have
invented a specific diminutive such as precula to solve a metrical problem of one or two
lines, is marvelleously prejudical. It seems more likely that writing to Otto in Gesta
Ottonis and perhaps to Archbishop Brun in the postscript she deliberately used an odd
word that the addressees would recognize as typical oral Hrotsvit jargon. Precula is
light-hearted and just a trifle misanthropic or ironic, but presumably she and her
addressees were well aware of their own frailty. Albeit wasted on Bergman (1943),
Hrotswit’s use of diminutives when she writes the postscript strongly suggests a close
relation to Otto and Brun. Not surprisingly owing to her connections with the
Ottonians, Hrotsvit’s usage is similar to the usage of adulescentula in the postscript
quoted above, see note 73.
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Since Hrotsvit wrote the verses, she apparently preferred to flirt with or flatter
someone with whom she wanted to share some Paradise sermons. Since love
compelled her, and since she hastens to make up for her prayer deficit, there is
hope, and not least a friend outside Gandersheim who must have known her so
well that he or she would not misunderstand the lines, but appreciate them as
well as Hrotsvit and the book, simply because the whole project was one of love
for the addressee. Nevertheless, if a canoness, scantily covering her anonymity
under a ‘we’, adds four coquettish and very visible lines at the end of a book
concerning Paradise, where ‘we’ deserve to meet, much can be misconstrued.
Humorously hinting that her love project, ‘for you’ should prevent ‘you’ and
‘we’, i.e. ‘us’, from meeting in ‘the heavenly fatherland’, indicates that the
receiver, who seems to have been praying as usual, must already have
appreciated that Hrotsvit was clever and ironic in a charming slightly mannerist
way. If Brun was the addressee, Hrotsvit wrote the poem before 965.
Hrotsvit was good at expressing herself in the correct public way without
losing a personal touch, if she thought that kind of touch appropriate. As
Homeyer points out, this is exactly the difference between the two prologues to
Gesta Ottonis, the first to Otto the Great and the second to his young son Otto
II (*955, Emperor 962-†983). In comparison, the ﬁrst dedication is personal
and the second conventional84. The four ‘Paradise’ hexameters are unthinkable
in a public text, inasmuch as they are private and she would not have expressed
herself in this way, if she had thought that it would have been inappropriate. As
an unedited glimpse of Hrotsvit’s personal character, the verses point her out as
gifted, good-humoured, clever and well aware of it. Moreover, she would have
appreciated these qualities among her friends in order to be understood. She
seems to write nothing by mistake.
Hrotsvit was into producing books based on compilations, extracts and
her own works. In that respect, she probably filled the role of a Gandersheim
intellectual and author with access to a library, a scriptorium and an external
network. Owing to its concluding poetic address, the ‘Paradise book’ is a
personal project compared to the other two, but we should probably see this as
a natural element in the maintenance of her network. She dedicated Primordia
to Gandersheim and Clm 14485 is a model book about Hrotsvit’s contribution
to the Christian renewal of Roman Culture and the man who initiated the
project. As a major work, Clm 14485 reflects all aspects of her project,
including Hrotsvit’s personal relation to the renaissance project and women in
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Homeyer (1970:384).
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society. This is especially true of her most original contribution, the central part
of Clm 14485 – her plays85.
Today, seven of these plays are accepted as being indeed plays and
Hrotsvit’s very existence is no longer doubted, but many, perhaps most
researches are not sure that the plays were ever staged86. Some, moreover, are
convinced that Hrotsvit never expected them to be staged, since according to
these researchers, it would have been impossible in a nunnery. Nevertheless,
Gandersheim was not a nunnery.
During the last 150 years, scholars have resisted accepting her plays. In the
last decades and probably as a result of the great interest in studying medieval
women, there has, however, been a change of opinion. Accordingly, Katherina
Wilson, in the introduction to her translation of the second part of Clm 14485,
pointed out that ‘most Hrotsvit scholars now agree that they [the plays] were
eminently performable’87. As pointed out, the above quotation from the 1002
Life of Mathilda strongly suggests that they had an audience and a stage since
they qualified as ludum exercentem.

The revelation of John
Performable or performed – one wonders – because looking into the research
history from the mid-19th century and onwards, it stands to reason that this
question – performed or performable? – would not have been an issue, had
Hrotsvit been a man. Typically, the canoness’ works are dismissed as not being
actual theatre if one can suspect that they do not fit or influence either a
commonplace understanding of the evolution of drama or a commonplace
understanding of religious institutions88.
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Here we may give credit to Chasles (1876:273), who seems more truly amazed than
most modern reserchers by ‘la saxonne’ in her twenties studing Terence’s dubious plots
and characters. His astonishment can be more relevant than the opinions of modern
researchers, who, given to prove the obvious, show that there is a considerable
difference between Terence and Hrotsvit.
86
Wilson (1989:xiii) writes that there are six dramas, but the first, Gallicanus, is
actually Gallicanus I and II if we follow the manuscript (See Homeyer 1970).
Gallicanus I runs from Fol 80 r to Fol 87 v, circa 15,5 pages Gallicanus II from Fol 87 v
to 90 r, circa 6.5 pages.
87
Wilson (1989:xxx).
88
See Witt (2001) and Crusius (2001). In the parallel case of Seneca’s dramas, of which
we cannot be absolutely sure that they were staged, instead of accepting this critical
stance, Scott Smith (2011) argues convincingly, based on the plays themselves, and
concludes that they were indeed staged, and thus he finds it reasonable to trust the
plays.
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Fig. 4. The postscript in
Hrotsvit’s seven dialogical plays.

In order to complicate matters, but also as a possible way of solving this
question from another angle, one could turn to the central part of Clm 14485,
which contains a text that refers to the Revelation of John. This text consists of
35 leonine hexameters, which Hrotsvit included as the last work in this central
part inserted after her regular dialogical and mimetic plays89. In the manuscript,
the last of the seven dialogical plays comes to an end on folio 129 recto leaving
the next page, folio 129 verso, empty before the Revelation of John commences
at the top of folio 130 recto with a first line that is also a revealing title: John, the
virgin, saw the Heavens open.
Instead of letting folio 129 verso be an empty page, four elegiac distiches, a
quotation from Bede in which the first letters form the word ‘AMEN’, has been
inserted to fill the otherwise wasted page, Fig. 490. The hymn from which the
lines are quoted points out female chastity, which is a central theme in the
plays. The added comment about those who walk the road to salvation points
in the same direction – perhaps too ostentatiously.
As a way of making use of a superfluous page of parchment, the solution is
relatively elegant; someone – probably a woman with an alert mind – must
immediately have understood what to do and advised someone else in the
89

Usually the plays were thought to be six, but Gallicanus is actually two separate plays,
Gallicanus I and II, which may or may not be performed together.
90
See Bede Historiam ecclesiasticam gentis anglorum Book IV, Chapter 18, ll. 47-54. See
also Zeydel (1945:374).
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Gandersheim scriptorium to continue with ‘John the virgin’ on top of folio 130
recto. This is a dramatic shift to something completely different, which
nevertheless concerns the virgin John, of whom we may say that he longed to
walk the road of salvation. The parallel between the end of the Paradise book
and the end of the dramatic dialogues as well as Terence’s plays – shaping a
postscript as a clever comment – is easy to spot91.
The leonine hexameters concerning the Revelation of John read as if
someone guiding a group of people had spoken to them whilst pointing at
different scenes from the Book of Revelation. This text, therefore, is not an
obvious play – as it happens there is no written dialogue – and one may wonder
why it was included among the plays, i.e. in the drama section. Guided by
Helene Homeyer’s edition as well as Zeydel’s and Katherina Wilson’s
translations, one could begin to answer this question by establishing the text
and its structure:92
1 John the virgin saw the Heavens open
And beheld the Father of all on His resplendent throne,
Surrounded by a row of twice twelve elders
Who glittered with gleaming crowns,
5 All dressed in robes of gleaming white;
He also saw at the enthroned King’s right hand
A book whose secret no man can learn.
This angel here, seeking a worthy man, finds none,
Who could solve the seal of the secret book.
10 He consoles John who is weeping
As he explains that the lamb can solve the seals.
Behold the secrets of the book lay open for the slain lamb
Whose praise Heaven’s citizens soon sing;
Behold the Faith’s martyrs bearing witness near the altar with clear voices.
15 They receive robes glittering with gleaming whiteness93.
The angel, arriving from the direction of the rosy sunrise,
Marks the Eternal King’s servants on their foreheads.
Afterwards John beheld many standing there in white,
91

Postscript, see notes 73 and 81 as clever and/or lighthearted may have been a popular
Ottonian way of tagging a series of related texts and a codex.
92
See Homeyer (1970:376-80), Zeydel’s translation (1945:375-6) and Wilson’s
(1989:151-52 or 1998:98-99.).
93
Wilson (2004:3) has pointed to the likely connection between Hrotsvit’s use of the
expression ‘clear voice’, vox clamantes, to Hrotsvit and her mission, to John the Baptist
(the patron of Gandersheim) and to millennial eschatology. White robes were
significant of Gandersheim.
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Praising the lamb, and carrying palm leaves in hand.
20 Behold Heaven’s citizens are silent for half an hour.
He stood at the sacred altar with a censer,
And carried incense, symbolizing the faithful’s holy prayers.
Behold, a woman glitters surrounded by the splendid sun.
Adorned with a gleaming crown of twice twelve stars94
25 A snake wants to devour her tender young son,
But the dragon is defeated, the boy is lifted to the Lord95
And the dragon has fallen from Heaven and is cast to earth.
Behold the lamb standing here on the Mount the Zion,
And the company of virgins singing new songs96.
30 The beast attacks the saint with all the dragon’s might;
But Truth97 has laid him low; arriving on a white steed,
He whips the ancient snake to savage Tartarus98
Behold the books of life are held open to the dead
And alive they rise freed from the chains of death
35 Soon all receive their due according to their merits.
Most editors have been reluctant to accept the hexameters as a monologue
commenting upon a show. In fact, as it is often the case when it comes to
Hrotsvit’s texts, interpretations start as far away from performance as possible,
in this case with Zeydel who thinks that ‘the verses, showing clear signs of
Hrotsvit's authorship, probably were inscribed under twelve murals in
Gandersheim’99. This is a very safe suggestion, given that it is unverifiable and
does not attempt to explain why Hrotsvit included the monologue among her
plays.
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The beginning of the second part is a reference to the beginning of the first, ll. 3-4.
I have supplied this line since it was lost in Wilson (1989 and 1998.).
96
A reference to Bede, see Fig. 4. ‘A company’ refers to a (Gandersheim?) choir.
97
Actually Verax – i.e. truth personified.
98
The line Iste ligat veterem ' sub Tartara saeva draconem or in plain prose: Iste ligat sub
Tartara veterem saeva draconem means: ‘He binds under Tartarus the ancient furious
dragon’. As it says in Revelation 20:2-3: ‘[2] And he laid hold on the dragon, that old
serpent, which is the Devil, and Satan, and bound him a thousand years, [3] And cast
him into the bottomless pit, ….’ Tartarus is a deep mythological and Ancient Greek
abyss.
99
Zeydel (1945:374-5). On the number of scenes from the Revelation of John: v.
Winterfeld (1902) has 18, Homeyer (1970, originally 1936) has 14, Zeydel (1945) has
12 and Wilson (1989) has 5. In my discussion there are 5 ½ scenes related to the
structure that Hrotsvit gave her text.
95
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Contrary to Zeydel, Peter Dronke asked: is it possible that the apocalyptic
verses were performed?100 Since he could not find anything precise with which to
compare, he was puzzled by the monologue, which he thought indicated that
what was enacted must be performed in silence. Nevertheless, we are told about
Heaven’s singing citizens, martyrs with clear voices and virgins singing new
songs. Dronke cannot find an answer to this puzzle, but he opens up for a
discussion based on the fact that Hrotsvit included the Revelation of John
among her dramatic works. In general, not even for the benefit of educated
doubt, should one ignore the significance of Hrotsvit’s organization of her
works.
There is little doubt that the leonine hexameters concerning the
Revelation of John read as if someone spoke to a group of people while
pointing out different scenes from the Book of Revelation. This text, therefore,
is not an obvious play and one may wonder why it was included in the drama
section. When closely studied the hexameters are not simply supplying
pedagogical information pointed out to listeners and spectators. The verses are
also stage directions describing and commenting upon a kind of pantomime.
Since the text is included in the drama section and since it refers to some of the
most significant and action-based scenes in the Gospel, it is worth discussing
how Hrotsvit could have imagined that they were staged. Looking at the
structural clues in the text there are five points to consider.
FIRST, there is the division between indoor and outdoor scenes, i.e. lines 1-22
and 23-35 respectively. The indoor scenes are located in a cathedral. The
outdoor scenes refer to the site where the Ascension took place, as well as to
Mount Zion and an earthly cemetery on Judgement Day. If we add the
dimensions of the stage to the scenes, the indoor settings belong to an
environment measured in square metres while the outdoor settings are
measured in acres.
In line 20, we are told that during half an hour, between the indoor and
the outdoor scenes, nothing happens. Informing us of a break on Judgement
Day is odd, but it makes sense if the audience, led by its guide, is supposed to
move from an indoor to an outdoor stage. That is, a move out into the
environment where the Gandersheim abbey was visioned in the 9th century.
Hrotsvit has in other words taken the liberty to write a practical intermission
into Judgement Day giving a group of spectators time to move from one station
to another.

100

See Dronke (1984:63).
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SECOND, as pointed out by Dronke, when we read the text we note a number
of words meaning ‘behold’. Eleven times ‘behold’ calls us to attention and the
guide tells us to look through the eyes of John or see for ourselves101. This
means that the guide is actively directing the eyes of the audience towards
specific points in the cathedral and outside it, instead of simply leading a group
from one panel to another. These instructions do not cover all there is to see;
instead, they are meant to draw attention to something specific, significant and
indeed something rehearsed. That which is pointed out to the audience is
pointed out either because the spectators may not have perceived it correctly, or
because something is happening. Six times ‘behold’ signifies that something
important, a small chain of events, is about to take place. There is not yet
anything to be seen. The interjection, therefore, gains the attention of the
audience and directs the actors.
A THIRD significant structure is made up by the conceptual pair ‘tableau and
action’. Both phenomena are important in the text, but not strictly kept apart.
They are introduced in the first 11 lines and contrasted. Heaven is a tableau.
The angel, who seeks someone, is action. Soon enough, and certainly from line
12 and onwards, tableau and action blend. Tableau and pantomime, accompanied by hymns and martyrs bearing witness with clear voices, become mixed.
Apparently, some of the actions are liturgical, not least around the altar in lines
12-22. Some, nevertheless, have a more complex symbolic character.
The text is built up around carrying, reading and holding open the Book
of life. This book is pointed out to us in line 5-6, and in line 9 and 12 when its
seals are broken. In the end, the book reappears in line 34 when it becomes
instrumental. It is opened to the dead and causes them to rise, freed from ‘the
chains of death’, before they are judged, but actually there is no judgement.
What it says in the book, as well as the book itself as an agent is of utmost
importance to the Revelation of John, and Hrotsvit has seen to it that the book
– the object – is central and visible. The importance of books and especially the
importance of correct knowledge was a corner stone in the Carolingian project
as well as in the Ottonian102. Showing the books of life to the dead signifies the
importance of the uncorrupted texts. Book agency is politically correct and
befits a Gandersheim Revelation of John.
THE FOURTH significant structure is the time aspect. The season is hinted by a
lamb that must be visible on Mount Zion. This suggests that Revelation
101

We look through the eyes of John three times (ll. 2, 6 & 18) and for ourselves 8
times (ll. 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 23, 28 & 33).
102 Lately discussed by Becker (2015:71-5).
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happens sometime in the period May to July. Since the second angel appears
from the abside and the ruddy sunshine behind the altar, it is Judgement Day
morning. The time it takes to see all the tableaus and scenes and listen to the
hymns and to testimonies is difficult to estimate, but it is obvious that the time
it takes to draw attention to a scene is much shorter than the time it takes to
perform and contemplate what the text highlights. Part of this time is indicated
also by the time that has elapsed just before and after the guide cries ‘Behold!’
This means that the text introduces a chain of events experienced by the
audience, and we may insert meaningful captions or explanations in the text in
order to structure the events. The first 14 lines will illustrate Hrotsvit’s technique:
The audience enters the cathedral and perhaps a platform in the nave. It sees
John, and turns to the tableau in the westwork to see what he sees. The scene,
its costume show and elders trying their hand on the book nobody can open,
may be studied for a while.
1 John the virgin saw the Heavens open and beheld the Father of all on
His resplendent throne, surrounded by a row of twice twelve elders who
glittered with gleaming crowns 5 all dressed in robes of gleaming white.
He also saw at the enthroned King’s right hand a book whose secret no
man can learn103.
While the audience is looking up into the westwork, it is interrupted by the
guide, who makes the group turn around and see an angel with the book.
Should someone turn back to look at ‘Heaven’ the book up there is probably
gone.
This angel here, seeking a worthy man, finds none, who could solve the
seal of the secret book. 10 He consoles John who is weeping as he explains
that the lamb can solve the seals104.
The group follows the pantomime and the angel and John when they walk to
the altar and put down the book next to the crucifix. The seals are solved as if
by themselves and the book is open. The guide points out the important point
in the scene and announces the arrival of the choir.
12 Behold the secrets of the book lay open for the slain lamb whose praise
Heaven’s citizens soon sing;
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The extravagant splendour described in these lines reminds one of the royal Danish
splendour of the kings Svein and Cnut discussed by Tylor (1999). She argues
convincingly that the description of ‘treasure and artifice’ was meant to appeal to lay
members of the royal Anglo-Danish court.
104
These lines appeal to the clerics of the court. Thus, the splendour in ll. 1-7 is
matched by unobtrusive faith in ll. 8-11.
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In sum: (1) The guide may point to a scene and let the group study it for a
while or follow the action that takes place in it. (2) The guide may interrupt
and make the group look in a specific direction to see something new. (3) The
guide may announce what is about to happen. This gives the group time to
observe and performers time to perform their mixture of pantomime and
hymns. (4) The performance takes much longer time than the recitation of the
hexameters. (5) The interjection: Behold! regains the attention of the audience.
The 35 hexameters are a series of interjections and comments that explain
and unite a series of pantomimes or semi-pantomimes. Hrotsvit’s verses are
spoken by a presenter. In intent, they are comparable to John Lydgate’s
commentary presentation c. 450 years later, of a pantomime, a series of events,
in a Trojan theatre:
Al this was tolde and rad of the poete.
And whil that he in the pulpit stood
With dedly face al devoide of blood,
Singinge his dites with Muses al torent,
Amydde the theatre schrowdid in a tent
Ther cam out men gastful of her cheris,
Disfigurid her facis with viseris,
Pleying by signes in the peples sight,
That the poete songon hath on hight;
(Lydgate, Troy Book Book 2 ll. 896-904.)105
Although the Revelation of John consists of descriptive passages, it does not
suspend dramatic time, inasmuch as the text is shaped as a pantomimic libretto.
The pantomime holds sway over time and although the text represents an
eternal narrator speaking among the audience, this presenter too is ruled by the
dramatic time of the pantomime.
THE FIFTH significant structure has to do with the growing complexity of the
scenes described. The first church scene is the simplest, and complexity grows
in the following church scenes. When the audience leaves the church during the
intermission to see the final three outdoor scenes, complexity approaches its
culmination on Judgement Day. The outdoor scenes may seem difficult to
arrange, e.g. dressing up the dead who rise on Judgement Day at the cemetery,
where St John is probably standing with the book, while being attacked by the
dragon. However, given that there are quite a number of prehistoric/early
Christian inhumation cemeteries next to manors and their churches, it is not
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See Lydgate at http://d.lib.rochester.edu/teams/text/edwards-lydgate-troy-bookbook-2
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impossible in the 10th century106. The beast of course shall have to be masked
and dressed up like a beast/dragon/snake and eventually thrown into a prepared
pit in order to disappear.
The Revelation of John is a presenter’s comment on what John beheld. It
is not a theatre play. Instead, its affinities with liturgical plays suggest
themselves107. The revelations, moreover, make use of the two east-west poles in
the Ottonian abbey: God, the King in Heaven and the Emperor on earth,
situated in the westwork surrounded by his crowned elders. Christ his son is
among us at the altar in the abside in the east. The interaction between these
poles is facilitated by the abbey itself and its patron the virgin St John. The
symbolism in a Whitsun and inner mission context is straightforward: With its
close association to St John, the Gandersheim Abbey is engaged in inner
mission work among the ruling classes preparing them also for Judgement Day.
Significantly, nobody is judged108.
The second, central part of Clm 14485 blends plays linked to earlyChristian Rome, the first 7 plays, with an example of a more orthodox, albeit
extravagant kind of performance reminding one of much later pantomimes and
dumb shows. As there were eight legends in the first part of the manuscript,
there are eight dramatic performances in the second.
Although the Revelation of John is extravagant, it may nevertheless have
entertained a Royal court on a visit to Gandersheim. A central educational
institution in the Holy Roman Empire could very well afford and organize the
installation, not least why books and choir singing are essential in the scenes as
well as in education109.
In the preface to her plays, Hrotsvit defends the religious correctness of
her project – albeit in a gentle, humorous and even cunning way. She chooses
to formulate herself with quite a bit of irony and with confidence in herself and
Gerberga the abbess of Gandersheim110. Hrotsvit simply argues that the genre,
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Ettel (2014) discuses the importance of the noble power centres. Some of his
reconstructions of these sites demonstrate that manors such as Schulbach-Rosenberg in
Oberpfalz (2014:123-24) could have accomodated an outdoor setting of play such as
The Revelation of John or Pafnutius. See below Fig. 5.
107
See Wickham (1992:96f.).
108
On the associations with St John and mission, i.e., the inner Christianisation of the
Saxon nobility, see Crusius (2001:21) with references to Primorida and the appearance
of John to the abbess Aeda as the true origin of Gandersheim. See also Götting
(1973:38-9) on the altar consecrated to St John in the royal chapel in the upper part of
the westwork.
109
A Trope by definition is performed by singers. See Penn (2004:105), who quotes
Raby: History of Christian-Latin Poetry.
110
See Dronke (1984:69-70); Wilson (1998:41).
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her plays and consequently even the liturgical drama based on the Revelation of
John, will produce correct knowledge if treated correctly.
The indoor scenes in the church are much easier to perform than the ones
that take place outdoors, not least because they are less expensive to produce. It
stands out as significant, therefore, that the indoor scenes are freestanding and
liturgically speaking self-contained, as well as contrasted rather than developed
by the highly dramatic outdoor performance. Contrast is one of the structures
signifying Hrotsvit’s composition. Despite its being extravagant, ‘Mathilda
1002’ would perhaps not have objected to the Revelation of John, since that
which is rehearsed is not ludus, but ritual and we may suspect that Hrotsvit
included this Gospel-based work to point out that she understood the ideas
behind liturgical drama and didactic pantomime. Moreover, the Revelation of
John has an obvious stage, linear time structure and a time of performance in
connection with the liturgical year.
If we add the dimensions of the stage to the inside/outside pattern it seems
reasonable that a guide can give her audience this kind of information about the
revelation without disturbing what is going on in the church and outside it.
The Revelation of John, therefore, is a monologue related to a dumb show with
action, religious hymns and testimonies befitting Whitsuntide and the looming
Judgement Day. The play is a liturgical costume drama, elaborate and expensive, affordable for the upper classes and rich institutions only. The text is
explanatory. It informs a small audience and builds the liturgical drama on
progress and contrast involving inside and outside, lay and cleric, Heaven and
earth, Christ and Antichrist. The grip is unconventional, but interesting. That
there are no other examples of precisely this kind of liturgical drama is of little
importance, since in all probability, the play was not meant to be commonplace or public. Technically speaking, centring on installations, the Revelation
of John may be compared to elaborate funeral rites as described in Beowulf or
by Ibn Fadlan111.
When we consider the demand for women as moral compasses as well as
the need for inner mission among 10th century upper classes, it makes sense that
Hrotsvit ends her play section with a liturgical drama about the virgin St John
and the apocalypse. Moreover, writing a monologue that accompanies a
liturgical play sends a message to Hrotsvit’s critics, who can no longer accuse
her of being too worldly, since writing on the Apocalypse she follows the
Gospel slavishly, except for the intermission112. The monologue, therefore,
stands out as a text that is necessary when we wish to produce a liturgical play
mixing dumb show, action and singing. What the choirs will sing and the
111
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See Beowulf (ll. 3137-3182). Montgomery (2000:12-21).
See Zeyel (1945) Homeyer (1970) and Wilson (1989).
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martyrs confess, priests, canonesses and abbesses will decide. Moreover, they
will figure out the number of martyrs and their costumes, what Truth should
look like as well as the number and the appearance of the rising dead: women
and men, old and young.

Conclusion
By birth, Hrotsvit was considered to have a successful life within the upper
classes. It seems reasonable to suggest that it was her intellectual capacity that
made her Gandersheim rather than marriage material. Likewise, it stands to
reason that her language and writing capacity became evident in the early 950s.
The political development in this decade and especially after 955 when
Otto’s power was no longer questioned made Gandersheim an important oftenused node in the itinerary of the court, although the court never stayed long
periods at the abbey, but on its domains. Gandersheim was designed to become
a Pfalz when it was visited by the royal or imperial family. It is in line with these
facts that the project behind Clm 14485 was dedicated to the Emperor, and
that the book had a very personal dedication to Otto.
Indirectly, it appears from the Later Life of queen Mathilda that the
Liudolfings could enjoy a play. This indication, therefore, makes it likely that
prior to 1002, Hrotsvit’s project including its plays hampered neither the image
of Gandersheim nor Gerberga’s interests. On the contrary, when the family
visited Gandersheim it would be natural to present one of Hrotsvit’s plays to
the exclusive court audience. Finally, in the Revelation of John, Hrotsvit
demonstrates that she has thought about the practicalities faced by those who
want to produce a liturgical play.
Since it is plausible (1) that Gandersheim and Hrotsvit had a royal court
audience; (2) that her institution had the financial muscle to stage a play; (3)
that Hrotsvit had insights into stage productions and (4) that she expressed
herself exceedingly well in Latin, we have good reason to believe that the plays
were staged at Gandersheim. This amounts to no more than believing the
obvious when one reads a play written by a playwright belonging to a wealthy
and capable institution. Since Gerberga II actually encouraged Hrotsvit, it is
difficult to imagine that her plays were not staged in order, for instance, to
entertain Liudolfings when they visited Gandersheim. It is against this
background one should approach her play Pafnutius.
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Hrotsvit’s Pafnutius
Introduction
HROTSVIT IS A playwright who imitates Terence, or so she says in the preface
to her plays. She imitates Terence, because his texts, which are eloquent and
clever like that of many other non-Christian authors, are read and praised113.
Hrotsvit herself has been guilty of reading and praising non-Christian authors.
Among those who scorn Pagan authors some, nevertheless, read Terence’s
plays frequently and delight in his style. They forget the fact that they are
stained by the wicked things he describes. Hrotsvit refers specifically to turpia
lascivarum incesta feminarum—‘the lewd filth of sinful women’114.
In just a few opening lines, Hrotsvit identifies three major problems: (1)
unlawful sex, (2) Terence’s descriptions of it and (3) those who, nevertheless,
indulge in Terence. Then she makes up her mind to tackle these problems and
decides to write about filth, but only in order to praise laudabilis sacrarum
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This is a summary of Hrotsvit’s preface to her plays, see Wilson (1989:3-4) and
Homeyer (1970:133-4). It is conceivable that by referring to Terence, Hrotsvit sides
with Archbishop Brun of Cologne, see Mayr-Harting (1992:36 and note 13). Hrotsvit
was right when she pointed out Terence’s popularity among those who read Latin, see
Villa (1984). Given the violence that Hrotsvit sometimes put on stage, she might or
might not have been inspired by Seneca, see Scott Smith (2011:Loc:189-267.). This is
something she can hardly admit to and there are no clear signs of inspiration, such as
the use of a chorus.
114
As a modern reader of Hrotsvit, Evitt (2007) argues that turpia lasciviarum incesta
feminarum translates ‘the defiling incest of lascivious women’ (2007:363) arguing that
Hrotsvit wished to highlight ‘incest’—incestus, from in + castus—im-pure, in Ottonian
society. Falling back on the play Abraham as Evitt does, the translation is possible, but
reading Pafnutius it is impossible. A suggestive ambiguity in the adjective incesta (f.)—
‘sinful, including incesteous’, is to be preferred, not least since incest is a specific, albeit
model exponent of lascivity.
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castimonia virginum—‘the laudable purity of holy virgins’. Since illicit love or
the sex industry is not something a canoness must necessarily be acquainted
with, convincing her readers that she can write accurately about filth is not easy.
Frequently, a scarlet flush was spreading on her cheeks as she wrote the plays,
but she fulfilled her task115. Judging from Homeyer’s edition, the lines that
Hrotsvit puts into the mouth of her prostitutes and their lovers are not literary
quotations from other authors, let alone authors in a position to quote harlots.
We shall have to admit, therefore, that Hrotsvit was perhaps more knowledgeable in these matters than the average canoness.
Despite positive and negative affinities with Terence’s plays, as discussed
by Robert Talbot116, Hrotsvit’s, contrary to Terence’s, are based on gospel and
legend. Her plays have little to do with his when it comes to plot or characters.
Their plays are more easily compared if we focus on their carefully designed and
written dialogue. Like Hrotsvit, Terence is witty and clever and the way she
writes her dialogues makes her outstanding. Her emphasis on dialogue is her
most obvious link to Roman dramatists. In fact, the legends are not necessarily
the most important element of her drama. They were important in her day and
age and an excuse for writing the plays, but if we look at Hrotsvit as a dramatist
and the way she treats the legends, then she stands out as a dramatist with a
mission and a 10th century feminist of sorts. As Helene Scheck points out, since
her heroines are holy virgins – some even regain their true virginity having
repented their sins – these heroines are required to submit to male authority if
this authority is Christian117. Hrotsvit simply accepts the male-biased gender
system of 10th century upper classes in Saxony and yet Thaïs, as we shall see, is
superior to Pafnutius when it comes to moral, as Mathilda was superior to her
husband Henry. Hrotsvit argues that this has to do with feminine beauty118.
From a more modern more anthropological point of view, one could also argue
that in 10th century Saxony there was still a political point in stressing the
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Hrotsvit’s attitude to ancient comedies, such as Terence’s, is paralleled by that of
Archbishop Brun, who read them for their Latin style, while lesser men, as pointed out
by Hrotsvit, laughed themselves sick over defiled virgins and the love of whores, see
Mayr-Harting (1992:45 and note 56).
116
See Talbot (2004:147-59). I find that thematic persistence, i.e., the cardinal
importance of sex, is the most obvious link to Terence. When researchers have found
differences between Hrotsvit and Terence, the reason is quite often that they expect her
to copy his style, which she does not – although they are both witty.
117
See Scheck (2008:152). Helene Scheck’s analysis of female agency in Hrotsvit’s plays
is very much to the point Scheck (2008:167-70).
118
See Kelly (2000:102-3). It may be hoped that Hrotsvit had little interest in the male
component of heterosexuality.
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complementarity of king and consort, as it could be observed already in 6th
century Austrasia and the relation between King Sigibert and Queen Brunhild119.
In her analysis of legends, Kathleen Kelly discusses Hrotsvit’s poem
Pelagius, which is based on the legend about a teenage virgin boy martyr, who
died in Cordova in the late 920s120. Hrotsvit was probably informed about
Pelagius in 950 or 955/56 by one or more members of a delegation from
Cordova to Otto’s court. We may draw this conclusion since she composed her
version of the legend before the Iberian priest Raguel recorded the story c.
967121. Kelly makes the significant observation that Hrotsvit treats the narrative
less conventionally than Raguel, and with an eye to describing the lives of
female saints in late antiquity. These were Hrotsvit’s favourite type of saint.
Pelagius, contrary to Hrotsvit’s female models, protected his virginity against
the caliph’s male sexual harassments, avoiding rape, albeit not death.
Nevertheless, a saint such as Hrotsvit’s Thaïs is mentally as strong as any man
when she makes it perfectly clear to Pafnutius that her fortune must be
destructed because she has amassed it by prostitution. To Hrotsvit, feminine
beauty although it seems fragile, bears the sign of true virginity, female or male,
and it is not linked to any kind of inferiority.
In Hrotsvit’s description, everybody knows that Pelagius is looked upon as
a sexual object by the caliph and others. That does not come as a surprise, given
that her project takes one of its points of departure among those who:
corruptum vitiis cognoscebant sodomitis formosos facie iuvenes ardentur amare—
‘perverted by vices, acquainted with sodomy, burning to love the youth with
the beautiful figure (i.e. Pelagius)’122. ‘Figure’ is probably our ‘body’ and
‘sodomy’ does not suggest that the calif was homosexual; he was just sexually,
albeit illicitly, attracted to Pelagius’ feminine beauty – vividly described by
Hrotsvit.
Hrotsvit’s task is a complex one. She cannot hope to stop people from
reading Terence nor can she bring an end to double standards differentiating
between ‘illicit’ and ‘permissible’ vice, so why does she write something this
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See Herschend (1996).
See also an overview of the political and cultural setting of Pelagius in McMillin
(2004:40-48), who points out that Hrotsvit had not read Raguel (2004:41). McMillin
is convincing when she sees Hrotsvit as a politically conscious writer of satire and
propaganda (2004:54). As usual, Hrotsvit is witty and clever.
121
“Raguel” seems to be the Arabic word
, i.e.,‘man’ – an ambigious name for
someone recording the story of a Pelagius. Hrotsvit’s version is probably closer to the
truth although commonplace truth is in itself of little importance.
122
Pelagius, ll. 205-6, See Homeyer (1970:138).
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radical? I think the answer must be sought in the fact that Gandersheim
educated upper class girls during the Ottonian expansion and the formation of
the Magdeburg area. In effect, girls educated at Gandersheim were most often
supposed either to enter a mundane daily life marrying a Saxon heir, or to
become teachers themselves. When a young woman marries a man and settles
on his estate in Saxony while he spends time travelling the realm with the
Ottonian court, hopefully surviving the wars, she needs to know something
about Hrotsvit’s three problems – unlawful sex, Terence’s plays and the nonChristian reading of them.
Nevertheless, if Hrotsvit’s plays are to be staged on manors in Saxony,
they must also interest the campaigning male part of the Ottonian society,
whose first-hand experience of vice, lies and disloyalty may well have been
significant. Thus, it would seem that Hrotsvit is writing a series of oblique
mirrors for princesses and future matrons. In so doing, she tries not to overlook
the male part of the audience.
From a modern point of view, her project turned out to be a failure,
probably because her radical focus on female subjectivity within the biased
gender system could not survive the religious reforms of the 11th and 12th
century – notably the transformation of abbeys similar to Gandersheim into
regular convents123. As discussed above, the failure of her project is also her
problem in the world of theatre history. Some affinities with Shakespeare are
striking and her plays reminded Chasles of Racine, yet from most of the
centuries separating her and them, no dialogues matching Hrotsvit’s or a
dialogue or plot showing affinity with Shakespeare’s have been preserved – if
ever they existed124.
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See Crusius (2001:9-38).
Chasles (1876:294-5) and v. Winterfeld (1922:105) saw that Calimachus used love,
death, grave and resurrection to a dramatic effect reminding them of Romeo and Juliet.
Hudson (1888:441-42) saw that Hrotsvit introduced compact with the devil as the
origin of a happy-end motive, later reintroduced by Goethe. Von Winterfeld
(1922:104-5) saw the Hrotsvitian roots of Faust. Chasles (1876:308) was reminded of
Racine. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Peter Dronke (see Gunnell 1995:289-90) and
Gunnell (1995:288-89 with further references), there were 11th century literary works
containing dialogues with marginal speaker notations, indicating a more advanced
dramatic performances. On speaker notations se Gunnell (1995:Chp III). See also
Herschend (2018A).
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Legend and Liturgy as Drama
In the early 970s, Ethelwold of Winchester, a contemporary of Hrotsvit’s,
wrote instructions guiding the performance of the trope Quem Quaeritis—
’Who do you seek’, sung during the Easter liturgy. Modern historians do not
doubt that these instructions were immediately followed, nor that performance
took place within Ethelwold’s lifetime125. Nevertheless, there is no substantial
proof, i.e. no independent record that tells us that Quem Quaeritis or Visitatio
sepulchri—’Visit to the tomb’ was performed during the last decades of the 10th
century CE126.
Compared to Hrotsvit the bishop is very wordy when it comes to stage
directions. That probably has to do with his quest to control what happens in a
church by its altar every year at Easter. His performance is thus completely
locked in time, space and purpose. He simply writes general instructions
concerning a modest entertainment during an important yearly liturgical act127.
Hrotsvit gives very few stage directions in relation to the extravagant
performance of the Revelation of John, for which there is no precise time and
space. Any sunny day in late spring Gandersheim or somewhere else at the turn
of May/June will do. Hrotsvit’s Revelation of John, which is religious theatre
related to liturgical plays, represents a performance that will be staged with due
variation according to the varying contexts in which it is supposed to fit.
The reason we do not doubt Ethelwold has to do with his instructions
being commonplace and Ethelwold a (trustworthy) bishop. The reason Hrotsvit
is doubted has to do with her being a woman without a formal title such as
abbess. Moreover, her extravagant show did not a tradition, although it may
have had some future impact128.
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The basic elements in this trope constitutes a minimal a dialogue:
Angels: Whom do you seek in the sepulchre, O followers of Christ
Marias: Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified, O divene ones.
Angels: He is not here: he is risen, just as he foretold. Go, announce that he is risen
from the sepulchre. See Penn (2004:105). The trope itself, contrary to the instructions,
seems to have been composed c. 930 in Fleury, See Drumbl (1981:111-20) and Davril
(1986:69).
126
See Shagrir (2010).
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Dumbl (1981:154) concluded that Quem Quaeritis was ciremonia liturgica
autonoma—‘an autonomous liturgical ceremony’ added to the Easter mass. Liturgical
drama, moreover, was originally meant to controle existing dramatical techniques by
adapting drama to liturgy (1981:366).
128
One hundred years after Hrotsvit’s extravagant Revelation of John, a similar, even
more extravagant liturgical play Ludus de Antichristi (LUDA) was composed somewhere
in Southern Germany. The manuscript was found in the Tegernsee library. LUDA is
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A close reading of Ethelwold’s and Hrotsvit’s texts reveals a number of
significant structural parallels, for instance, between Hrotsvit’s Revelation of
John, ll. 8-17, the scene by the altar, and Ethelwold’s modest Quem Quaeritis.
The performers are walking around in the church pretending things,
approaching the altar using white clothes, performing scenes and demonstrating
items to the audience while singing. These are central elements to Ethelwold as
well as to Hrotsvit in the very same decades129. Ethelwold hints at a specific
dramaturgical rather than liturgical point when he describes how to perform the
scene in which the three Marias and the Angel(s) meet at Christ’s sepulchre
after he has left it. Incidentally, Ethelwold’s dramaturgical solution coincides
with a similar solution included already in Hrotsvit’s play Pafnutius.
Having referred to the texts accompanying his liturgical scene Ethelwold
continues:
This said, let the one, still sitting there [i.e. he who plays the angel sitting
next to Christ’s grave] and as if recalling them [i.e. the three Marias], say
the anthem Venite et videte locum—come and see the place. And saying
this, let him rise, and lift the veil, and show them the place bare of the

much more complex than the first part of the Revelation of John (1STTROJ), but
between 1STTROJ and LUDA there are some structural affinities. (1) The general structure
of both is easily adapted to a church, because both make use of an east-west axis
situating the altar stage in the east and the Emperor stage in the west, Wright (1965:523). (2) 1STTROJ and LUDA are built around tableaux, dump show, hymns, and actors
moving along the axis of the nave, see discussion in Wright (1965:53-4) on LUDA. (3)
The audience is not seated, but moves in the nave between scenes, see discussion in
Wright (1965:53-4). (4) Although LUDA is much more extravagant than 1STTROJ, they
are both very expensive actor-dense productions. (5) When it comes to characters
individualization is minimal with John in 1STTROJ and the Emperor in LUDA being the
exceptions, see Wright (1965:41ff.). (6) Thematically, 1STTROJ and LUDA both end
abruptly with the destruction of Antichrist (by God), Wright (1965:46 & 99) and the
Beast (by Verax). This calls for something to happen after the plays and that in its turn
makes both plays occasional. Finally (7), the way Hrotsvit in her plays use rhyme and
rhythm as a way of linking prosody to character, see below, is characteristic also of the
LUDA author, Wright (1965:49-50). LUDA is based on an essay written in the late 10th
c. for Gerberga, queen of France, Otto’s sister and abbess Gerberga’s aunt. See Wright
(1965:10ff.).
129
On a general network level James Forse (2002:60-67) has demonstrated the links
between Hrotsvit and reformers who were responsible for instance for Quem Quaeritis.
Even Dronke (1994:XXIII) have argued for a dependence between 11th century Latin
plays with dramatic rather than liturgical qualities and Ottonian court circles.
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cross and only the cloths laid there in which the cross was wrapped. And
when they have seen this …130.
Ethelwold’s point is to let the Marias and the audience get a glimpse of a secret
room behind the veil, and to behold that Christ has left his sepulchre. As if it
were an audience, the congregation is invited to step forward and focus on a
significant material reality rather than on its own salvation.
This scenic context and dramaturgical technique – looking into a
significant room difficult to see, but enticing to the audience – also occurs in
Hrotsvit’s play 10 odd years before Ethelwold adapted this technique. Hrotsvit’s scene is profane to say the least, but it attracts the audience in the same way
that Ethelwold devised. Both scenes, therefore, share a theatrical method aiming
at catching the interest of the spectator. At the same time, the differences in
narrative intent highlight the problem with theatre.
In order to bring about the conversion of the harlot Thaïs, the hermit
Pafnutius, Coptic: Papnoute—‘one belonging to God’, decides to work under
cover disguising himself as a prostitute’s lover and costumer. In this capacity he
asks the harlot Thaïs, when the two of them meet just outside her house,
whether she has a room in which they may speak secretly. Thaïs, true to her
profession, suggests and points out her cosy bedroom and bed, from which she
has evidently risen. In the church, one sees the cloth in which the cross was
wrapped. In Hrotsvit’s play, the audience sees the cloth in which the whore was
wrapped. The parallels are shocking and so is Thaïs, but the technique
employed by Hrotsvit’s character when she points out and describes her
bedroom to Pafnutius, parallels the way Ethelwold’s angel shows Christ’s grave
to the Marias and the spectators. In both rooms, cloth is an eye catcher that
triggers a dramatic technique that allows the audience to get a glimpse of a
secret and authentic interior. The purpose of this technique is to stimulate
curiosity in a truly theatrical fashion: an illusion based on pairing the curiosity
of the audience and a piece of cloth. This blending allows the audience
consciously to imagine a truth – Christ’s resurrection as well as Thaïs’ and her
costumer’s. Theatrical technique opens up to a peep show, i.e. a fundamental
dualism blending fiction and material fact in an uncontrollable way131.
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Quoted after Wickham, (1987:38).
Nevertheless, the importance of dialogue was growing. Aelfic’s Colloquy,
exemplified a didactic use of the dialogue to raise a question in a slightly unorthodox
way. This dialogue from the beginning of the 11th c. was more or less contemporary
with Ethelwold of Winchester’s instructions, albeit less firmly guiding its readers, than
the use of dialogue and theatricalities recommended by Ethelwold. Given the general
development of the Church and its relation to dialogue, a new and more conform use
of didactic dialogue was introduced already in the 11th c. as a result of the work of the

131
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The actors that King Edgar pointed out singing and dancing monastic life
used a similar technique inasmuch as they added an ironic dimension to
monastic life and allowed the audience, a much larger group of spectators, to
see that this life was also about singing and dancing.
Hrotsvit creates her play around the legend about the hermit Pafnutius132.
This Holy Father and desert monk with an entourage of pupils decides to save
Thaïs – the famous Egyptian prostitute known even to his disciples133.
Pafnutius succeeds so well that Thaïs, when she dies in the 4th century CE,
becomes a saint. Pafnutius was still alive and later on, he too became canonized.
Hrotsvit has written more than one prostitute into her plays and confessed
that she blushed over the words she had to use to make these roles convincing,
but does not comment upon her theatrical solutions or her knowledge about
prostitution and vice. The alternative, not to write the plays, was not an option,
because Hrotsvit’s purpose, writing about women, was a serious one.
Her project must have been important even from a pedagogical point of
view, given that the Gandersheim abbey educated girls and young women, who
were not necessarily supposed to become canonesses, but rather upper-class
matrons. In their future daily life, they had to know something about the forms
of love.

conservative pedagogue Lanfranc of Bec and later Canterbery, see Novikoff (2011:349).
Lanfranc aimed at creating a father-son relation between teacher and pupil as well as a
strategy of argumentation. Lately, Lanfranc has been studied by Ann Collins (2007)
and we may conclude that dialogue as a pedagogical and intellectual means is an
alternative, religiously controlled use of dialogue with a dramatic quality in the
disputation. This did not exist in the 10th century.
132
St. Pafnutius, see Vivian (1993:42-50), 4th c. CE, was quite probably a profet and
scholar associeated with the monastry of St. Macarios situated c. 150 km south of
Alexandria in Wadi Natrun. His teacher was St. Macarios of the same monastery.
Pafnutius, who was his most gifted pupil, succeeded him. See Meinardus (2003:73 &
104-07). In the play, Pafnutius and the monastery are fictional, but a 4th c. anchorite
attracing a group of disciples, i.e., a semi-anchorite, was model, see Vivian (2009:71f.).
A monastic community in late 4th century Wadi al-Natrun consisted of a group (a
laura) of sutterain houses (cells), in principle one for each monk, with several rooms
(one for prayers only) organized around a communal church. The communal cemetery
was liminal and the settlement with a density of c. 1 cell per hectar bordered the
Western Desert, see Grossmann (2009:162-4 & Fig.2).
133
See Whatley et al. (2004). See Wilson (1992 and 1998) for translations of Hrotsvits
plays.
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Fig. 5. An outdoor solutions to staging Pafnutius and its 11 scenes.

Although her plays deal with religious problems of the past, they do so in a very
realistic way, in which there is an obvious sociology of religion and thematic
links to the 10th century as ‘the present’. It is significant, therefore, that men are
so obsessed with Thaïs, her beauty and ability to love them that they actually
fight each other because of her. Thus engaged, they ruin themselves, i.e. their
life on earth and their chances to live eternally in Paradise. Indeed, earthly love
is not an easy matter and illicit love not a strictly 4th century problem.
Thaïs, who else, is to blame and that is the reason why the devout desert
monk, usually surrounded by disciples and on his way to canonization,
announces his decision to disguise himself as a lover and contact the whore.
Naturally, Hrotsvit cannot tag Pafnutius ‘sex custumer’ if her play is to be
staged at an upper-class manor where only ‘lover’ would be acceptable. Otto the
Great for one had a bastard son, who became Archbishop of Mainz, but Otto
did not ruin himself fighting and paying for sex. Pafnutius the lover, therefore,
goes to town to find Thaïs. He travels from Wadi al-Natrun and his monastery,
which is still there, to Alexandria and its forum, on which tourists stroll even
today.
As a play, Pafnutius can be said to comprise 11 scenes distributed in four
stage areas that constitute five locations, see Fig. 5. Three locations are marked
by a door and one of them by a window as well. In addition, there is an empty
space with a fireplace between the first and the second door. Knowing that
Hrotsvit could imagine an outdoor environment modified to a stage and move
an audience when needed, the play may be performed along the open gallery or
arcade of an abbey or in front of buildings on a manor. As a part of their
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dialogue when walking between the stations, the actors tell the audience, who
stands, sits or moves in front of the stage areas, where the characters are, what
they do and where they intend to go. The audience is simply told what a given
area on the outdoor stage represents. For instance, in the same way as Mount
Zion was pointed out in the Revelation of John, Thaïs’ house in Alexandria is
pointed out when needed.
In the very long Scene I at Area 1, Pafnutius is at his monastery in Wadi
al-Natrun, and outdoors, surrounded by his disciples. After quite a while of
teaching, he tells them that he must be on his way and that he is heading for
Alexandria in order to save Thaïs134.
In Scene II, arriving at Area 2, the Forum in Alexandria, Pafnutius tells the
audience that this is the case, and he focuses on three young men, who are
drifting around on the forum and so do the spectators.
Eventually in Scene III, Pafnutius, who has been told which house is
Thaïs’ – it is nearby and it has been pointed out to him – walks up to her door
and calls for her. She comes out and speaks to him. This conversation changes
her life and she walks away, briefly, in order to burn her fortune and dismiss her
lovers. Given the arcade or the façade, staging this goodbye to a sinful life and
client lovers happens in Scene IV in Area 2 at the forum by a fire. Meanwhile,
Pafnutius waits for Thäis in front of her house.
In Scene V, she returns to Area 3 and Pafnutius. From outside her house
the couple then sets out for Thaïs’ future convent and death cell in Area 4,
where she is supposed to repent.
In Scene VI at the convent in Area 4, Pafnutius and Thaïs are just about to
announce their arrival or knock on the door of the convent, but instead, by
happy theatrical coincidence, the abbess herself, saving Pafnutius and his
prostitute from shouting in front of a convent, appears in the doorway allowing
the dialogue seamlessly to continue.
In this way, Scene VII commences and it turns out to be a long
conversation outside the convent in Area 4. This dialogue ends when the abbess
and Thaïs enter the convent – Thaïs to be confined to her cell for the rest of her
life. Pafnutius takes his leave.
In Scene VIII, Pafnutius walks all the way back to Wadi al-Natrun, and
since he is no longer behaving like a lover outside a prostitute’s house, he
knocks on the door of his monastery. The disciples open it, greet him and
gather around him as nosy disciples do. This scene ends when everybody enters
the monastery closing the door. However, this is not the end of the play. It is

134

Some readers have found this scene slightly misplaced without observing how very
befitting it is to start with a school scene when staging the play at Gandersheim.
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just a 10th century enigmatic suspension. This probably short break is needed
because the next scene also takes place in front of Pafnutius’ monastery.
In Scene IX, Pafnutius re-enters the stage from the monastery and tells us
that three years have passed and that he will go and visit his friend Antonius –
the most renowned monk in Wadi al-Natrun135. Pafnutius walks towards Area
2 where he meets with Antonius. The audience must already have seen that
Antonius has entered the stage in a pantomime while Pafnutius was indoors and
now the riddle is solved and the spectators understand that Area 2 is no longer
Alexandria, but Wadi al-Natrun. Pafnutius and Antonius talk to each other and
after a while the latter shouts for his disciple Paul, who comes out of the
monastery and joins them. This scene ends when Pafnutius tells Antonius and
Paul that he will go and see Thaïs.
In Scene X, Pafnutius walks all the way back to Thaïs’ convent, and the
audience is given time to wonder what will happen.
In Scene XI, he calls for Thaïs outside her cell, asking her to open her
window. Thaïs is weak and weary, but she opens the window and they talk with
each other. Pafnutius consoles her. The similarity and the contrast between
Scenes III and XI are unmistakable when they are acted out. In a short while,
Thaïs becomes weaker and dies in her cell, disappearing from the window.
Nevertheless, she dies in God’s grace with a prayer on her lips. Pafnutius, her
patronizing mouthpiece turned orator and epilogue, rounds up the play with an
elegant prayer. Here the play ends in an oratorical conclusion, hooked on to the
relatively abrupt dialogical end. Thaïs simply states: En, incipio mori—‘Lo, I
begin dying’, starts praying and dies while praying136. The end, therefore, is a
poetic fait accomplit followed by an epilogue – an oratorical perspective on the
future – addressed to a 10th century audience.
If the audience wishes to see and reward the actors, the group convene at
the centre of the stage now that the play has ended. Thaïs, the abbess and
Pafnutius come from the convent. Antonius and Paul are joined by youngsters,
lovers and disciples from Wadi al-Natrun or Alexandria. Together they fill up
the centre, that is, the space between the public and the private side of the
scene.
The whole play could effectively be organized along one or two façades
with three doors and a window at one end of the house next to a door. In front

135

Hrotsvit introduces the intermission in order to speed up time, because repentance
needs three years. Similarly, Shakespeare speeds up time in The Winter’s Tale (Act IV,
Scene 1), where 15 years have passed in a short intermission.
136
Curtius (1953:89f.) discusses these two way of ending, the orational, which is a
resuming emotional appeal to the audience, in this case in the form of a prayer, and the
abrupt poetic ending. This technique takes us from poetic fiction to eternal truth, thus
resolving the paired realities of the performance shared by actors and audience.
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of the house, it must be possible to make a fire. Technically speaking, the play is
easy to stage and it could be performed by a mixture of a few actors, employees
of Gandersheim and the odd pupil. It could be done in more or less the same
way at any large manor governed by a Gandersheim matron.
Based on this overview of Hrotsvit’s Pafnutius, there is reason to proceed
with the next level of analysis, i.e. to such scenes that will allow us to judge how
Hrotsvit constructed her protagonists. On this level, it will become relevant to
compare Hrotsvit’s play with the Eddic text. Although it is essential to make
the comparisons based on the original lines, it is nevertheless necessary to
translate the original into English to enable readers to get a reasonable overview
on which to base their evaluation of the close reading that constitutes the
foundation for the comparison between Latin and Norse.

A Note on the Translation
I have based my translation of two consecutive scenes in Homeyer’s edition and
on her comments. I am indebted to Katherina Wilson’s and Larissa Bonfante’s
translations and I have also looked at Christopher St. John’s137.
I have translated neither Hrotsvit’s rhymes nor her characteristic rhythm
in the rhyming expressions138. The only technical pattern that I have tried to
imitate is that of line length, and this imitation is relative – not a matter of
counting syllables.
It seems likely that Hrotsvit did not count syllables either, but she used
line length, consciously contrasting long and short lines, as anyone writing a
complex dialogue would do. Key lines, moreover, are well above average line
length. A lively dialogue is often characterized by short lines as in Scene II, ll. 719. See Fig. 6 & 7.
On average and compared to Scene III, line length in the loquacious Scene
II is short. Sometimes, however, one must interrupt with an even shorter line
and go for a second more eloquent line if possible. In this kind of short-line
conversation, the youngsters on the forum excel. Frequently, short lines do not
rhyme, since they are cut-in lines and not well-composed expressions coming to
an end. On average, however, the first and the second line in a pair are almost
equally long signalling the pace of the dialogue.
Hrotsvit’s way of mixing rhyming and unrhyming lines as well as
variations in line length between the first and the second line in a pair of lines is

137
138

See Homeyer (1970); Wilson (1989); Bonfante (1979) and St John (1923).
See On the Reading 9 June 2014, for an outline of her technique.
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Fig. 6. Pafnutius, Scene II. Line length of rhyming pairs sorted by the length of a pair.

Fig. 7. Pafnutius, Scene III. Line length of rhyming pairs. Sorted by the length of a pair.
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Fig. 8. Average line length
sorted by length. The
stippled lines are the exponential trend of the verse
pairs in Pafnutius, Scene II
and III.

meant to reflect the mood of the characters. In addition, line length mirrors the
general character of a scene. This is the reason why the difference between the
two scenes is systematic. More must be said in the lines of Scene III than in the
first lines of Scene II, see Fig. 8.
Although most of Hrotsvit’s rhymes come in pairs, they also come in
groups of three and even four lines, and as patterns, they may seem flawed. For
instance, when Thaïs shows Pafnutius her bedroom, the scene is significant, but
Thaïs the professional, does not need many words to point out the room and its
qualities. In this situation, Hrotsvit decides to symbolize the elegance or
cosiness of the room by means of rhythm and rhyme. The pattern is
uncommon to the dialogue and it is not flawless, see Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. The A-B, A-B rhyme pattern used by Thaïs to describe her bedroom. See Fig. 1.

Thaïs markets her herself and her premises as a businesswoman and thus trying
to persuade a customer – sounding like a real estate agent – she happens to
pronounce either delectabile or cubile wrongly in order to make the words
rhyme. The rhyming problems are independent of the fact that the Latin
spoken in the 10th century probably did not distinguish vowel quantity since
the syllables were stressed139. When Hrotsvit lets Thaïs, her prostitute, express

139

West (2004:36-8).
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Fig. 10. Line length and rhyme patterns in the line pairs in Pafnutius. P is an abbreviation for Pafnutius and T for Thaïs. In TP and PT
line pairs Thaïs or Pafnutius speaks the first line of the pair.

herself in this way, she makes the harlot’s language match the fact that in the
eyes of the upper classes a harlot’s boudoir would often have a comparatively
cheap elegance about it. Since Hrotsvit has proved her ability to write verse
correctly in more formal contexts, it is difficult (although it has of course been
done) to suggest that Hrotsvit, rather than Thaïs, did not know how to
pronounce delectabile or cubile. Both are straightforward constructions based on
common words.
Even the use of non-rhyming lines is an intended stylistic choice. In
Pafnutius Scene III, the scene in which Thaïs is thoroughly converted, the use of
non-rhyming lines marks her astonishing will to repent. In this situation, it is
befitting that the dialogue is not mainstream and rhyming the gentle way it
usually does, Fig. 10.
Before this end, moreover, there is a small section in which the actors
share a number of rhyming pair of lines and Thaïs has no pair of her own, see
Fig. 1 & 10. This sharing of rhymes is a way of constructing a tight and
exaggerated dialogue, letting one speaker link-in with the other one’s rhyme. Be
this as it may, much of Hrotsvit’s dramatic style has been lost in my translation
owing to my shortcomings, and because her choice of words was considered
central to the translation.
In Clm 14485, which is a manuscript meant to be read silently, there is no
division into scenes and no stage directions. All speaker notations are internal.
Not surprisingly, these notations consist of initials slightly larger than the body
text, reddened and followed by a point. A speaker notation is followed by a
similarly reddened first letter of the line. I have retained the speaker notations
and reddened letters, but divided the text into scenes and the lines into the
sections that usually rhymed in Latin, following Homeyer’s edition. In Clm
14485, line division is indicated by a point and except for a short introduction
to the play, there are no specific stage directions.
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Two Scenes from Pafnutius
Scene II: The Forum in Alexandria
Pafnutius (P) has arrived in Alexandria and since he does not know where Thaïs lives
he goes to the forum to ask. He is immediately spotted by some youngsters (Yo).

1 P: Here’re some youngsters in the square.
I will address them first,
And ask where I can find,
The woman I am looking for.
Yo: Look, there is a strange guy approaching us.
Let’s find out what he wants.
P: Hello youngsters, who are you?
Yo: Citizens of this township
P: Good day to you
10 Yo: And welcome to you,
Whether you are a local
Or a foreigner
P: A foreigner –
I have just arrived.
Yo: Why have you come?
What are you looking for?
P: I am not telling you.
Yo: Why not?
P: Because it is my secret.
20 Yo: It would be better if you told us.
Since if you are not one of ours,
Then you will hardly be able to do any business among us
Without following the residents’ advice.
P: But if I tell you, then
68

By saying something
I might have built myself a hindrance.
Yo: Not among us.
P: Then I’ll happily cede to your promises,
I will proceed with confidence and explain my secret.
30 Yo: No unfaithfulness on our part,
No cross-purposes shall prevent you.
P: I have been told for certain
That a woman staying among you
Is lovable to everybody –
Kind to everybody.
Yo: Do you know her name?
P: I do!
Yo: What is she called?
P: Thaïs.
40 Yo: She is fire among us.
P: They declared this woman very beautiful
And being most attractive to everyone.
Yo: Telling you that,
They made no mistake.
P: For this difficult matter I have travelled long-winding roads,
I have come just to see her.
Yo: Nothing prevents you from seeing her
P: Where does she live?
Yo: Here in the house
50 Next to us
P: The one you point to?
Yo: The same
P: I will go there
Yo: If you like, we can go with you.
P: I’d rather go alone.
Yo: As you please.
Pafnutius (P) goes off to visit Thaïs (T), but Hrotsvit does not tell us explicitly that he
does so. This means that Pafnutius moves within the same stage or scene, from one
place to another, and that the audience is able to see him doing it. The transition from
the first to the second scene is done in the same way. Hrotsvit does not give elaborate
stage direction, probably because she knows that the play must be adapted to different
settings. Instead, those who want to stage the play must infer movements and scenes.
When we have read the next scene, we understand that there may be a fire burning on
the forum.
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Scene III: In Front of Thaïs’ House
P: Are you in there,
Thaïs that I am looking for?
T: Who are you that speaks here, stranger?
60 P: Your lover!
T: Whoever nurtures me with love,
Receives from me an equal exchange of love.
P: Oh, Thaïs, Thaïs,
How many most troublesome journeys,
Long distances have I travelled,
Which gave me expenses,
In order to talk to you,
In order to observe your face.
T: I don’t look down,
70 I don’t refuse to meet.
P: Our secret conversation
Needs a separate secret room.
T: Look here, a bed
Well made
And delightful
To dwell in
P: Is there not here something further in
Where we can speak more secretly?
T: There is, in fact, another hidden one,
80 So secret,
That of its interior, nobody,
Other than I, except God, know.140
P: Which God?
T: The true!
P: Do you think any of this is known to him?
T: I know of nothing that is not reported to him.
P: Do you know whether he is indifferent to the deeds of the wicked
Or whether he treats them with justice?
140

Firey (2009:17ff.) discusses and points out the importance of secrecy for the true
confession. It is in the light of the secrecy of true confession as well as sexual deviance
that the ambigious situation in Pafnutius becomes pertinent. See Firey (2009:227:n47).
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T: I recon he weighs the merits of everyone on his scale of balance.
90 And accordingly each and every one is either punished or
rewarded141.
P: Oh Christ! How marvellous is
Your patient mercy around us;
How you become aware that someone sins
And yet you delay our destruction.
T: Why do you tremble and change colour?
Why flowing tears?142
P: Your presumption makes me terrified.
Your perdition makes me weep.
T: Woe, Woe is me, the miserable
100 P: A greater justice will discredit you.
Since aware of your presumption you offended Divine Majesty.
T: Alas, alas, what are you doing?
Why do you threaten an unhappy?
P: Hell’s torture threatens you
If you persist in villainy.
T: The severity of your rebuke
Has terrified my heart’s innermost fears
P: Oh, if only you were
Terrified in the depth of your heart,
110 So that no further you took for granted
Or approved to provide perilous pleasures.
T: And how can, after this, a room for destructive pleasures
Be left behind in my heart,
When only inward grief,
Guilt and new dreadful accusations dominates me?
P: This I hope
That when the thorns of vice are cut back

141

True to the cunning way Hrotsvit constructs her key points, this central line about
God’s measuring refers to and corroborates the epistemological creed in Scene I, in
which Pafnutius concludes his lecture to his disciples, like Thaïs, partly echoing the
Bible: Quanto enim mirabiliori lege deum omnia in numero et mensura et pondere posuisse
quis agnoscit, / tanto in eius amore ardescit—the more wonderful the law by which God
ordains everything in numbers and measures and pounds is acknowledged, the more it
kindles our love for him. (Compare Vulgata Online, Wisdom 11,21). Non-rhyming,
the disciples twitter an egdeway line: Nec inuria—‘and (that’s) not wrong’.
142
This is an emphatic non-rhyming line, because as a prostitute, Thaïs has reason to
watch out for her weird customer with a taste for the most secret rooms.
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The grapevine of remorse can emerge.
T: Oh, if you could believe!
120 Oh, if you could hope,
That I, who am so defiled,
Could forget thousands and thousands of vilifying squalors,
Somehow be purged by sacrifice,
Or by some way of remorse could come to deserve it.
P: No fault is so truly grave,
No crime so monstrous
That it cannot be repaired with the tears of repentance.
T: My Father, I beg you, explain with what labour
I earn this task of reconciliation
130 P: Despise the world,
Flee the company
Of lascivious lovers.
T: And what must I do next?
P: Withdraw into a secret room143
In which you, investigating yourself, may lament
The enormity of your crimes.
T: If this you hope, I will depart
Adding not the slightest moment of delay.
P: I do not doubt that you will benefit
140 T: Give me just a small,
Small portion of time
To bring out my wealth
That I have wickedly collected
And stored for a long time.
P: Don’t let it disturb you.
There is no shortage of those,
Who will find it useful.
T: Not in order to save it.
It shall neither be useful to me
150 Nor will I give it to friends
And not even attempt to disperse it among the needy.
Because I do not believe that payment for sin
Can be useful for any work of kindness.
P: You observe correctly,
But have you considered how you go about bringing it together?
143

At this point, the value of the true secrecy and seclusion becomes apparent. See note
140.
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T: Feed it to the fire
And reduce it to cinders.
P: But to what end?
T: In this world, in order not to insult its creator, one must not keep
anything acquired through sin144.
Although Hrotsvit does not tell us, Thaïs goes into her house for a moment and
reappears perhaps less extravagantly dressed with her wealth wrapped in a cloth.

160 P: Oh, how changed you are from that
Which before you were,
When you blazed with illicit love,
Excited with ardour and greed for possessions.
T: Maybe I change for the better
God willingly
P: It’s not difficult
For him, himself unchangeable, to change things as he pleases.
T: I go,
And as I have decided
170 I shall complete my work.
P: Go forth in peace
And return to me with speed.
Thaïs leaves with her fortune and heads for the fire at the forum where the youngsters,
who indicated that they knew her well, and perhaps some others persons have already
gathered by the fire.

—*—
This translation represents the text that will be compared with the Norse text.
Reading Hrotsvit’s text as a translation, there are several significant examples of

144

Contrary to Pafnutius, Thaïs is well aware of Numbers and Matthew. Knowing that
she is a sinner, she quotes Matthew 27:6: “But the chief priests took the silver pieces
and said, “It is not lawful to put them into the treasury, because they are the price of
blood’. She also alludes to Numeri 35:31 (Vul) Non accipietis pretium ab eo qui reus est
sanguinis statim et ipse morietur—‘do not take payment from him who is guilty of
bloodshed already and should himself die’. Thaïs’ line, l. 159, does not rhyme and the
preceeding line Quam ob rem? with its deviant stress and rythm pattern, long-shortlong, expresses Pafnutius’ astonishment. This question brings rhyming to a halt in order
to isolate and demonstrate the importance of Thaïs’ non-rhyming reference to the
Gospel.
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the careful way in which she constructed her play. These examples will be
discussed in the chapter Fǫr Skírnis and Pafnutius. Presently, one must highlight
the astonishing complexity of Hrotsvit’s work in order to illustrate her elitist
intellectualism, which may evade us since it hides behind legend, plot,
entertainment and bad rhymes.

Gossip and Science
Gossip
When Thaïs returns from the forum to Pafnutius, who is waiting in front of her
house, she knows that her alleged customer, the man who changed her life, is
actually the well-known anchorite Father Pafnutius. In the fourth scene, on the
forum where Thaïs burns what she has earned as a whore, his name is not
mentioned since it would have been beside the point. Instead, because of his
odd behaviour when he first arrived at the forum and talked to the youngsters,
Pafnutius’ identity must have been revealed. The alert audience, therefore, is
supposed to imagine how news about the anchorite started to spread on the
forum while he was talking to Thaïs. When she enters the forum and
approaches her lovers, the play should in other words be staged in such a way
that the spectators may see a change of behaviour on the forum. What
happened there before Thaïs arrived, i.e. when she was indoors collecting her
belongings, may be the beginning of an integrated pantomime between
scenes145.
Since they wonder whether Thaïs has perhaps accrued more wealth by the
anchorite, the people on the forum fall silent. The audience knows that this is
not the case, but also that the gossiping people on the forum do not. This
allows people in the audience to make something similar to an informed
participant observation and smile at the crowd on the forum. Hrotsvit does not
supply this kind of complicated information. She does not point out to the
reader that Thaïs arrives at the forum where people are talking about her new
lover. A future director shall have to figure out this by herself. However, there
may be a point in not forgetting this detail, since it is part of the narrative
145

The origin of the English dumb shows and the Italian intermedii has been a matter
of dispute. Their function differs, dumb shows are often well-integrated into the play,
but their role as a principally non-dialogical part of the performance before and after a
play and in-between scenes, is similar, see discussion in Mehl (1964:loc 115ff. with
references). Obviously, a pantomime is entertaining even if your Latin is weak.
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pattern of symmetry between Thaïs and Pafnutius in terms of their reputation
in oasis and city respectively. In Wadi al-Natrun, Pafnutius disciples knew more
or less what Thaïs looked like. Correspondingly, people on the forum in
Alexandria would have heard of Pafnutius and known more or less what he
looked like. In effect, Hrotsvit points out common people as indeed common
and their social context stands out as an important backdrop that individualizes
Thaïs and Pafnutius.
Rather than being common-place, Hrotsvit takes her audience and reader
to be upper-class and educated potential directors, who should be given a
certain freedom when it comes to staging her play since the reader’s or director’s
social position entitles her to ask the simple question: What’s in it for the
sponsor? This means that actors arriving at an estate run by a Gandersheimeducated matron would have been asked whether they knew Pafnutius. If they
answer in the affirmative, she will take them on, be their director and stage the
play as her own interpretation of the dialogue as theatre. If she never did like
the long tedious first scene, she will shorten it. Similarly, the sponsor may
choose to stage the first part of the Revelation of John and not the second one.
Hrotsvit’s convoluted messages to directors and audiences highlight her elitist
approach. Moreover, reading her closely will make her stand out as a
controversial upper-class writer and dramatist with an elitist approach.

Science
In order to give a background to three important points concerning the artes
and the intellectuals of the 11th century, Margaret Gibson used a story, perhaps
an anecdote, told by Richer of Rheims (940-998)146. In December 980 when
the Emperor Otto II (*955, Emperor 973-†983 CE) was touring Italy with his
court, his entourage numbered several notable scholars among them Otto’s
tutor Gerbert of Aurillac (*945, Pope 999–†1003). Gerbert’s view on the
organization of the sciences had been criticized by the scholar Ohtricus of
Magdeburg (†981), who joined the court during its stay in Ravenna.
In order to penetrate this disagreement, Otto arranged and chaired a
disputation between the two scholars – an intellectual play or dialogue in front
of an audience. Ohtricus began by showing the Emperor an organization chart,
a parchment, allegedly drawn up by Gerbert. On the parchment, Physics was a
subdivision of Mathematics, which in its turn was a subdivision of Theology. In
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conservative Magdeburg, nobody accepted such rubbish. Otto handed the sheet
to Gerbert who approved of some parts and disparaged others, and went on to
say that he had had nothing to do with the chart in front of him and that he
did not advocate its hierarchical division. The debate between the two rambled
on for hours until the Emperor said it was time for dinner. The contextuality of
Richer’s story is complex, but the basic point is simple enough: generally
speaking, there were two ways of looking at the sciences. One was the
Aristotelian view, which was still controversial. This was Gerbert’s perspective,
and it challenged the conventional Platonist view favoured by Ohtricus147.
If any of those who took part in the Ravenna workshop had seen
Hrotsvit’s play Pafnutius, perhaps Otto himself, visiting his daughter Sophia at
Gandersheim, they would have remembered its slightly odd first scene, which
culminates in Pafnutius explaining to his disciples that Physics is arranged by
Mathematics. This leads to Theology: Quanto enim mirabiliori lege deum omnia
in numero et mensura et pondere posuisse quis agnoscit, / tanto in eius amore
ardescit—‘the more wonderful the law by which God ordains everything in
numbers and measures and pounds is acknowledged, the more it kindles our
love for him’. The empirical world – measures and pounds – Hrotsvit says, is
studied by numbers and by numbers we understand God148.
Gibson points out that the Aristotelian way of looking at the sciences,
noticeable in Lanfranc (* c. 1005) became dominant in the late 11th century.
However, to Ohtricus in 980 it was still problematic and perhaps also to Otto,
or perhaps not, given that Gerbert had been his tutor. All this simply means
that in the 960s, seeing a play by Hrotsvit one could become acquainted with a
problem, disguised as a 4th century phenomenon, that it would be worth
spending an emperor’s day discussing, 20 years later. Eventually, Hrotsvit’s
Aristotelian point of view would no longer be controversial.
When properly analysed, Hrotsvit turns out to be a conscious and
controversial author in the intellectual forefront of her time or ahead of it.
Ohtricus, who was an influential scholar at the cathedral school in Magdeburg
where he taught several successful pupils, would not have approved of the first
scene in Pafnutius. He would disapprove for the simple reason that it echoed an
Aristotelian view of science, but perhaps also because Hrotsvit used theatre, the
play as method, rather than a disputation, the dialogical academic play, to
convey her message to an audience.
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In addition to intellectual show-off, Hrotsvit’s dramas could also make
straightforward theatre. For instance, a simple play or episode such as
Gallicanus II could be staged, to demonstrate this. If one were able to stage a
more complex drama, one could choose Dulcitius as a project more demanding
than Gallicanus II, but less difficult than Pafnutius149. It would seem that
Hrotsvit was determined to construct her plays as variations on a theme as well
as an adaption to possible settings. This adaptability will not make the
intellectual elitism go away.
Hrotsvit’s plays are exponents of a somewhat controversial dramatic craft,
not so much because of their dramaturgical technique, but owing to one of
their main themes – female individuality and virtue supported by a new
universal religion in a society dominated by the male gender. Hrotsvit is aware
that the way she treats her theme, insisting upon exposing male vice and illicit
love in a mundane context, is controversial. So controversial that in the long
run, the new universal religion does not support the devotion advocated by
Hrotsvit. Her plays radiate cultural, social and intellectual elitism.
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Part Two
Skírnir
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Structuring Dialogue
Introduction
THE PROBLEM CREATED by researchers and their disciplines when it comes to
analysing Hrotsvit’s plays, has to do with accepting her as a dramatist. If she is
accepted, it is difficult not to accept her plays as staged drama and spectacles. If
they were staged, they could also have been appreciated as both witty and
thought provoking similar to the way we, irrespectively of their tendency, may
appreciate them even today.
In the plays, we recognize some of the unquestionable qualities of much
later drama. If, therefore, Hrotsvit’s plays were performed, we must also admit
that they were flops, inasmuch as they were not followed up by similar plays.
Thus, we must accept the inability of society in the 10th century to recognize
such stuff that intellectual and cultural progress is made on. From the point of
view of theatre history, this means that we are left with several centuries of
cultural setback rather than progress. It may be possible to accept that mimetic
drama took a blow when Rome fell and barbarians triumphed, but must the rise
of Christianity do the same and side with the barbarians? If we answer in the
affirmative, then the age was not just dark, it consciously blew out some of the
lights.
If we do not want to answer this question in the affirmative, we may
simply argue that Hrotsvit’s plays failed to impress, inasmuch as they were
never meant to be performed. In addition, if they were, this would never have
happened, since it cannot happen in a religious institution. Instead, one may
point to Ethelwold of Winchester as the very first sign of the revival of drama.
Research saw to it that Hrotsvit became an anomaly and the failure of her
drama project did not signify a cultural loss, while her plays were but texts and
not really mimetic dramas, since they were not performed and certainly not
staged.
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The problem created by researchers and their disciplines when it comes to
re-reading and analysing Eddic texts ought to have been more or less the same
as the ones created by Hrotsvit’s texts. However, the idea that there was such a
thing as an Old Norse mimetic drama was considered too farfetched, and since
there was no proof in the form of manuscripts similar to Hrotsvit’s, nobody was
forced to take up the discussion. Until the very end of the 20th century, Old
Norse drama or dramatic dialogue was never more than a metaphor, an idea or
a bold hypothesis150.
Thus, in the following, four steps must be taken before a comparison can
be made between an Eddic text and Hrotsvit’s. To begin with, we must be able
to find some technical proof of a text being a drama. This is discussed in the
present chapter. Secondly, and as discussed in the subsequent chapter The Stage
and its Scenery, it must be made likely that the play had a stage. Thirdly, in the
chapter Translating Fǫr Skírnis as a Play, a text must be established, since the
intended meaning and the nuances of words in a drama may differ from those
of a poetic narrative. Lastly, in the chapter Fǫr Skírnis as a Historical Drama, the
play must be discussed in its own right.
In the late 1880s, Vigfusson and Powell considered a number of Eddic
issues that they found interesting, and they thought that ‘The Lay of Skirni’
consisted of eight scenes. When they read the text, they were reminded of
Romeo and Juliet. As many still do, they thought that there was a specific author
behind some of the texts and attributed Lokasenna, Skírnismál and Hárbarðsljód
to ‘The Western Islands’ Aristophanes’. They actually argued this in a note, but
at the same time, they considered the texts to be poems even though they
introduced Hárbarðsljód as ‘This little drama …’. Similarly, when they use the
heading ‘The old Play of the Wolsungs’, they immediately introduced the text
as: ‘This poem is …’151
It is doubtful whether they meant ‘drama’ in a general or in a specific
theatrical sense. They use the playwright’s term dramatis personae
metaphorically and reserve their only definite theatrical term ‘dramatist’ for
Elizabethans. Rather than introducing a new hypothesis about Old Norse
drama, it would seem that Vigfusson and Powell represented reverberations of
the romantic era of the early 19th century.
In the very beginning of the 20th century, researchers became open to the
idea of ritual drama. In 1909, Magnus Olsen writes about the small gold foils
possibly depicting a scene between Skírnir and Gerðr, possibly described in
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Skírnismál. He sees the gold foils and the text as related to ritual drama in
connection with a fertility cult152.
Olsen mentions this as a suggestion and holds back his interpretation,
although he elaborates a bit on outdoor cultic fertility dancing in relation to the
poem Skírnismál. From his folkloristic perspective he approaches the poems as
generic drama. He is anxious to point out that his attitude to myth must not be
mistaken for that kind of misuse that his academic predecessor Sophus Bugge
opposed in the 1870s. Olsen simply points to the importance of ethnology as a
discipline that can provide interesting suggestions for those who study Old
Norse literature.
Bertha Phillpotts, writing in the years before World War I, but publishing
only in 1920, refers to Olsen. Nevertheless, she is much more radical and
develops the idea of ritual drama as dramatic performance. Her prime example
is Skírnismál. Her point of departure is a number of Eddic texts, and she too
interprets their hints to primitive drama by means of arguments drawn from
folklore. Phillpotts was careful not to suggest that Eddic texts equalled roles in
dramatic performances on a stage, and careful not to suggest that the texts
hinted actual scene-changes similar to those of a mimetic drama. Rather, she
imagined traditional figures engaged in ritual dialogues, reminiscent of the
theatrical simplicity of medieval mystery plays: If someone is said to leave for
Turkey, the audience is told so and immediately a convenient spot next to the
actors is pointed out as indeed Turkey. Despite her cautiousness, Phillpotts was
not able to convince the stakeholders of Eddic studies153. Their research
remained textual and undramatic. Not until the end of the 20th century could a
possible change be detected. The research community is still living in this
period of (possible) change154.
The present situation makes writing about Hrotsvit simple compared to
analysing Eddic texts. In 10th century Saxony, there is an author, her texts are
preserved in contemporary manuscripts and they are obviously plays – dramatic
dialogues and an extravagant liturgical play. The only problem analysing
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Hrotsvit is created by late 19th and early 20th century research. Today, disbelief
is fading and we are approaching a state in which Hrotsvit’s position as a
playwright is so firmly rooted in the obvious that is can almost be proved.
Writing about Hrotsvit, no new perspectives are needed.
In 10th century Iceland and in the Poetic Edda, there are no authors, no
precise dates, no contemporary manuscripts and no original categorization of
the texts. One could have hoped that the Icelandic vellums were 14C-dated and
their isotopes analysed, in order to find an answer to the question of their
chronological distribution and to vellum production in Iceland, but that kind
of analysis does not seem to exist.
Be this as it may, a discussion of Skírnismál is needed, because the
meaning of the text will be changed if it is indeed a dialogical drama and entertainment staged as theatre. Even casting a shadow of doubt as to the status of
the texts is a worthwhile project.
The Icelandic manuscript corpus, on the other hand, has a great
advantage, inasmuch as it is composed of different kinds of manuscripts. If,
therefore, dialogical plays existed, it is reasonable that they should have been
preserved in this broad spectrum of works to some extent. Dialogical texts were
never categorized as plays, but then again, none of the Eddic texts were firmly
categorized as belonging to this or that literary genre.
The dialogical Eddic texts are mainly included in a collection, a cross
section of old texts, called Codex Regius. Allegedly, these texts are concerned
with events prior to Ragnarök. Several texts like Skírnismál refer directly or
indirectly to Ragnarök and Fimbulwinter. Formally speaking, they are
composed after, probably centuries after, the long cold decade155.

Speaker Notations
In his dissertation, Terry Gunnell (1995) showed that marginal speaker
notations characterized some of the dialogic poems in Codex Regius. He found
the same kind of marginal notations in contemporary manuscripts of dramatic
dialogue elsewhere in Northwest Europe. In this way, Terry Gunnell was able
to prove that some of the dialogical texts in Codex Regius were performed
dialogues rather than recited monologues156. This was a groundbreaking analysis
that will probably mark a fundamental change in the research tradition. First of
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all, it allowed Gunnell to develop the notion of Scandinavian drama to contain
dramatic dialogues performed by more than one person and secondly to argue
that traditional dialogical folkloristic drama had its roots in prehistory. Given
the research situation and the material at hand, his definition of drama was
wide or rather minimalistic, but such a definition does not exclude more
complex forms of drama. Instead, it allows for different forms of drama to
coexist.
One of the texts in Codex Regius is called Fǫr Skírnis and a part of this text,
albeit headed Skírnismál, also exists in a manuscript fragment called AM 748.
Even here, i.e. in Skírnismál, Gunnell found marginal speaker notations. This
fact and the complexity of the speaker notations must be the point of departure
for an analysis of the text as dialogue.
In addition to the marginal notations, some notations are internal. They
are placed in the text column and put directly in front of the strophe about to
be uttered by the character indicated by the notation. Compared to marginal
notations, these interior ones are more manifest and difficult to miss when two
or more actors read each their part from the same manuscript. The use of
speaker notations is particularly instructive in AM 748157. In this fragmentary
manuscript, the text headed Skírnismál preserves only the prose introduction
and the first 27 strophes, except strophe 18, of the complete text, which is
headed Fǫr Skírnis in Codex Regius.
Owing to the number of characters in Fǫr Skírnis/Skírnismál and the
complexity of the narrative, it turns out that it is impossible to understand who
is speaking, if we are not guided by the speaker notations158. If, therefore, we
want to recite the text from the manuscript this would have been impossible
without the speaker notations. For instance, two of the characters, Gerðr who
speaks in strophe 14, and the Maid, who speaks in strophe 15, are defined only
by the speaker notation.
In AM 748 there are two kinds of interior notations. The first consists of
the full name of the character, or a personal pronoun signifying the character,
i.e. a subject together with a verb. The combination: subject + verb may be
expanded to the combination subject + verb + prepositional phrase, but most
often the notation is composed of the name of the character or its first letter
and a one-letter abbreviation signifying a verb, N[ame]+ v. Three times a
speaker notation is incorporated in the explanatory prose sections.
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IN THE END of the introductory prose section it says Þá mælti Skaði—‘then
Skaði spoke’ – and lest we were told, we would not have known. It might as
well have been her husband Njǫrðr who spoke, and there is no apparent reason
why Skaði rather than Njǫrðr is speaking.
When Skírnir needs to inform the listeners that he is talking to a horse
(sic!) the whole prose section is an interior speaker notation: Skírnir mælti við
hestinn—‘Skírnir talked with the horse’ – and who would have guessed that? In
fact, what Skírnir tells the horse, he might as well have told Freyr with whom
he is already holding a conversation. Skírnir. q.—‘Skírnir (he) said’ would have
sufficed as a speaker notation.
There is no narrative reason to speak to a horse. Instead, the point is to
inform the reader or the audience that the horse is significant and involved in a
context into which it must be fitted. It is important, moreover, not to tell Freyr
something that is redundant. He already knows what Skírnir is about to say.
There is also a point in consoling the horse and perhaps Skírnir himself, owing
to the imminent dangers he and the horse are facing. This, at least, is what we
are supposed to hear:
Skírnir talked with the horse:
It’s dark out there, I’d say it’s time we leave, over misty mountains, over
the ogre’s folk land, we both get through – or he takes both of us! That
loathsome giant. (Skírnismál, St. 10).
There is nothing wrong with introducing the horse, but if the horse had been
incorporated into strophe 10, the prose before this strophe would have been
redundant. There is no narrative reason why strophe 10 should not run: Mar er
söðlaðr mál kveð ek okkr fara …—‘The horse is saddled. I’d say it’s time we leave
… ‘ as if courageous Skírnir spoke to lovesick Freyr.
Between strophe 10 and 11, i.e. when Skírnir has arrived at Gýmir’s farm
in Jotunheim the prose explains his arrival:
Skírnir rode into Jotunheim to Gýmir’s courts. There were angry dogs
bound before the gate of the paling surrounding Gerðr's hall. He rode to
where a shepherd sat on a mound and summoned him: (Skírnismál, prose
between strophe 10 and 11).
The prose ends: ok kvaddi hann—‘and called out to him’ indicating that Skírnir
must raise his voice in order to summon the shepherd. The point is that we are
supposed to know beforehand that Skírnir must now be speaking in a different
voice. He was empathic albeit determined in strophe 10. In strophe 11 he is
supposed to be emphatic albeit concerned.
If the text was meant to be a poem, the person who recited it would
simply have made a long and enigmatic pause between the cadence in the
prolonged strophe 10: sá inn ámátki i ǫtunn! – and strophe 11. In effect,
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breaking this silence and suspense would have indicated that Skírnir and the
horse had arrived safely at Gýrmir’s farm:
10 Skí: The horse is saddled, I’d say it’s time we leave,
over misty mountains, over the ogre’s folk land
we both get through – or he takes both of us! That loathsome giant.
PAUSE

11 Skí: Now tells us shepherd sitting there on the mound and watching
every which way.
How shall I converse with the young wench when Gýmir’s dogs bark?
Reciting or reading the text, the notation ok kvaddi hann—‘and called out to
him’, is hardly important. Skírnir kvað—‘Skírnir said’, leaving it to the silent
reader to decide how to speak, would have worked equally well. Moreover, if
the horse had been included in strophe 10, the prose before and between
strophe 10 and 11 would have been redundant.
The prose, therefore, is introduced to describe a change that must be
staged, i.e. a change of scene from Asgard to Jotunheim involving among other
things a horse, a couple of dogs and some sheep. Those who are going to stage
this intermezzo must know that they are supposed to stage a soundscape.
WHEN THE SCENE or shift of scene is less subtle, the name of the character is
combined with an abbreviated verb. When Skírnir talks to Njǫrðr and Skaði in
strophe 2 – speaking, as we understand from the penultimate word of the
second line to both Freyr’s parents – the notation is Skírnir. q., i.e. Skírnir.
kvað.—‘Skírnir. (He) said/spoke.’ When Skírnir walks up to where Freyr is
sitting, the notation is once again Skírnir. q.
When Gerðr is introduced in her hall, the notation before strophe 14 is
Gerðr. q. and when the Maid enters and answers Gerðr’s question: “What’s
going on?” in front of strophe 15, the Maid is introduced with the notation
Ambat. q.—‘(the) Maid. (She) said’. In this scene, if we do not see a girl dressed
and behaving like a Maid, we would not know who is talking. Her line does not
give her away when she says that ‘Out there a man has dismounted from
horseback letting his horse graze the ground’. She could be anyone – man,
woman, child or adult. Indirectly, by telling Gerðr she tells the audience that
Skírnir has dismounted after his quarrel with the Shepherd. As it happens,
when the Maid comes in front of Gerðr, she relates something that she, but not
Gerðr has seen. This makes sense only if at some point in time she is seen to be
in the same room as Gerðr. Either she must have entered the room with Gerðr
and looked out through one of the shutters to see what happened or she must
have seen it through the front door, before she went into the hall room in order
to tell and answer Gerðr.
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In all these cases when the speaker notation is interior, something happens
around the speaker before he or she speaks. This means that in effect, interior
notations are not just speaker notations; they also denote that something takes
place, calling the speaker to attention before he or she asks, responds or utters
something introduced with this kind of notation. If, as listeners, we just heard
the words we would not always know who spoke. If strophe 14 was not a
specific actor’s line the reader could have thought that it was spoken by Gerðr’s
father Gýmir, the owner of the farm. Moreover, anybody, even Gerðr, could
have answered him in strophe 15 before he responded in strophe 16:
14 Gý?: Who’s making the noise that I am hearing now, penetrating our
house.
The earth quakes and with it trembles all of Gýmir’s farmstead.
15 ?: Out there a man has dismounted from horseback letting his horse
graze the ground.
16 Gý?: You ask him to enter into our hall, and drink the famous mead.
Yet I must fear that, standing there outside, is my brother’s killer.
In a normal strophic poem, this possible confusion would have been solved by
means of strophes explaining to whom someone is speaking by means of
dialogue or narrative strophes. In a mimetic play, we see for ourselves.
WE MEET ANOTHER kind of interior notation when Freyr speaks for the first
time answering Skírnir. Since Skírnir was introduced by Skírnir. q., it is obvious
that Skírnir speaks to Freyr, inasmuch as he addresses him as ‘Freyr’. This
makes the internal notation that tells us that Freyr speaks less circumstantial. It
consists of a capital letter and a full stop, designating the character, followed by
a minuscule and a full stop designating a verb: F.q.—Freyr (he) said. Since this
kind of notation has been introduced, we are not surprised that it is Skírnir who
answers Freyr after the interior notation S.q.—Skírnir (he) said. When the
notation is the expected one, it signals to the person who is about to recite the
strophe that now is the time to speak and consequently, to the other person, to
stop talking. When clarity is not at stake, the notations can be shortened and
space saved on the pages.
For the same reason, if an actor speaks two strophes in a row in the same
scene, then only the first one is tagged. This indicates that the notations are
used as cues, rather than systematically to define the speaker of a specific
strophe. However, in the scenes at Gýmir’s farm when the characters engaged in
the dialogue have been introduced in the prose section and the dialogue has
gained momentum, the notations move out into the margin saving room in the
text column, without confusing the speakers.
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In the small passage when Skírnir talks to the Shepherd, when Gerðr
wants to know who has arrived, when Skírnir enters her hall and when the
dialogue between Skírnir and Gerðr gains momentum, three types of speaker
notations – two internal notations, Name. q. and N. q. and the external N. q. –
are used in order to create cues, balance clarity and save vellum, see Fig. 11.
As soon as the Shepherd and Skírnir have been cued with internal
notations, the subsequent speaker cues move out into the margin. Then Gerðr
and the Maid get each their internal notation. Gerðr’s cue, which the actor who
is reading Skírnir saw when he read strophe 13, signifies that he, who has
already been introduced, should stop speaking and look into the margin to find
the marginal notation ‘S.q.’. He finds it further down the page and understands
that he must wait his turn. Gerðr speaks until she reaches the Maid’s cue, which
is an internal notation that the actor playing the Maid must have been told to
look for. Gerðr stops and looks into the margin as the Maid speaks her line.
Gerðr sees that she speaks again after the Maid. However, since the G.q.
notation occurs twice in the margin she is not supposed to speak two strophes
in a row. She is supposed to speak one strophe, make a pause, do something
and speak the next one at the right moment.
When Gerðr, guided by the marginal speaker notation G.q., has spoken
strophe 16, the Maid has already disappeared in order to invite Skírnir to enter
Gýmir’s hall. Thus, there is a small pause in the play when Gerðr has finished
her strophe, and the Maid has left. This is the pause before Skírnir enters the
room. When he enters, a new dialogue commences and Gerðr, cued by the
second marginal G.q. notation, greets Skírnir in strophe 17.
If we listen to a recitation, the second G.q. notation is redundant,
inasmuch as there is only one speaker. Gerðr already has a cue and according to
the rules of notation, she does not need another just to continue. On the other
hand, the second notation is needed as a stage direction telling Gerðr to wait for
a cue – that is, for Skírnir to appear on the stage – before she recites strophe 17.
The actor playing Skírnir, moreover, has already seen that he speaks after Gerðr.
During early rehearsals when the actors are still studying the manuscript as well
as moving around on the stage or outside it, the director says something like:
When Shepherd and Skírnir are quarrelling, you Maid, must wait until
you hear Gerðr asking what’s going on. Then you must enter
immediately, answer her question, do as she says and leave.
After a while, sufficiently long for you Gerðr to prepare the mead that you
will offer your visitor, and not until she is ready, do you Skírnir, enter.
Then the new scene, the dialogue between the two of you, commences’.
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If the text was recited by one person only, the recitation would have been
interrupted by short explanatory texts, perhaps in the form of a strophe. Since
there is no such strophe or explanation, the scene must be performed.

Fig. 11. AM 748, the top of fol. 2 verso. This section covers the prose before strophe
11 as well as the strophes 11-21. In AM 748 there is no strophe 18. White frame =
prose section between st. 10 & 11. Green = the Shepherd. Yellow = Skírnir. Red =
Gerðr. Blue = the Maid. First letter in margin = new scene.

Before and after the long pause between strophes 10 and 11, when Skírnir rides
to Jotunheim, it is important to hear his change of mood. The same is true of
Gerðr when she changes her mood from ordering around the Maid and
worrying about her brother’s murderer in strophe 16, to friendly addressing
Skírnir, mead cup in hand, in strophe 17.
16 Gðr: You ask him to enter into our hall, and drink the famous mead.
Yet I must fear that, standing there outside, is my brother’s killer159.
PAUSE

17 Gðr: What son of Elves or Æsir’s offspring or wise Vanir’s is this? Why
come alone across the violent fire to see our homestead?
159

The surprising cadence: minn bróðurbani—‘my brother’s bane’, calls for a pause.
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In the first case, Skírnir’s change of mood is significant. In the second, it
suffices for Gerðr to know that one scene comes to an end, and that another
one starts after she has had time to compose herself and pour a glass of mead,
preparing herself for receiving Skírnir. To signify that a new scene starts after a
pause, the initial letter of strophe 17, as well as that of strophe 11, is moved out
into the margin, see Fig. 11.
Apparently, it is the length of the pause, or the soundscape, that makes
these changes reasonable. If the changes occur in an instant, they will not be
convincing, except perhaps as comically unexplained, but that is hardly the
author’s intention. Naturally, Skírnir’s and Gerðr’s change of moods should be
played out, inasmuch as they are comparable. In other words, there is a shift of
scene between the end of strophe 9 and the beginning of strophe 17. This shift
is meant to be reflected by a change of mood in the two main characters,
Skírnir and Gerðr. The Shepherd and the Maid are two contrastive characters
specifically designed to be instrumental in bringing about these shifts of scene
and mood.
The different notations are designed to make the cues obvious to several
performers, each playing their role. As a manuscript, therefore, Skírnismál is a
play, since it is a text coded in order to guide a director and a number of
characters when they study their roles and practice their moves before
rehearsing and performing the dramatic dialogue.
SYSTEMATICALLY, developing Bertha Phillpotts’ general idea about dialogue in
Eddic poems, Terry Gunnell has showed that if we imagine that the dialogical
poems Fáfnismál, Hárbarðzlióð, Vafþrúðnismál, Lokasenna or Skírnismál were
performed by actors and staged, rather than studied as texts, read aloud or
recited, the prose sections and speaker notations become redundant, while at
the same time, the contexture of the dialogues is readily grasped. The reason for
this is simple: prose and notations are stage directions in the script and as such,
they add nothing to the narrative. Instead, they indicate a change of scene,
small interruptions and a change in the dialogic flow taken care of by the actors.
AM 748, is more carefully coded than Regius and that makes it easier to come to
grips with the play before it is performed.
While the interior notations are meticulously keeping track of the cues,
carefully instructing the director of the play, the marginal notations address
only the actors responsible for specific characters. If we imagine that a number
of actors read a dialogue during early rehearsals, it becomes apparent that in
connection with the elaborate interior notations, there is always a small pause or
a hiatus in the dialogue. These pauses indicate that something happens on the
stage because it is supposed to happen. These events are a result of the way the
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text is performed and never something the spectators are told. Instead, what
happens, happens in front of their very eyes.
When it comes to the two-letter notations, whether interior or marginal,
no pause is necessary in the dialogue. In fact, there is only one pause – the one
when Gerðr is alone in the hall waiting for Skírnir to enter between strophes 16
and 17. Frequently, when the two-letter notations are marginal, the actors snap
each other. This means that the actor who does not speak should glance
through the margin for the next notation, and in the corresponding line, find
the capital letter that indicates his or her cue, while the other actor is still
speaking. The advantage of this technique for the dialogical flow is obvious.
The marginal notations may be convenient when rehearsing a continuous
dialogue between two or more actors, but in principle, they are simply a
rational way of guiding actors when there is more than one. If one person
recites or plays all the roles, the marginal notations are pointless and probably
confusing inasmuch as they force a single performer for no obvious reason to
glance in and out of the text column while speaking. The prose and the speaker
notations are most useful when several actors in turn read aloud from the same
manuscript before they have learnt their part by heart.
The marginal notation is an index guiding someone who is not currently
reading a strophe. The use of speaker notations and stage directions strongly
suggest that the editor or a reader understood the coded Eddic texts as indeed
dramatic plays – ludi exercenti – fitted as literature into the larger context of
Regius or AM 748 owing to their topics.
THE LINES IN Skírnismál are considered to be much older than the manuscripts
in which they are preserved. Consequently, the speaker notations indicate that
in the 13th and 14th century, some dialogues were copied as play manuscripts
designed for rehearsal. Consequently, one must ask oneself whether it was
possible to write down a text as a play with stage directions and speaker
notations in 11th or 12th century Iceland or earlier, if there were no plays.
Actually, there is no reason to produce that kind of manuscripts, if plays were
non-existent.
The speaker notations strongly indicate that Skírnismál was written down
as a play before it was included as a copy for instance in Regius. It makes little
sense to suggest that those who produced Regius or its forerunners turned a
mythical poem into a play manuscript as their analytical contribution to Norse
literature.
Only inasmuch as the text is rehearsed by several actors, is it reasonable to
suggest that the speaker notations were copied from an earlier manuscript. In
this manuscript, they were meant to facilitate the production of the play
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making it easier for director and actors to study and stage it. If the man who
played Skírnir, i.e. the difficult leading part, had access to a manuscript, i.e. if
he could read, he could also be the director, and tour Iceland with the play and
a minimal group of actors. Some illiterate actors may have learnt their small
parts by heart by means of oral direction.
When arriving at a farm where the owner was prepared to stage the play,
the director could add a number of amateurs to complete the casting. Most of
the roles are small and so well integrated into life at the hall farm that they
could easily be performed by someone on the farm, preferably by their
counterparts in the farmowner’s household.
Touring actors is a way of preserving the play, but the fact that there are
two almost identical versions of the play suggests that Skírnismál and Fǫr
Skírnis represent a manuscript tradition. Therefore, one could also suggest that
originally, the play manuscripts belonged to Icelandic farms and that the actors
and jesters touring the countryside were asked to perform the play. In that
situation they would have been instructed by someone on the farm, because the
farm owner had access to a manuscript, and why not a manuscript pointer. The
actors, therefore, would have learnt the play when they arrive at a farm and
performed it.

Things Heard and Seen
Skírnismál and Fǫr Skírnis are not narratives composed in strophes. On the
contrary, they are play manuscripts involving pairs of actors in strophic
dialogues. Since they are plays, it is necessary to check the manuscripts to find
out whether there are objects or beings that must be seen and heard or seen to
move in connection with the actors. In the above section it was argued that
Gerðr, Skírnir, the Maid and Skaði must be seen. However, are there also
undescribed things and movements that the audience must see?
The rooms in which the dialogues take place are the most obvious
example of something present that is not described to the spectators. Nobody
tells the audience specifically in what hall the dialogues take place. The reason
those who read the play manuscript know, is the clues in the prose as well as in
the strophes. The introduction states:
One day Freyr, the son of Njǫrðr, sat by himself on Hliðskjálf gazing into
all the realms. He looked into Jotunheim and there he saw a lovely girl
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who went from her father’s hall to the ‘skemma’160. Seeing her made him
lovesick.
Skírnir was Freyr’s servant. Njǫrðr asked him to go and talk to Freyr.
Then Skaði spoke:
1 Ska: Get up Skírnir go and request some speech from our boy and
inquire with whom the gifted young heir is so very upset.
2 Skí: Harsh words I expect from your son, if I go and ask permission to
inquire with whom the gifted young heir is so very upset.
PAUSE

3 Skí: Please tell me Freyr, the gods’ folk ruler, because I long to learn why
you my lord are sitting, alone in the long halls?
In this scene, the actor who begins to talk breaks a pantomime that has taken
place in front of the spectators. The prose describes this show, which consists of
a man sitting by himself in a high seat and three mimes pantomiming ‘talk’ in
another part of the hall. When one of the actors speak up, we understand that
the one to whom she talks to is called Skírnir. We may or may not know who
Skírnir is, but the dialogue, thus started by the woman, wakes up the scene by
commenting on the part of the pantomime in which someone is sitting in a
high seat acting farsighted, or staring at something invisible. If we know who
Skírnir is and see the man and the woman he is talking with, we may even guess
that the expressions ‘our boy’, ‘young heir’ and ‘your son’ signify Freyr.
Similar to how Skaði broke up one part of the scene, Skírnir gets up and
walks into the next, breaking that up when he addresses Freyr. Attributes such
as high seat and dress may help to solve the puzzle intended in the opening
pantomime scene before the actors start to talk. Without being staged in a hall,
the opening lines, i.e. the first two strophes, are confusing.
If the scene was not a scene, we would not be surprised if the actor who
opened the dialogue was a man. As it turns out, it is technically speaking
irrelevant whether a man or a woman does the job, as long as it is someone who
has an ‘our’-relation to the ‘boy’. To the impression given by the scene, it is of
course all-important that Skaði, the woman, sets things in motion.
To create any sense in the dialogue, either the actors must explain the
situation to the audience, or the spectators must be able to see for themselves.
Since there is no obvious part to be played by a prologue or presenter, i.e. there
is no such speaker notation in the manuscript, the spectators must see for
themselves. The opening scene, therefore, needs a space where actors may
move, mime and talk and where the audience can see and hear them.
160

A skemma, probably from skammr—short, is a small, detached building. See
Weinmann (1994:327); Valtýr Guðmundsson (1889:247).
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Since we are explicitly told that Freyr is sitting in a hall, but not exactly
which hall, we must conclude that if these lines were ever spoken, they would
benefit immensely from breaking a pantomime installed in a hall that resembled
the fictitious room in which the speech and the events featuring in the lines
allegedly takes place as action. If Skírnismál was just a narrative about Freyr’s
lovesickness, the poem Skírnismál—‘Skírnir’s speech’ ought to have started with
Strophe 3, with Skírnir’s speech and his question – ‘why are you sitting …?’.
There is no need to know anything about Hliðskjálf and Freyr sitting in it
gazing into all the nations. It is enough to be told in strophe 6 and 7 that Freyr
has fallen in love with a giantess. How he came to see her is irrelevant. The
introduction and the first two strophes, comprising nearly 25% of a page, are
redundant in the narrative, but necessary in the staged play as the enigmatic
opening scene about to be resolved.
For all narrative purposes, it is sufficient that someone starts reciting the
poem with a question in order to get an answer. Question and answer will
define everything in the dialogue up and until strophe 9, in which a minimal
change will make the prose redundant until strophe 11. In the manuscript,
however, this kind of space-saving narrative simplicity does not exist. Instead, a
pantomime is described. The room is there. Skírnir must walk, begin his Fǫr,
that is, his journey and Freyr must be sitting in the high seat. He must be seen
to look around himself.
Since there is apparently an actual room, a designed space in which to act,
it soon becomes a problem if the material realities belonging to it must be
imagined.
If we are supposed to see things in the room, such as someone walking on
the floor and someone sitting in a high seat gazing, then we are also supposed to
see other things, if they are important to the play. In strophe 9, for instance, a
sword is important. It is so important that it will reappear later in the play when
we are explicitly told to look at its blade:
9 Fre: I give you the horse that bears you through darkness, wise flickering
flames; and the sword that can swing itself, if the bearer is brave.
………
23 Skí: See this sword blade young woman, slim and sign-marked, that I
am having in my hand? Hack off your head, from your neck I shall, if you
do not make peace with me.
24 Gðr: I shall never suffer bondage for any man’s pleasure, but this I
guess: If you meet with Gýmir, willing to battle, you will both end up
killed.
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25 Skí: See this sword blade young woman, slim and sign-marked, that I
am having in my hand? By its cutting edge the old giant will bow down,
your father meet with fate.
In strophe 9, Freyr gives Skírnir his sword because Skírnir has asked for it.
Theoretically, this could be an example of a fictitious sword, but Freyr’s
phrasing (ek þér gef) indicates that he actually hands Skírnir his famous weapon
in its scabbard and belt. For want of this sword, the audience will know that
Freyr is killed in Ragnarök. In strophe 23-25, its blade and edge are pointed out
to Gerðr. In this latter case, it cannot be a fictitious sword since as there is no
threat from a sword that does not exist. Later on, the audience benefits
immensely from recognizing the weapon worn by Skírnir and seeing it drawn.
When something is directly pointed out in a scene on a stage, the spectators,
and in this case Gerðr, must be able to see it. If Skírnir is not going to show us
the sword, he could just refer to the way he will use it.
In just a few strophes, the actors’ lines make it obvious that there is a
stage, which is a hall room. Here, someone can be sitting silently before he is
engaged in the dialogue. There are actors walking on the stage and there are
objects displayed as part of the performance and the dramatic acting. The play
is not just a matter of actors talking to each other; it is a dialogue performed on
a stage.
So far, the manuscripts have revealed themselves as play manuscripts used
by several actors when rehearsing the play. The text, moreover, demonstrates
that the play must take place on a stage with several actors and sceneries including more than the speaking pair. To support the acting and to make the
play more interesting, props were used and pantomime applied to introduce the
play and set the scene described in the introduction. This introduction,
including strophes 1 and 2, is a pantomime libretto. The pantomime establishes
the dramatic time of the play. The manuscript cannot do without this
introduction, since it is the opening scene of a play. The prose could, but need
not be spoken by a presenter.
Had Skírnismál been a play re-edited as a poem, everything up and until
strophe 2, would have been cut out and the passage to Jotunheim, strophes 10
through 17, re-written as a narrative strophe or two. This would have made
Skírnismál similar to Vafþrúðismál161.
Since Skírnismál is not a poem about a mythological story, but a play, we
must ask ourselves as archaeologists what its sceneries could have looked like.

161

See Gunnell (1995:232) on Vafþrúðismál st. 5.
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The Stage and its Scenery
The Theatrical Setting
RESEARCHERS CONVINCED THAT there was no 10th century theatrical drama
involving several actors may point out that although there were plays, there
were no Scandinavian theatres in the Carolingian Iron Age (750-1025 CE)162.
How then can we be convinced that plays in the conventional theatrical sense of
the word were staged and not just a literary genre? The answer to this question
must be that a kind of setting compatible with the play must make up for stage
and scenery as well as theatrical properties and other decorative elements.
Since there is no institutional theatre, Fáfnismál and Hárbarðzlióð, if they
were plays, seem to need an outdoor setting in order to be performed. In
Fáfnismál, a Marsh Tit (Parus palustris) speaks in its natural environment163.
Hárbarðzlióð must be performed next to a narrow water – a river, a sound or
perhaps a fjord. One of the dialogues in Helgakviða Hiörvarzsonar takes place
on board a moored ship. The outdoor setting could be constructed in a number
of ways, and consequently, there are few specific guidelines in these dialogues
regarding scenic solutions or the actors’ movement patterns. Reconstruction is
in other words tentative and difficult to reconstruct, since there would be a
large number of possible, albeit not necessary, outcomes.
Outdoor performance holds many potential solutions to theatrical
problems, allowing the director to move both actors and audience between
different scenes or situation. This is advantageous if we want to produce a play,
but not if we want to prove that the play needed a specific stage, a physical
environment interplaying with the performance.
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As far as we know, althouth there is perhaps some kind of 7th century theatre or
arena or assembly place at Yeavering, see Hope-Taylor (1977) and perhaps a ritual
theatre in Old Uppsala, see Adam of Bremen Book IV, scholium. 135.
163
See Neckel (1927:132, prose before strophe 32).
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When it comes to staging the dramatic poems, Phillpotts opted for outdoor
scenes, but this was not evident in the 1910s164. Like many of Phillpotts’
discussions, the one concerning the setting is hampered by two source critical
problems: (1) the vast forgotten and unresearched fields opening up as a result
of her novel insights, and (2) the dearth of archaeological sources and contexts
fit to combine the oral performance and its material setting. Eighty years later,
analysing funeral scenes and funerals as performance, Archaeology was about to
catch up with the problems that Phillpotts faced.
In the 1990s, Terry Gunnell discussed the staging of the texts and later
suggested that Vafþrúðnismál fits an indoor hall performance, while Fáfnismál
and Skírnismál were performed outdoors165. These are plausible, but not completely binding suggestions, and in the present study, outdoor performances
must be considered possible to prove the methodological point that some plays
may benefit significantly from being performed in specific environments and
gain theatrical qualities from being performed in such a setting. This does not
mean that they cannot be performed elsewhere.
Recently, by necessity discussing outdoor performances, Neil Price has
argued convincingly that in Carolingian Iron Age, funerals held the occasion to
compose, as well as the social setting to produce drama, repeatedly combining
the oral and the material reality of performance. There is in other words good
arguments in support of outdoor dramatic performances166.
Methodologically, on the other hand, we gain little in terms of theatre
from reconstructing a possible scene, if, contrary to Ibn Fadlan, we do not
know what was said where and when. This problem of the scenery would have
been a small one, had there already been a cross-disciplinarily agreement on the
role of theatrical drama in the Carolingian Iron Age. Since in want of common
sense there is no such agreement, we must turn to such dialogues that refer
more specifically to spatial and archaeologically verifiable contexts.

Performance and Space
There needs be a complex correspondence between the performance and its
stages if we want to establish that theatrical dialogues were part of Late
Scandinavian Iron Age entertainment and culture. The likelihood that this
correspondence will convince us is a consequence of the fact that stage and
164

Phillpotts (1920:188-90).
Gunnell (2006).
166
Gunnell (2006) and Price (2012). Herschend (2001:61-94) has discussed the basic
scenic qualities of boat grave burials and the way they represent halls.
165
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scene belong to the actors, who are acting one reality, as well as to the
beholders, who live another reality in the same room. Giving space to the actors
and the fiction they perform, as well as to the audience and the reality it lives,
creates an in-between situation. The space shared by spectators and actors
blends into the reality of the staged drama: the room with actors and audience,
with lines, comments, costumes, dress, props, furniture, scenery etc. These
elements belong to the fictitious as well as the actual setting in which the
audience engages itself and the actors act. Looking for this kind of material and
immaterial complexity, Skírnismál stands out, since as a manuscript, it is a play
in which the dramatic dialogues centre on a hall room. There is both a Midgard
present and an Asgard as well as a Jotunheim past. In other words, we should
study the correspondence between the structure of the play, its stage directions,
its past and present, and its hall room.
The play can be described as being performed in two fictitious locations.
The first is ‘at home’ and perhaps the hall Valaskjálf in Asgard, since according
to Grimnismál, this was the location of the high seat Hliðskjálf. When the play
begins, Freyr is sitting in Hliðskjálf.
The second location is the giant Gýmir’s hall on his homestead in
Jotunheim167. One of the characters, Skírnir, rides from the first to the second
location and back again. Thus, Acts I and III take place in Asgard, Act II in
Jotunheim.
Act I consists of three scenes. Scene 0+1 is a pantomime that ends in an
exchange of words between Skaði and Skírnir. Njǫrðr is present, but silent.
Scene 2 is a conversation between Skírnir and Freyr. In Scene 3, Skírnir speaks
to a horse that has no specific lines. Freyr is present in the stable, but silent. The
scenes are tightly linked, since Skírnir moves from Scene 1 to Scene 2 to Scene
3 and rides off to Jotunheim and into the second act. Njǫrðr and Skaði
disappear between Scene 1 and 2. When Skírnir rides off to Jotunheim, Freyr
does not return to the hall.
Act II also consists of three scenes. Scene 1 is an outdoor conversation
between Skírnir and a Shepherd. The horse and some dogs are also present and
perhaps some sheep. Scene 2 is a pantomime that eventually includes a
conversation between Gerðr and her Maid. Scene 3 is a conversation between
Gerðr and Skírnir. Skírnir, who is not present in Scene 2, moves directly from
Scene 1 to Scene 3, and eventually, leaving the scene, probably together with
167

It is impossible to bring the few scraps of Eddic information about Gýmir, Greðr,
her brother or Skírnir and their relation to Freyr in Hliðskjálf into any mythological
and biographical harmony. In Skírnismál, they are characters and a prop: a non-present
giant and father, a beautiful daughter, a murdered brother, a loyal emissary and a
lovesick fertility god in a high seat with a view. Ásgard and Jotunheim are two
complementary worlds.
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Gerðr, he rides off to Asgard. Gerðr does not join him and does not return to
the hall.
Act III only has one scene. Scene 1 is an outdoor quarrel between Skírnir
and Freyr. The horse is present. With this conversation, the play comes to an
end or rather to a halt.
From the stage directions and from the actors’ lines we understand what
happens on the stage. In Act I, Scene 1 we see a rudimentary pantomime
described by the introductory prose. This scene is split between Freyr, who has
lost himself in his inner visions, sitting in a high seat in the upper part of the
hall room. His servant Skírnir sits on the other side of the scene, in the lower
part of the hall. Here he is joined by a couple playing Freyr’s parents Njǫrðr
and Skaði. Njǫrðr, who has no lines, nevertheless, ‘speaks’, that is, acts as if he
spoke to Skírnir. Since we hear nothing, the scene is a kind of pantomime
consisting of a Freyr, who is absorbed in himself and the three other characters,
who are talking about him. There is tension and enigma in the scene and its
silence. It is a typical enigmatic opening scene and the audience is waiting for
someone to speak.
What the spectators see is the necessary introduction of a fictitious hall
into the one where they are sitting themselves; their Midgard hall room
becomes an Asgard scene. The three first strophes serve to turn the play from
pantomime to staged dialogue among gods. Since Skírnir is her servant, his
mistress the goddess Skaði asks him to get up, go to her son and ask him with
whom he is cross. Skírnir prolongs the enigma by referring to Freyr as ‘your
son’ rather than calling him by his name. In strophe 1, Gerðr’s description of
Freyr as ofreiðr—‘being upset’, is repeated in strophe 2 by Skírnir as a reference
to the way the god behaves in the high seat, and thus to the pantomime. A little
reluctantly, Skírnir, who is neither as servile nor as alert as could be expected,
does as he is told, gets up and walks up to Freyr. These steps bridge Scenes 1
and 2. As Skaði broke Skírnir’s silence with her line (St.1), Skírnir does the
same for Freyr with his line (St.3). Now that we know who he is, Freyr breaks
his silence and explains his lovesickness. Skírnir offers to help and asks Freyr to
give him his horse and his sword, because he needs them. Skírnir says: ‘give me’
not ‘lend me’. The scene ends when Freyr agrees to part with horse and sword.
Skírnir receives the sword for want of which Freyr is killed in Ragnarök. Skírnir
needs the horse in order to have a safe journey to Gýmir’s homestead in
Jotunheim and his meeting with the giant’s lovely daughter Gerðr.
Similar to how Skírnir walked from Scene 1 to 2, Skírnir and Freyr now
walk from the hall and Scene 2 into Scene 3 – the stable where the horse stands
in his box. In this stable scene, which the audience in the hall can only hear,
Skírnir tells the horse what is going to happen. Freyr, who already knows, is
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silent. This scene ends when Skírnir and the horse set off for Gýmir’s
homestead and Act II. As Skírnir told the horse, and thus indirectly the
audience, they leave. Once again, movement brings about a change of scene.
To begin with in Act I, perception was ocular. Then speech was added to
the performance. In the end, however, the spectators lose sight of the actors.
Perception becomes audial and the spectators a true audience. When the
spectators become an audience, they are put into a Freyr-like situation: they
perceive what is happening without being present. In the context of the play,
they are referred to their inner vision, that is, their problematic variety of “Freyr
vision”, if they want to see and not just hear.
Act II Scene 1 takes place in Jotunheim outside Gýmir’s farm and the
audience is still depending on a “Freyr vision”, that is, on a problematic
perception. The dogs bark, Skírnir dismounts. He raises his voice. The
shepherd shouts from the grave mound. In this outdoor kerfuffle, the audience
in the hall is again made ordinary spectators. This happens when Scene 2 starts
inside Gýmir’s hall as Gerðr appears in the room and asks what is going on.
The Maid tells her and leaves when told to invite the visitor to come in.
In Scene 3, Skírnir enters and his long dialogue with Gerðr commences.
Again walking has changed the scene as Skírnir steps from invisibility into
visibility. When this scene ends, an agreement has been reached between the
two, and Skírnir is ushered out, leaving on horseback for Asgard. Once again,
the audience, losing eyesight, is left alone in the hall room.
Act III takes place in Asgard. The audience hears that Freyr is meeting
Skírnir outside Valaskjálf and this, the only scene in Act III, takes place when
Skírnir is heard to unsaddle his mounts. Since Skírnir did not bring back Gerðr,
Frey despairs and falls silent. With this silence, the dialogue ends. The audience
is not restored to spectator mood, but left alone in the hall between Asgard and
Midgard trying to understand what the silence and the emptiness, the ultimate
dumb show, means.
Since there is ordinary vision and “Freyr vision” in the play there are also
two kinds of scenes: (1) The hall room scenes that are seen and heard. (2) The
scenes taking place just outside the hall room. They are not seen and only
partially overheard.
The indoor scenes take place in a fictitious hall in front of a real audience,
which is expected to see a number of important objects in different situations.
The god Njǫrðr needs to be seen next to his wife Skaði; Freyr’s sword, which he
gives to Skírnir, who later on shows it to Gerðr, must also be seen. Further, they
must see a mead cup filled by Gerðr and given to Skírnir, who empties it. In
addition, Skírnir brings along a precious golden ring with a story worthy of any
Antiques Roadshow. He also brings eleven golden apples. Since they are of the
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age-healing kind, they are as precious and sought after as the ring Draupnir.
The apples probably stay in Skírnir’s box, but that does not prevent him from
drawing attention to them. There is in other words at least a bag with an eski—
‘ashen food box’ to see168. The parallels to the way material culture was used by
Ethelwold of Winchester and Hrotsvit are obvious.
Apart from being shown, seeing and sensing things, the characters are also
told to ‘rise’, ‘go’ and ‘take’. In short, the audience is supposed to be intrigued
by significant objects, listen to the dialogue and see the actors move.
Three scenes take place outside the hall and ‘outside’ is defined by the play
itself as a space just outside the hall room. Probably audience and actors hear
the voices, the barking dogs, the horse, the sheep etc. through open doors and
shutters. Directly, but even indirectly, these scenes explain what happens. The
horse must be heard when it leaves its box and the stable. Someone must be
heard leaving on horseback and someone must be heard arriving at the farm
making the dogs bark and the sheep bleat. Indirectly, the play implies that halls
are similarly organized nodes in a network of upper-class abodes, as indeed they
were169.
This hall character governs the whole construction of the play and if we
start by seating an audience in a hall room, we may construct the play around
it. The play indicates that a hall is a room with a high seat in a house on a farm.
Next to this main building and its hall room there is a grave mound. One may
enter the hall room and one may leave it, and since leaving it could mean to go
to the stable and find oneself a horse there would seem to be two entrances
characterizing the hall170. Technically speaking, therefore, the hall would be an
in-between room.
Each time the hall room becomes a stage, it is because an actor enters. To
begin with, Freyr and Skírnir would have entered the hall, more or less like the
audience, and built up the tableau that turns into a rudimentary pantomime.
Odd and enigmatic the god Freyr sits himself in the high seat. Skírnir, a human
being and a servant, sits down by the door at some distance from his troubled
master. We gather that this must be the case when Njǫrðr and Skaði appear
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The box itself is not mentioned, but the light ashen box is the traditional food
container. See Fritzner (1867:125, eski) and Cleasby & Vigfusson (1876:25, aska m,
and 1876:134, eski).
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See Herschend (1998:90).
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Eriksen (2013) discusses the ritualized doorway in Carolingian Iron Age
Scandinavia. Her point of departure is the importance of doors, portals and doorways
in the cosmology and the complementary ontology characterizing the organization of
worlds. A hall room with two doors fits her analyses.
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next to Skírnir. The parents are worried and Skírnir is well aware of Freyr’s
sullen mood.
The change from one hall to another in the beginning of act II is brought
about by a scene that the audience can only listen to. The change takes place
when the spectators, i.e. the guests in the ‘empty’ hall room notice that a
woman appears in the hall. She listens to the same row as the audience. In this
young and beautiful girl the spectators recognize Gerðr in a minimal
pantomime parallel to the one that introduced the first scene. Her pantomime
takes place while the quarrel outside her hall is ongoing. She does what one
does on the dais and breaks her pantomime or intermezzo when the kerfuffle
annoys her. Immediately, the Maid appears in the lower part of the hall and
takes up the dialogue. Gerðr talks to her, sends her away and then, since she is
alone in the hall, she talks to herself fearing that her brother’s murderer has
arrived. The audience is soon convinced that the visitor is Skírnir, but Gerðr’s
worries are never resolved. This means that the scene is introduced with a
typical theatrical confusion – the audience is informed about a misunderstanding that the characters are unaware of. It turns out that Gerðr’s fears
although unconfirmed are a befitting expression of worry.
Eventually, after a long and deviant wooing dialogue between the two,
Gerðr makes Skírnir empty the cup with the old mead intended to welcome
him. He calms down. Gerðr agrees to leave home and meet Freyr in nine days.
She follows Skírnir to the door and he leaves for Asgard.
Once again, the hall room is empty, but soon the audience hears someone
arriving on horseback, pulling up the horse and dismounting. The dogs are
silent, signalling that no stranger has arrived. Finally, Freyr anxiously speaks to
Skírnir, who answers, making Freyr sad. The hall is still empty; the audience is
confined to its imaginative “Freyr vision”.
Since there is nothing to see in the hall, the spectators, like Freyr, cannot
be sure that this is going to end well. There is suspense in the air and a
theatrical need to bring this situation to a close. The question is simple: Will
Gerðr turn up?

The Hall as Arena
Just because we can imagine that there might be a hall room in which the play
could have been performed, there is not necessarily any excavated hall that
matches the demands of the play – several ones do not. None of the small Early
Iron Age halls in South and East Scandinavia are suitable, since they are
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freestanding houses without a stable171. In West Scandinavia, nevertheless, the
hall is usually a room in a long main building, which comprises several rooms.
In many of these cases, the hall room is situated next to a more ordinary
dwelling room rather than a stable. A difference, similar to the West Scandinavian difference between hall and dwelling, also exists in South Scandinavia, for
instance, at Gudme or Uppåkra, but there the pattern is made up of two
houses: One large and often lavish main building and next to it a small
freestanding hall. Thus, several early halls do not match a text like Skírnismál172.
In South and East Scandinavia the hall becomes a room in a larger
building during the Late Iron Age (400 -1025 CE) and in some Carolingian
Iron Age (750-1025 CE) cases, a possible stable occurs next to the hall room.
This means that the play might be staged in the hall at Aggersborg, house D, as
well as at Agerhøj, Vorbasse, Omgaard and Gl. Hviding173. Even in some West
Scandinavia cases, a stable would seem to be introduced next to the hall room
in the Carolingian Iron Age. The hall room at Borg in Lofoten, for instance, is
extremely well suited to accommodate the play. The same is true of a number
of 10th century halls in Iceland. Mosfell is a case in point and so is the early hall
at Hofstaðir174. In Iceland some of the small early farm houses such as the home
of Erik the Red can, at least in principle, but far from readily, be used as a
setting for the play. Other small farms like Isleifsstaðir are excluded as they have
only one entrance175.
171

See Herschend (2009:251ff.) and Larsson et al. (2014). For Skeke, with a discussion
of the hall, see On the Reading Rest (23 March 2015). In Beowulf, vv. 1035-39, eight
horses are let into King Hrothgar’s hall on its floor,— on flet teón in under eoderas, i.e
from the outside and not from a stable in the hall building.
172
See Herschend 2009:251-60.
173
For Aggersborg, see Roesdahl et al. (2014). Mads Dengsø Jessen (2012:141) has
singled out a Jutish type of Carolingian Iron Age main building, in which the hall room
is incorporated into a larger house and accompanied by a stable in the west end of these
east-west orientated buildings. From the upper end of the hall room one had access to
the stables. Although this hall variety is a hybrid between east Danish and west Danish
building styles, the Aggersborg hall seems to form a link also to a general West
Scandinavian building style with a specific understanding of the hall as a social room.
The affinities with the hall as a scene is a fringe benefit.
174
See Byock et al. (2005); Byock (2009), Mosfell. Lucas (2009), Hofstadir.
175
If both doors E and L in the home of Erik the Red were used in the second building
phase, Ólafsson (2001:149, Fig.3), then the house could in principle have been used to
perform a play. In Skallakot, which was left before 1104, Gestsdóttir (2002:15f.), it
would also have been possible, Roussell (1943:55-71 &Fig. 23). In Ísleifsstaðir or
Grelutóttir with only one entance, it would not have been possible. Stenberger
(1943:145-170 & Fig. 97); Ólafsson (1980:32&67f.). In Njál’s Saga, which allegedly
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In the end of the 10th century, exemplified, for instance, by the changes
that take place in the hall at Hofstaðir, it becomes more difficult to stage
Skírnismál176. These difficulties arise owing to changes in the layout of the farms
and the accessibility of the hall room. In the play, there are apparently two
doors: (1) A lower public door where guests may enter and leave. (2) An upper
private door leading to the stables and out of the house or vice versa. When the
relatively large Stöng farm was rebuilt after 1104,177 the fact that only one door
leads into the hall from the outside makes the arrangements of the play difficult
to realize178.
The basic dramaturgical layout depends on the doors. Members of the
hall-owning household use the upper door, guests the lower one. This kind of
walking brings about a change of scene from one hall to another. Since
Skírnismál adheres to the two-door pattern and since the audience sitting in the
hall is supposed to hear what happens just outside the room, it is unlikely that
this particular play was originally staged after the end of the 10th century.
Later on, a play could of course have been adapted to new settings. For
instance, the only stage directions needed in Vafþrúðnismál indicating a change
of halls are written into the only narrative strophe in this dialogue. The strophe
suggests a reworking of the play, introducing a presenter179. Without the
narrative strophe, its content would have been played out, and the play would
have fitted a hall with two doors. In the first scene, Óðinn would have left his
hall by the upper door and gone to Vafþrúðnir’s hall. Well there he would have

takes place in 10th century Iceland, there are still two doors in the main building of the
large farm, as we gather from this quotation, Chapter 44:
En um kveldið er Njáll var kominn í rekkju heyrði hann að öx kom við þilið og söng í
hátt en lokrekkja var önnur og héngu þar á skildir og sér hann að þeir eru í brautu.
Hann mælti: ‘Hverjir hafa tekið ofan skjöldu vora?’ ‘Synir þínir gengu út með’, segir
Bergþóra. Njáll kippti skóm á fætur sér og gekk út og öðrum megin hússins (‘and went
out, and [he did so] on the other side of the house’) og sér að þeir stefna upp á hvolinn.
176
For the difference at Hofstaðir between Phase 1 & 2, see Lucas (2012:Fig. 3:44).
177
On research history and exvacations at Stöng, see Vilhjálmsson. (1988: 314-18 &
1989:84-87).
178
Given the importance of the doorway to Carolingian Iron Age society, pointed out
by Marianne Hem Eriksen (2013) in specific and (2014) overarching perspectives, it
would seem of great importance that the hall is a room with two doors defined by
different forms of transgression and connotations. The upper door, which recreates the
Early Iron Age door between dwelling and byre in the Central Scandinavian house,
Herschend (1998:Fig. 1B), leads the hall owner into other worlds. It is difficult to
imagine that this door, which is central to a folk religious worldview, would have
survived the onthological approach of the new universal Christianity.
179
See Neckel (1927:44, Vafþrúðnismál st 5). Gunnell (1995:232) on Strophe 5.
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entered by the lower public door as a guest. To the spectators this would have
signified a change of scene from one hall to another. Probably, when Icelandic
architecture changed and one of the doors ceased to exist, a narrative strophe
was inserted to explain that Óðinn, who had just left his own hall by the only
possible door, was now entering Vafþrúðnir’s hall through the same door and
not re-entering his own. Redesigning the hall may also have deprived the plays
of their pantomimes before and in-between acts.
Although Skírnismál was probably first staged in Iceland or West Scandinavia, it could also have been staged in a sufficiently large hall like Old Uppsala
or Lejre or a house in one of Harold Bluetooth’s ring forts180 such as Fyrkat.
Large halls in East and South Scandinavia have two doors and room enough
behind an upper door to simulate a stable that need not have existed. This
indicates that in sufficiently lavish halls, plays could always be staged181.
Introducing a presenter in the middle of the play is obviously a simple, albeit
inelegant, way of adapting a play to any room.
The layout of hall rooms may vary, but Late Iron Age halls in Jutland,
Western Norway and Iceland, nevertheless, are representative of a typical spatial
design befitting a hall play such as Skírnismál. Today, this design is known
thanks to a number of excavation and we may thus discuss how the play would
have worked in a West Scandinavian hall room.

Borg in Lofoten
The hall room at Borg in Lofoten belongs to a large farm in a situation
reminiscent of Ohthere’s farm182. Its economy, moreover, seems to have worked
on a basis similar to his. The farm functioned as a node between the arctic area
and Northwest Europe.
Since the building at Borg was demolished and its turf roof spread over
substantial parts of the final floor layers, it was relatively easy to excavate and
understand how the hall room was organized just before it was destroyed183. It

180

See Roesdahl et al. 2014.
See Herschend & Kaldal Mikkelsen (2003:63-66). Ljungkvist et al. (2011).
Christensen (2015). Halls like Erritsö, Tissö, Lejre or Järrestad are South Scandinavian
cases in point. See Dengsø Jessen (2012:134-41).
182
When we compare the size of stable and byre at Borg with the number of domestic
animals described in Ohthere’s Voyage, Fell (2003:308), i.e. horses, 20 cows, 20 sheep
and 20 pigs, they will all fit at Borg.
183
See Hansson (2003:97). Eriksen (2015:154-166) gives a comprehensive and concise
analysis of the hall room as a social room in terms of access, entry, social space and
ritualization. Her analysis, not least that of Borg in Lofoten, which is more thorough
181
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was used on a daily basis by the household and not just for specific or
ceremonial purposes, Fig. 12A & B.
This multi-purpose usage does not speak against the room at Borg.
Nevertheless, if we want to understand how a performance worked, we must
also accept the importance of fitting the play into one of many different events
that could draw an invited audience and that could have taken place in a
relatively outstanding hall with a traditional design that made it to Iceland
during the Landnám Period. I have chosen Borg in Lofoten as a hall in which
we can imagine that someone had to stage Skírnismál for an audience consisting
of c. 30 persons.
The hall room at Borg is the central room in the main house of the farm.
This manor is far from completely excavated, but the building was not alone on
its hilltop. The farm area, that is used even today, stretches from the Iron Age
farm towards the north-northeast and the old as well as the modern church.
Nevertheless, no contemporary grave mound has been located on the farm and
we do not know where the shepherd in the play would have been sitting. This is
not a great problem since as there are many prominent farms with adjacent
grave mounds such as Old Uppsala, Uppåkra, Borre, Jelling and Lejre184.
The main house at Borg consists of a suite of rooms with different main
functions. The hall room belongs to the humans’ part of the building, but true
to West Scandinavian design, the room borders on what seems to be a
combined carriage house and stable. Seen from the hall, the byre, i.e. the
cowshed, is situated behind the stable, from which it cannot be accessed.
The central position of the hall room is indicated not only by its top
position on the small hillock, but also by the fact that when the main house was
rebuilt and enlarged it was not moved further to the northeast to get room on
the natural hill. On the contrary, a terrace extension was made in the southern
end of the hilltop. The construction of this relatively time-consuming and thus
expensive foundation meant that the central hall-part of the house – the actual
geo-references space – was not moved when the house was enlarged. Thus, the
hall and the ground where it stood was important also during the Carolingian
Iron Age185. Since the actual ground occupied by the hall was relatively
than the present discussion, ties in with the specific social, scenic and performative
qualities stressed in the below presentation of the hall as a stage.
184
On Old Uppsala, see Ljungkvist et al. (2011). On Uppåkra, see Larsson & Lenntorp
(2004). On Borre, see Myhre (2015:99-102). Here the likely remains of a hall have
been found between the vicarage and the mounds. See Myhre (2015:Fig.6). On Jelling,
see Dengsø Jessen et al. (2014). On Lejre, see Christensen (2015).
185
Both Uppåkra, Larsson & Lenntorp (2004) and Gudme, Sørensen (1994:25-37)
were re-erected on the same spot several times. See also Christensen (2015:Fig. 6.39).
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Fig. 12A & B. A. The last phase of the main building at Borg in Lofoten. Main entrances and room functions are indicated. B. A Bayesian
analysis showing the probability that the period in which the building was used had ended in a given year. It is very unlikely that this period
reached beyond 975 CE. On the other hand, given a certain own age of the dated maerial as well as the date of the possible golden
manuscript pointer found in the hall room, c.900 ce., it is reasonable to suggest that the building was destroyed in the first part of the 10th
century.

sacrosanct, and high seats nodal points in a network involving halls far apart, it
is very appropriate to use a Midgard hall to illustrate what happens in the halls
of Jotunheim or Asgard186.
There is a front and a backside to the Borg house. Owing to topography,
its back faces west-northwest; the side is characterized by a garbage heap just
outside the southernmost and only door at the back of the house. The front and
the main entrance with a threshold slab faces east-southeast, as do the gates to
the stable. This means that Skírnir leaves for, arrives at and returns from
Jotunheim at the front of the hall, Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. The layout of the hall room at Borg in Lofoten reconstructed to become a stage.

Inside the hall room, the benches form a ‘U’ around the lowest part of the floor
where two different hearths are situated along the axis of the room – an oblong
pit for seething meat on special occasions and a hearth for light and heat
situated on the earthen floor, Fig. 13. The long benches were created by digging
out the mid aisle where later on the hearths were placed. The cross bench
looked more or less the same as the side benches during the excavation in 1985,

186

Sigibert was sitting in Metz when he spotted Brunhild in Toledo and fell in love, see
Herschend (1998:94-101 & 2018B). Freyr apparently is sitting in Ásgard looking into
Miðgard. Vision as a trope for understanding is present also in the third prose section in
the poem Helgakviða Hiörvarzsonar: En er þeir kómo upp á fiall ok sá á Svávaland:
lanzbruna ok ióreyki stóra—‘But as they came up on the mountains and saw on
Svávaland: land’s fire and horse’s dust’. This is often translated as ‘… looked into
Svávaland and saw that there was wildfire and horsemen’s dust clouds…’, but that is
too descriptive, the Norse expression is a diagnosis and the combination ‘land’s fire and
horse’s dust’ is a symptom on the body of the land.
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but phosphate analysis revealed higher phosphate values in a string across the
room187. This indicated that there was a phosphate-catching vertical element
stretching across the hall. This, in all probability, would have been the wooden
front of a bench that was higher than both the low mid aisle and the benches in
the side aisles. Thus, there were three floor levels in the hall.
The vertical differences correspond to the axial layout of the room. From
the southern entrance room one enters at the lowest floor level. At the other
end, one enters or leaves from the highest level, i.e. the dais. The top of the
stepping stone found by the door in this the uppermost part of the hall was
situated c. 20 cm above the archaeological floor level, thus indicating the
original height of the uppermost wooden bench188.
If we look at the artefact distribution, the most valuable and datable
artefacts are associated with the highest floor level and with the end date of the
house, late 9th or early 10th century, as suggested by a Bayesian calibration of the
14
C-dates, Fig. 12B189. It seems likely that the upper hall is the socially most
uplifted as well as the most intimate. From this part, one enters and controls
the stable through a narrow door. This ‘higher’ door is opposite the wider and
‘lower’ southern entrance. The spatial and social order of the room indicates
that the hall is divided into a lower part at the public door and a higher and
private part associated with the upper door. Indirectly, we can suggest that the
high seat was situated in the upper left part of the room seen from the public
entrance, since the smashed glass collection found at Borg must have been
stored here on shelves, in cupboards or boxes together with Tating ware, bronze
bowls and probably a golden late 9th century Anglo-Saxon manuscript pointer.
Moreover, ‘guldgubbar’ – among them four that show a possible Gerðr-andSkírnir scene – were found in the posthole of the north-westernmost roofsupporting post in this part of the room, Fig. 13.190

187

Arrhenius and Frey (2003:77-79, Fig. 6B, at X90).
There were two stepping-stones at Borg: the large slab at the front door and the
stone by the stable. Stepping on these stones one enters or leaves the dwelling parts of
the Borg house.
189
On the contextualisation of 14C-dates and Bayesian analysis of Iron Age house dates,
see Herschend (2016). The dating is based on these 13 tests: T-8978 1460±80; T-8972
1425±65; T-7085 1370±70; T-7800 1360±80; T-8973 1315±80; T-5443 1300±70; T8971 1290±45; T-8255 1240±80; T-8969 1225±65; T-7803 1200±60; T-7802
1140±80; T-7801 1140±100; T-7804 1110±100.
190
See Holand (2003:Fig. 9E; Fig. 9F); Stamsø Munch (2003:Fig. 9H). It is of course
thrilling to find a manuscript pointer, contemporary with Ohthere at what would have
been his farm, or a similar neighbouring one.
188
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Since social order is expressed spatially, we can also estimate where
different persons are situated during the play. Members of the hall-owning
family belong in the upper part, servants in the lower. Guests enter in the lower
part, but they are moved into a position that suits their rank. In the Borg hall,
this ranking is grounded in the general layout of the house. The servants belong
to the kitchen-dwelling, south of the entrance room that separates hall and
kitchen area. Servants will keep an eye on the main door as well as the backdoor
that they use when they throw out the garbage. They are well placed to check
arrivals. There is no door in the wall between the stable and the byre. Hall and
stable, therefore, make up a separate house section preventing people from
moving indoors between the byre and the kitchen and vice versa. Leaving and
entering through the upper door benefits those who live their daily life in the
hall room and it is thus a privilege for the hall-owning family and trusted
servants such as Skírnir. Consequently, a horizontal ‘upstairs-downstairs’ – a
fundamental aristocratic order – characterizes the main building.
SINCE THERE IS a fit between the stage directions in Skírnismál and the
performance in the hall at Borg, the play can be described as a spatial structure
and as a series of hall room situations, Fig. 14-18.
The first thing that happens is the arrival of the audience. They are guests
and when they enter, they see a god sitting in the high seat and a servant sitting
on the bench in the lower part of the hall. When the guests are seated, Skaði
and Njǫrðr enter, seeming to speak with the servant.
It probably comes as a surprise to the guests that a play is about to begin.
They thought they were invited to Borg, not somewhere else and do not expect
to see a performance that will eventually last only c. half an hour. Moreover, if
you recognize the tale from the pantomime, but have not seen the play, it will
be difficult to predict the theatrical solutions about to take place. This situation
will arouse curiosity and most of the audience, i.e. the guests will understand
that they watch the beginning of some kind of mimetic entertainment befitting
the event they have come to take part in – especially if the actors are masked.

The Borg Scenes
Schematically, the first scenes and the actors’ way of moving look like Fig. 15.
Their lines go as follows:
St. 1 Ska: Get up Skírnir go and request some speech from our boy
and inquire with whom the gifted young heir is so very upset.
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St. 2 Skí: Harsh words I expect from your son, if I go and ask permission
to inquire with whom the gifted young heir is so very upset191.
When Skírnir gets up, he stands on the lowest floor level and on this level, he
walks up towards Freyr and stops below him. Since he is a servant, albeit a
trusted one, it is essential that Skírnir sits in the lower part of the hall by the
entrance. As a servant, he has no reason to walk about when Freyr is cross and
sitting in the high seat. Technically speaking, the distance between the door and
the high seat, the odd 10 metres, is a practical separation. Now, because Skaði
has ordered him to get up, Skírnir has a reason to walk up to Freyr and ask
about something that is none of his business:
St. 3 Skí: Please tell me Freyr, the gods’ folk ruler, because I long to learn
why you my lord are sitting, alone in the long halls?
Skírnir speaks humbly, but the situation is tense because of Freyr’s mood and
Skírnir’s impertinence. As expected, Freyr talks down to him when he answers:
St. 4 Fre: Why should I tell you, a man still young, of my heart’s great
grief
when the elves’ beam shines every day, yet not on my longing.
St. 5 Skí: Your longing I think is not so great that me the messenger you
cannot tell. Since we were young together in the past, we two can trust
each other.
St. 6 Fre: In Gýmir’s court I saw walking, the girl I desire. Bright shone
her arms and so, all air and water.
St. 7 I long for the Maid more than any man, who was ever young;
Of Æsir and Elves no man wishes that we are together.
St. 8 Skí: Then give me the horse that bears me through darkness, wise
flickering flames, and the sword that can swing itself against the giants.
This is the point where Freyr has decided to use Skírnir and while Freyr talks to
him, it is reasonable that Skírnir enters the dais (the uppermost part of the
floor) and Freyr steps down from the high seat saying:
St. 9 Fre: I give you the horse that bears you through darkness, wise
flickering flames, and the sword that can swing itself, if the bearer is brave.
When he recites strophe number nine Freyr may well hang the sword on
Skírnir, because it is a most important object. Anyway, if your master gives you
a renowned sword, the upper part of a hall is the right place to do it.

191

Although Freyr is a very old god of the Vanir family, he probably looks young,
because he is a potent fertility god. In the strophes, despite his vision, he acts like a
huffy short-sighted teenager.
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Fig. 14. An overview of the structure and building elements of the play Fǫr Skírnis.

Fig. 15. Fǫr Skírnis. Act I.
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Just a few strophes and steps into the play the audience witnesses a decisive
historic moment. In Ragnarök, Freyr dies because he does not have his sword.
Those among the audience who know will notice that this was how lovesickness
lost him his sword. They will find it a very high price to pay and go on to draw
the conclusion that Freyr must be seriously and pathetically in love with the
girl. Moreover, there is a future saying lingering in this line, because Freyr adds
a memento: ‘if the bearer is brave (enough)’ to the description of the sword.
With ‘It swings itself if the bearer is brave enough’, ringing in everybody’s
ears Skírnir and Freyr go to the upper door, open it and enter into the stable,
Fig. 15. Freyr probably leads the way and Skírnir follows suit without closing

Fig. 16. Fǫr Skírnis. Act II, Scene 1.
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the door. The audience can hear the horse and may guess that Skírnir is looking
out through the gates, because he says it is dark, and talking to the horse,
because he says ‘we’:
St. 10 Skí: It’s dark out there, I’d say it’s time we leave, over misty
mountains, over the ogre’s folk land, we both get through – or he takes
both of us! That loathsome giant.
This change from a confident to a less confident mood is significant. Skírnir is
off to Jotunheim and Gýmir’s farm. It is a dangerous expedition and stealth is
so important that he rides while it is dark – theatrically speaking. Freyr closes
the upper door and the hall scene is empty.
Since there probably are two horses engaged in this performance, it takes
but a short while before the dogs start barking and the audience hears a rider
approaching. There is a point in making this a short lapse of time because it
befits dramatic time to have its own dimension. If it really is dark, there is a
dramatic point in Skírnir arriving late at night. To the audience these arrival
sounds signal that someone has come to the farm, Fig. 16. Since it is already
dark, the Shepherd, who has returned home with his sheep, is sitting on the
mound letting the dogs bark.
Talking to the shepherd is a matter of shouting to him. When he answers,
he must also shout and shouting apparently fills a double purpose – the
audience, who cannot see the actors, must hear what is being said and in
addition, the quarrel alerts Gerðr on the hall stage, Fig. 16.
This outdoor scene starts when Skírnir shouts:
St. 11 Skí: Now tell us shepherd sitting there on the mound and watching
every which way. How shall I converse with the young wench when
Gýmir’s dogs bark?
St. 12 Shep: What are you? Doomed! Or are you gone already [… … …]
Nourish no hope ever to converse with Gýmir’s good daughter.
St. 13 Skí: There is a better choice than sobbing for men, who are keen to
travel. Down to a day my future was fashioned, and my whole life laid
out.
This scene is comic because it appeals to the prejudice of the thrall-owning
classes, i.e. the audience, who probably thinks that shepherds, sitting on a
mound watching every which way while the sheep are chewing the cud, are the
most annoyingly idle of thralls, indulging themselves in the bad manners of illtempered loners. Skírnir for one finds this specimen despicable. The audience,
nevertheless, may also have been reminded of a standard theatrical figure ‘the
stage fool’ mocking the aristocratic messenger, because it is fun to listen to
when nothing important happens on the stage.
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The invisible scene outside the two hall rooms in Asgard and Jotunheim
respectively, takes place just outside the hall in Midgard in which the audience
is sitting. Like Gerðr in the play, the audience overhears everything through the
shutters in the walls of the hall room.

Fig. 17. Fǫr Skírnis. Act II, Scene 2.

Slightly irritated, or bringing the play back on track, Gerðr is now ready to talk
and she asks what happens, Fig. 16. Consequently, the Maid, who is the
opposite of the Shepherd, enters immediately. She probably comes in from the
kitchen by way of the entrance room, if she did not enter with Gerðr. Be this as
it may, she is in complete control of the situation and explains what is going on.
She is so efficient that she needs only a half strophe to make herself clear. Those
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among the audience who are slow in the uptake will begin to understand when
Gerðr says:
St. 14 Gðr: Who’s making the noise that I am hearing now penetrating
our house. The earth quakes and with it trembles all of Gýmir’s
farmstead192.
St. 15 Maid: Out there a man has dismounted from horseback letting his
horse graze the ground.
St. 16 Gðr: You ask him to enter into our hall, and drink the famous
mead. Yet I must fear that, standing there outside, is my brother’s killer.
Having been told that Skírnir has dismounted, that he will be asked to come in
and that he will be welcomed with a cup of mead, we are not surprised when
shortly after the Maid has left, he enters the hall, Fig. 17. Since the Maid is not
the shouting kind of servant, no one has heard what she said to Skírnir.
While the Maid is gone, Gerðr is busying herself standing by the shelf in the
uppermost corner of the hall next to the high seat. She pours mead from a
Tatting pitcher into one of the glasses standing on the shelf. Then she turns
around and stands on the dais, glass in hand, when Skírnir approaches her in
the mid-aisle on the lowest floor level. With the mead cup in her hands, Gerðr
takes a step forward and probably downwards to the side bench, still keeping a
distance. In a kindly yet ironic tone and well aware of the way her father’s farm
is protected against most intruders, if they do not come on Skírnir’s horse, she
asks:
St. 17 Gðr: What son of elves or Æsir’s offspring or wise Vanir’s is this?
Why come alone across the violent fire to see our homestead?
St. 18 Skí: I am no elves’ son, no Æsir’s offspring or son of wise Vanir,
but I came alone across violent fire to see your homestead.
St. 19 Age-healing apples, golden, have I here and them I will give you
Gerðr, thus buying peace, that you may say that Freyr is not the most
loathsome man.
St. 20 Gðr: Age-healing apples I never accept for any man’s pleasure. Freyr
and I shan’t as long as both of us live settle in together.
St. 21 Skí: I’ll give you the ring; that which was burnt with Óðinn’s young
offspring. Eight equally heavy will drop from it, every ninth night.
St. 22 Gðr: I won’t take the ring, though it was burnt, with Óðinn’s
young offspring. Gold won’t be lacking in Gýmir’s farm steads when his
wealth is dispensed.
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A very Icelandic earthquake strophe.
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St. 23 Skí: See this sword blade young woman, slim and sign-marked, that
I am having in my hand? Hack your head, off from your neck I shall, if
you do not make peace with me.
St. 24 Gðr: I shall never suffer bondage for any man’s pleasure, but this I
guess: If you meet with Gýmir willing to battle, you will both end up
killed.
Skírnir does not mention his horse, does not tell Gerðr who he is, nor does he
take the cup. In AM 748, moreover, strophe 18 is missing, making his appearance on the scene even more brusque. Since his behaviour is odd, one may also
wonder about his betrothal presents. Moreover, he loses his temper when his
gifts are not immediately accepted, and threatens to kill Gerðr. He is not exactly
an amiable suitor, and showing her the blade of the sword, the one he got from
Freyr, is an unconventional way of wooing even if the sword is still partly in its
scabbard. It is very convenient that Gerðr, who is in all probability shorter than
Skírnir, is standing on the higher floor level thus making it easier for her to look
down at the sword.
Having lost his temper, Skírnir is outraged and begins his long monologue, which is divided into two parts St. 25-31 and St. 32-36.
St. 25 Skí: See this sword blade young woman, slim and sign-marked, that
I am having in my hand? By its cutting edge the old giant will bow down,
your father meet with fate.
St. 26 With taming rod I’ll spank you and I shall break you, a wench to
my pleasures. Thither you shall go where the sons of men, will never look
again193.
St. 27 Early on Eagle’s hill, there you shall sit, turned away from realms,
hankering for hell loathing food more than any man, a shiny snake among
men.
St. 28 You will be a spectacle; when you go out Hrímnir will glare at you;
every creature stare at you. You will become more well-known than the
guard to the gods when you gape through the gates.
St. 29 Foolish and shouting, plagued and impatient, your tears are
growing with grief. Come sit down, and I shall tell you of heavy waves of
grief and double sorrow.
St. 30 Fiends shall bend you, the whole hideous day, on giants’
homesteads. To the frost ogre’s hall you shall creep, every day without
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Having abused her sadistically and by implication sexually, a feeling perhaps of gilt
forces her out of society and Skírnir goes on to describe this place outside society in
greater detail.
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virtue, creep without means. Instead of pleasure you shall be weeping, and
bring along grief with your tears.
St. 31 With a three-headed ogre you shall thenceforth live, or be without
husband. Hanker’ll size you, grief consumes you. Be like the thistle that
was thronged at the end of work.194.
St. 32 Into the wood, to a sapling I went, to get a wonder twig – got a
wonder twig.
St. 33 Óðinn’s wrath is on you, the wrath of Æsir’s Prince, and Freyr he
hates you, you cruel monstrous girl you who have gained the wonder
wrath of gods.
St. 34 Listen giants, listen frost ogres, the sons of Suttung’s, the very Æsir
host how I forbid, how I deny her, men’s happy sound, men’s happy fruit.
St. 35 Frostgrim the ogre’s called, he who shall have you, down below
Nágrindr. There the wretched thralls, at the roots of the tree, serve you
goat urine. A better drink you shall never get girl – should you wish for it
girl – should I wish for it.
St. 36 I carve ‘Ogre’, and three characters, ‘lust’ and ‘rage’ and
‘impatience’ on you.
As I carve it off, so I carve it on, if it needs to be done195.
While Skírnir is talking, Gerðr has been holding the mead cup and now at last
she interrupts him and offers him the mead saying:
St. 37 Gðr: Boy! I’d rather greet you now, come take the rimy glass, full of
the old mead. Yet I had decided that I would never love a Vaningian
well196.
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This metaphor alludes to the daily preparation of the dried harvest, which was
divided into (1) grain, (2) food for the animals and (3) the rest, including thistles that
were thrown away. As it happens, ecofacts and artefacts recovered in the hall at Borg
suggest that this sorting procedure took place in the hall room. Hansson (2003).
195
Since this is done with a sap-filled twig ‘carve’ means ‘write’ on her skin with the sap.
Comparing the usage in Hárbarðsljóð st. 20 with the way gambanteinn is used in
Skírnismál, makes it reasonable to see the teinn as a twig that brings about mental
disruption.
196
The second part of this strophe: ‘Yet … …’ is stage whisper probably called for
because Skírnir concentrates on gulping down the mead. In my opinion Dronke (1997:
413) is right, there is a joke hiding here: ‘Vaningian’ alludes to the gelded Bos Taurus
offered to the Vanir. Freyr, despite being a Vanir, is nevertheless considered a potent
fertility god.
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In the middle of the strophe, between ‘… mead.’ and ‘Yet …’, we should
imagine that Skírnir takes the rimy glass with mead and empties it. While he is
thus engaged and silenced, Gerðr finishes the strophe.
Noticeably calming down, Skírnir continues:
St. 38 Skí: My whole message I shall have to know, before I ride home
from here. When and where will you, be disposed to meet, Njǫrðr’s
dilating son?
It would seem that Skírnir is affected by the old mead when Gerðr ends this
conversation in a very determined and surprising way:
St. 39 Gðr: Barri is, as both of us know, a grove by the calm road.
And after nine nights, there to Njǫrðr’s son will, Gerðr grant his pleasure.
The dramatic situation thus resolved, Skírnir leaves by the lower door and we
can expect Gerðr to see him out. Again the hall is empty and the audience left
with a cliff-hanger. Fig. 17.
The last scene, which is an outdoor scene in Asgard, matches the outdoor scene
in Jotunheim and it feeds back into the stable scene, Fig. 18.

Fig. 18. Fǫr Skírnis. Act III.
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Freyr is stands outside waiting for Skírnir. The audience in the hall can hear
them through the open shutters. Freyr greets Skírnir in such a way that we
understand who has come back. That Freyr is standing outside is perhaps the
reason why the dogs are not barking, but also a sign of his divine clairvoyance.
While the audience was at Gýmir’s with Skírnir, Freyr probably sat in
Hliðskjálf and saw what happened, i.e. he saw what the audience saw, but could
not hear what was said. Now, since he is an impatient fertility god in love, he
has stepped outside greeting Skírnir on his return from Jotunheim eager to hear
what he has to say:
St. 40 Fry: Now tell me, Skírnir, before you unsaddle the steed and take
one step forward: what did you accomplish, in Jotunheim, to your and my
delight?
St. 41 Skí: Barri is, as both of us know, a grove by the calm road.
And after nine nights, there to Njǫrðr’s son will, Gerðr grant his pleasure.
Skírnir’s answer is odd. He repeats Gerðr’s words verbatim. When he repeats
her promise here in Asgard, it does not really sound like a promise that must
necessarily be honoured. Moreover, it is not the outcome Freyr had hoped for.
He expected Skírnir to bring back Gerðr. Freyr despairs and there might even
be an element of self-doubt and not just self-pity in his and the play’s
concluding line.
St. 42 Fry: A night is long, yet longer two, how can I suffer three?
To me a month was often shorter, than this half wedding night.
When they enter the stable with the horse, the audience may not hear them
because the door is closed. Not only is Skírnir’s answer hanging in the air, the
end of play is again a cliff-hanger and the audience is still sitting alone in a hall
expecting something to happen, such as Freyr and Skírnir entering from the
stable turning the audience into spectators197.
The suspension or the ambiguity that prevails after the last line is
significant. It could be labelled ‘the rest is silence’ or ‘where do they go?’ but
these questions are hardly relevant. Gods do as they please and who cares where
servants go when they are not needed, as long as they turn up when called on?
The silence is not very impressive or dramatic. Yet in some way or other, and at
least for two reasons, the empty scene must be re-entered.
First of all the audience cannot leave the hall and continue in smaller
groups to discuss the play as if they had left a theatre. As guests in the hall, they
197

As Curtius (1953:91) points out, a common reason for ending a medieval poem is
weariness. Skírnismál simply ends because nothing more except waiting can be done.
Night is here, Skírnir’s mission is accomplished, the horse is boxed and thus nothing
more will happen.
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have not been invited just to see and listen to a short dramatic dialogue. They
are here for a reason and for something more substantial, a party, a feast, a
wedding, a funeral, a ritual ceremony or something of that kind during which a
play is befitting entertainment.
Secondly, the audience ought for dramaturgical reasons to be brought
back to its initial situation as spectators and audience in the very hall where the
play started. Now these guests are left between halls and between ordinary
eyesight and whatever “Freyr vision” they have waiting for something related to
the play to happen. An epilogue would have been helpful and if a curtain could
go down and up again and the actors applauded, the end would at least have
been a fact.
Since there is neither epilogue nor curtain in Skírnismál, the play must end
in another way in front of the audience. The actors reappearing and perhaps
unmasking themselves would seem to be the general solution to the problem of
bringing fiction to an end. True to the cliffhanger logic of this Eddic drama, I
shall leave this problem unsolved for the moment.

Conclusion
So far, discussing and analysing the Eddic text have resulted in the following
main points.
The two manuscripts, the complete Fǫr Skírnis and the fragment
Skírnismál are play manuscripts designed to facilitate directing and rehearsing
the play with the intention of producing and staging it. Analysing the speaker
notations it becomes apparent that they do more than keeping track of who is
speaking this or that line. They also point out a change of scene as well as
breaks and small pauses in the dialogical flow.
In a second step it was discussed what the spectators and the listeners were
supposed to hear and see in addition to that which was specifically pointed out
in the lines. This way of reading the play resulted in a structural division
between scenes that were seen and heard and scenes that were only overheard.
In additions to the scenes in which actors were seen and heard, except for
Njǫrðr who was only seen, there were introductory, albeit rudimentary
pantomimes, which were broken in order to let the dialogue commence. A
number of stage properties, such as a precious glass with mead, a golden ring, a
box said to contain golden apples, and a sword, were instrumental to the play
inasmuch as they must be seen by the audience. In a typical theatrical way, and
in addition to being instrumental, they also aroused the spectators’ curiosity.
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Equally important to the performance were the invisible scenes. The
audience must overhear these in order not to miss the two main scene changes –
from the first hall to the second and back again to the first. In these invisible inbetween scenes, a horse, some dogs and sheep must be heard as well as the
actors playing Skírnir and the Shepherd. Similar to the clown in the
Elizabethan drama, the foolish Shepherd is introduced partly as a stage fool ‘to
preserve the stage from vacancy by amusing the audience with extemporary
buffoonery’198. During a change of scene, the Shepherd creates an entertaining
clash with Skírnir, who represents the ruling classes and the importance of the
journey as a sign of civilisation199. Soon, the polished Skírnir himself will
become as unpolished as ever the Shepherd.
Although the play is a continuous flow, it may also be divided into scenes
and acts and it is possible to imagine how the actors move in and between the
scenes and how Skírnismál can be performed in a hall environment and context.
Consequently, in the last section of this chapter the play is fitted into the
archaeological context of the hall at Borg in Lofoten. Merging the play
manuscript with a specific hall adds to the theatrical qualities of its performance, not least because it becomes apparent that the hall as a social room,
as well as its floor levels and the position of its glasses, pitchers and high seat, fit
a stage context that suggest a number of plausible or possible theatrical
solutions, not least how the actors move.
The link to the archaeological reality, moreover, gave a form of terminus
ante quem for the play inasmuch as Skírnismál seems written for a hall with two
doors – a lower public entrance and an upper private door leading to stable and
carriage house. Since this kind of West Scandinavian hall is about to disappear
in late 10th century Iceland, and was old-fashioned in the beginning of the 12th,
the original Skírnismál was probably not written later than the middle of the
11th century. This ante quem date is unproblematic form a linguistic point of
view, but not from the point of view of theatre history.
From that point of view, 10th–11th century pantomimes, even rudimentary
shows or characters representing some sort of fool or clown, are highly unlikely.
The way the pantomime is incorporated into the play, such as Freyr in the high
seat, gives an almost Elizabethan impression and stands out as post-medieval200.
198

Broadbent (1901:CHP IX). The Shepherd would fit Broadbents second definition of
the fool: The clown, who was a mere country booby, or a witty rustic. Broadbent
(1901:38).
199
See Herschend (1998)
200
The change in the character and the use of dumb show as well as the incorporation
of the dumb show is as discussed by Mehl (1965:75-87) concerning The University
Wits. Commenting on characters Mehl (1965:142-3) refers to Webster 1614, The
Duchess of Malfi, ACT III, Scene 3, Mehl’s perspective on the dumb show concentrates
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The use of pantomime in the Icelandic play is easier to explain than it is to
believe. It demonstrates the astonishing detour of dramatic convention that
took place between c. 1000 and c. 1400 CE.
As if this was not enough, other things remain difficult to explain, for
instance, the end of the play. Nevertheless, it may be hoped that looking at the
principles behind the translation presented in this chapter will be a way of
preparing the text for a close reading. Subsequently, analysing Fǫr Skírnis as a
historical play could perhaps solve some of these still unexplained problems.

on the dynamic general tendencies of the Elisabethan drama, Mehl (1965:169). In part,
however, he sees these tendencies as an evolution of medieval performances and not as a
revival of 10th-11th century theatrical conventions.
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Translating Fǫr Skírnis as a Play
WHEN AN EDDIC text is lifted out of its parchment context and research
tradition, i.e. its mytho-historical Edda existence in order to become a dramatic
dialogue, it must be listened to, read and understood in new ways. Ambiguity,
for instance, may be intended simply because it signifies a character or a
context. Gods and giants are made roles and what they say become situated in
relation to the characters themselves and their part in the drama, as well as their
part in the context of a performance in front of an audience. They no longer
represent simple mythological facts and truth in strophic form, albeit now and
then obscure or grotesque. They may also be looked upon as ironic and
burlesque.
In Skírnismál, miming and talking gods, giants and their servants are
employed to present a mundane phenomenon – arranged marriages – disguised
as the wooing part of the ancient hieros gamos model201. The holiness of this
model was supposed in itself to lead to very successful arranged marriages. In
Skírnismál, nevertheless, the myth is illustrated by prominent invaluable
antiquities overloaded with symbolic meaning – and by Skírnir’s bad manners.
These manners, the ring Draupnir, the age-healing apples and Freyr’s sword,
make rather unlikely appearances in a matter of minutes.
Dialogue in Skírnismál involves only two characters at a time. The
performance and the metre in which the characters express themselves are
meant to serve an emphatic and formal dialogue as well as emotional speech.
Each half strophe consists of a long line, i.e. two half lines and a full line.
Typically, the latter is a cadence comprising three rather than two stressed
syllables. In such a half strophe, the narrative flow is not as important as the
composition of the statement.
201
In terms of research history, this phenomenon is the conjuncture between structural
marital norms, Lönnroth (1977), and the general myth about the fertile and
oppositional heterosexual dyad as described in Siemek (1994:146). These perspectives
are merged, for instance, in Steinsland (2006:402-05), who emphasizes the
complementarity of worldly power structure and mythic sexuality.
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In the following, the text hitherto presented under its traditional title,
Skírnismál is analysed as a play and labelled Fǫr Skírnis—‘Skírnir’s Journey’ as it
is called in Codex Regius. I choose this title because there is a need to introduce a
title reserved for the text as a dialogical play rather than a recited poem, which
must still for practical reasons be Skírnismál – the poem most researchers read
and write about. Consequently, when Skaði tells Skírnir to get going, we gather
that ‘Skírnir’s Journey’ refers to the play as an action, rather than to a
monologue or a text. Moreover, the title of the older manuscript may well be
considered the more original.
Owing to the hall setting and the earthquake reference in strophe 14, the
Fǫr Skírnis we know, is anchored in the present, i.e. 10th–11th century hall life
in Iceland. Nevertheless, the play makes use of tales and mythology in a
burlesque pre-Ragnarök setting, i.e. in a historical situation centuries before the
actual colonization of Iceland. To signify the present break with an earlier
research tradition, the play is called Fǫr Skírnis – A Historical Comedy.
Analyzing other Eddic texts will in all probability reveal more plays:
complete, rewritten and fragmeted. These texts may reflect an oral tradition
written down, but equally well, and perhaps better, they may be understood as
belonging to a literary tradition. If so, the lines we read were oral only when
they were performed. Fǫr Skírnis comes across as a play manuscript, i.e. a
literary play202.

A Note on the Translation.
Textually speaking, my prose translation is based on the work of Ursula
Dronke, the research team around Klaus von See, and Gustaf Neckel’s
edition203. In addition, I have consulted a number of English translations.204
When it comes to prosody, I understand strophes in ljóðaháttr as
consisting of two half strophes with some variations. The actor treats a half
strophe as a short statement or a period. In my translation it is often written as
one line. A freestanding full line, first example in strophe 10, is also treated as
202

On the composition of Eddic poems, oral and/or literary. See Gunnell (1995:182ff.)
and Herschend (2018B). It seems important as a backdrop to Icelandic literacy to
analyse Icelandic manuscript parchments in terms of mamal spieces, chronology and
provenience by mass spectrometry noninvasive eZooMS sampling, 14C-analysis and
stable isotopes.
203
Dronke (1997); v. See et al. (1993) and Neckel (1927).
204
Bellows, trans. (1923:107-21); Taylor & Auden, trans. (1969); Dronke (1997:37685); Larrington, trans. (2014); Crawford, trans. (2015).
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one line. A half strophe in ljóðaháttr consists of two ‘half lines’, i.e. a ‘long line’
followed by a ‘full line’. This half strophe is characterized by syllabic and
alliterative patterns as well as two caesuras, as exemplified in Fig. 19.
Usually a strophe consists of two half strophes. In order to compose a
strophe, the playwright will nearly always use stress and alliteration in normative patterns. In the case below, Fig 19, the translation with the accentuation
pattern: g, sk, g, r is regular prosody, but the original: r, sk, g, b is irregular. In a
play, reciting irregular strophes is in other words a possible way of expressing a
character’s mood205.

Fig. 19. The first half
strophe in Fǫr Skírnis
happens to be an irregular half strophe.

In Fǫr Skírnis, rules concerning vowel length and stress in the end of lines are
not strictly followed and the translation does not consider them. Syllables, on
the other hand, must be counted and caesuras most often observed, especially
the one between the half lines and the long line. The number of syllables in
each segment of a strophe may vary between 3 and no less than 9 syllables. The
9-syllable half line is singular, but 8-syllable half lines are less uncommon. The
actor should take care not to hammer in every stressed syllable and alliteration.
The tempo must also vary, since as talk varies. Drawing a conclusion every half
strophe, that is, making a cadence, adds up to a large number of conclusions
and must not be done ostentatiously. The cadences must vary as they do in the
original text. A rule of thumb when it comes to emphasis says that this
rhetorical technique is related to the number of syllables: The fewer the
syllables, the greater the speaker’s composed emphasis and vice versa. Composed
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These two half lines are actually prose, See Dronke: (1997:404) or v See et al.
(1993:44 & 51) or perhaps blank ljóðaháttr. Irregular strophes suggest troubled
emotions, but in this case there is very little context to refer to. Nevertheless, Skaði,
whose line it is, may well be worried about her son. If one must save the metre one
could say Rístu nú Skírnir, skyndu at beiða—‘Get up Skírnir, make haste to ask’ –
rhyming and everything. Composing a strophe in ljóðaháttr is is not difficult if we
adhere to the free Fǫr Skírnis norms. In the above example, the disyllabic feminine
endings Skírnir and especially beiða are deviant because the first syllable is stressed and
long rather than short. There are many such half-emphatic endings in Fǫr Skírnis and
extremely few in the poem Rígsþula where nearly all disyllabic feminine endings are
correct: short stressed plus long unstressed as in segia—‘(to) say’. Skaði’s way of
expressing herself is probability intended. In the translation, the full line is deviant.
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emphasis and the importance of the utterance do not covariate. Often ‘losing it’
or forgetting about prosody is most significant. On a structural level there seems
to be a certain tension between controlled sentiments, expressed in correct or
normative prosody and uncontrolled sentiments expressed in incorrect or
deviant prosody.
Translating the text as a dialogue is a matter of seeing each half strophe as
one period keeping track of the number of syllables, even the stressed ones as
well as in principle the caesuras. Nevertheless, one must not take the synonymic

Fig. 20A&B. Line length in the quarrel between Gerðr and Skírnir.

liberties needed systematically to include alliteration. Random rhymes should
be avoided except when they happen to fit an important cadence, as the last half
of strophe 26: ‘thither you shall go where the sons of men will never look again’
or that of strophe 36: ‘as I carve it off, so I carve it on, if it needs to be done’. I
ignore vowel length.
The distribution of line length in the strophes that make up the quarrel
between Skírnir and Gerðr is instructive, Fig. 20A&B. The different patterns are
congruent with the text as a dramatic dialogue, rather than systematic metre
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and parallel expressions designed to help a skald remembering a long poem206.If
we look specifically at the beginning of the quarrel, Fig. 20A:1 & B:1, longer
lines become more frequent when the author wants to demonstrate a character’s
growing anger. Gerðr’s part in the initial phase is typical. Her change of temper
shows not least in the trend line when this specific phase is singled out, Fig 20A,
dotted red line. Line length drops a little when Gerðr tries to stand by her
principles before line length grows, as she becomes more irritated. Not
surprisingly, Skírnir’s lines during the same initial phase follow the opposite
pattern, although his line-amplitude spans a greater number of syllables,
Fig.20B, dotted red line. After the first phase of the quarrel, during Skírnir’s
long monologue, st. 25-36, Fig. 20B:2, Gerðr calms down and the general trend
characterizing her role signifies that in the end she has returned to her initial
balance before the quarrel started. She uses few syllables, 4-6-4-4-6-5, in her last
six strophic lines, i.e. the ones repeated by Skírnir, Fig. 20A:3.
Skírnir’s role falls into three parts, Fig. 20B:1-3. The first is characterized
by calm initial irritation, followed by an outburst in strophe 39 and his return
to short calm lines as in the transition from phase one to phase two, Fig. 20B:12. When Skírnir’s monologue begins in strophe 25, the first section of this
second phase up and until strophe 32 shows controlled irritation or
determination, but it contains deviant strophes and a line of no less than 8
syllables. Literally speaking, Skírnir is not meticulous. The overall structure of
this second phase, nevertheless, is one of a growing calm vengeance when
Skírnir after the imagined sadistic beating (St. 26) threatens methodically to
become even more perfidious. This section and thus his monologue ends with
an outburst in the deviant 9-syllable line in strophe 36: ergi ok æði ok óþola—
‘lust and rage and impatience’207. After this dramatic climax, the strophes
become regular; the quarrel ends and so does Skírnir. When he meets with
Freyr, he simply repeats Gerðr’s last calm line instead of answering his master in
a more informative way, telling the truth or lying.
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On providing cues as a key to remembering see, for instance, Rubin 1995:161-7.
Some metre-squeezing editors print the 9 syllables – ergi ok æði ok óþola – as a two
half lines inserting a caesura after æði and forcing a stress upon the last ok. However,
there is no sense in saying ‘and impatience’as if impatience was the most important.
Like the syllbles before them, the ‘oks’ are short and unaccented. All three nouns in the
enumeration carry the same stress and óþola constitutes a ritardando prolonging the
syllables. The 9 syllables are a full line repeating three stress patterns. This line, which
may well have represented a crescendo, is a breath-taking climax that allows Gerðr to
interrupt Skírnir when he has finished his strophe and composed himself.
207
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Fig.21A&B. Comparisons
between line length and
average strophes in Lokasenna (Loki’s lines) and in
Fǫr Skírnis.

If we look at the roles as mirrored by an average strophe, we recognize the
relatively modest syllable amplitude in Gerðr’s strophes, but also the similarity
between the minimal number of syllables in these average strophes, Fig 21B:1 &
:2. It is the maximal length that points out Skírnir as well as a slight parallelism
between the first and the second half strophe seen in the dotted grey average
line, Fig. 21B:1. Both Skírnir’s and Gerðr’s lines are characterized by a growing
number of syllables, typically making the transition from the first to the second
half strophe a shift from a long to a short line. Skírnir more or less repeats
himself when it comes to line length. The same is partly true also of Gerðr’s
way of phrasing her strophes in which, however, the penultimate line, i.e. the
5th line or the 2nd line in the 2nd half strophe, tends to be longer than the last
one. Gerðr, therefore, ends her statements in a more rounded way with a
relatively speaking short last line, no more than 5 or 6 syllables long. She is
simply more composed than Skírnir. Not surprisingly, even though we may
consider Skírnir unbalanced, the amplitude in his strophes is less than the
amplitude characterizing Loki’s strophes in Lokasenna, Fig. 22. Loki is the
prime Eddic example of an uncontrolled individual208. On average, his strophes
are much longer than Skírnir’s and if we look at Loki’s character when he
208

See Dronke (1997).
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abuses the other gods, the variation in line length becomes more and more
marked until Þórr arrives and eventually shuts him up, thrice repeating one and
the same strophe.

Fig. 22. Line length in Loki’s strophes in Lokasenna

Since Loki’s role is different from Skírnir’s and Gerðr’s, his use of line length
differs too. In fact, he is so agitated that he reaches a line length of 9 and 10
syllables five and two times respectively. Since he is unbalanced, the minimal 3syllable line length is also quite common (8 times). Neutral line lengths, as
always, are 5- and 6-syllable lines. Six syllables are as common as five, and that
is a general difference between Fǫr Skírnis and Lokasenna. Predictably, in Loki’s
agitated way of talking, the last line is the longest and the shift from line four to
line six thus very marked, Fig. 21B:3.
The way Gerðr and Skírnir quarrel is a kind of flyting, a verbal duel,
which you win when you get in the last conclusive word. This quarrel is a
reflection of the scene created around their encounter and their mental
strength. Consequently, observing the caesuras and counting the number of
syllables become essential when we try to understand the psychology of the
characters. Shifts between short and long lines are cardinal. They indicate calm,
irritation and even rage. In most cases line four, that is, the beginning of the
second half strophe, is shorter than line one, no doubt in order to create an
emphasis in the beginning of the last half strophe. This controlled way of
expressing oneself is typical of Gerðr, but less typical of Skírnir and Loki, see
Fig. 21B:1, 2 &3, dotted average lines.
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Fǫr Skírnis as Historical Drama
READING FǪR SKÍRNIS as a play written for the hall room and staged in a
specific hall room changes its meaning. It does so for esoteric reasons, for
instance, when prosody yields to the character’s mood, since prosody is meant
to reflect what the character says and thinks in a given situation. More
importantly, however, its meaning is changed because the dramatic
performance tends to mirror social conflicts recognized by the spectators. What
they see in Fǫr Skírnis is a historical play about a wooing, that is, a very typical
hall situation, which may well have occurred in the very hall where the
spectators are sitting as guests. The scene is realistic – the hall is real and yet it is
fictitious because the play takes place before Fimbulwinter and Ragnarök.
Moreover, in the temporal and spatial network characterizing the upper classes,
halls are meaningful in themselves.
Since Fǫr Skírnis has been read as if it were a serious poem about myth
and mythology and by some even as a ritual drama for a long time, it must be
re-read for two main reasons. First, because some of its significant components
must be discussed to demonstrate what happens to the text when it becomes a
historical play. Second, because re-reading the text is key to understanding the
play as occasional theatre. In this chapter, therefore, a number of these
components will be discussed.

Pantomimes
In Fǫr Skírnis there are two or rather two and a ‘half’ pantomime or
‘intermedio’ – the introduction to the first scene and the way Gerðr occupies
herself listening to the quarrel and waiting for Skírnir to enter – are
pantomimes or ‘non-dialogues’. The last scene, Act III, is deviant. The actors are
invisible and there is no change of scene. Nevertheless, it is related to the two
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other ones and in that sense, it is ‘half’. Both pantomimes are integrated into
the play and in both, some lines are spoken. These lines change the focus of the
play from pantomime to dialogue. The lines are employed to break the
pantomime while commenting on it. Dramatically, the scenes are different. The
second scene is not described in prose, and although it is a pantomime, it has a
sound track. Notwithstanding, both serve to introduce the audience to a mythic
hall in Asgard and Jotunheim respectively. Although they have pantomime
qualities, they may as well be labelled ‘intermedii’.
If Fǫr Skírnis is not read as a play, one must read the Asgard pantomime as
a piece of neutral information about a setting. As such it is redundant, the
strophes that follow on the description more or less explain what it says in the
introduction, not least Freyr’s infatuation. The strophes, not surprisingly, are
consistent with the narrative. Reading the prose, therefore, some of the
information it contains seems completely out of place. There is no reason to
point out the hall and the high seat and certainly not the skemma. Only a
director of the play needs to know anything about this building, since it is the
building to which the young girl is on her way.
From a theatrical point of view, however, a description of an integrated
pantomime is important because it gives meaning to performing it. First of all
the show must take place in a hall room. Second, before the pantomime ends it
must indicate who the four characters are and what they are doing. The scene,
therefore, is in a hall. In the upper end, Freyr sits in a high seat, in the other
(lower) end Njǫrðr, Skaði and Skírnir are talking to each other. However, Freyr
is not just sitting in the high seat, but is also gazing at something no one else
can see. The audience must wonder what he is looking for and why. Since the
director has read the description of the pantomime, the spectators may get a
clue. For instance, to begin with, Freyr is just looking around in all directions,
but then his eyes seems to catch someone in the hall room. Eventually, the
invisible person leaves the hall by the upper door, and the god continues to
stare in that direction.
The private door, by which a hall owner and his family will leave for the
skemma opens into the stable. It may look as if it opened and closed itself, but
in reality, it is managed by someone in the stable. Whatever the explanation for
its opening and closing, the spectators begin to understand that the god is
staring at someone only he can see because he is sitting in an Asgard high seat
that long ago gave gods the possibility to see more than ordinary people. What
he sees is Gerðr, the hall owner Gýmir’s daughter leaving the hall through the
appropriate upper door on her way to the skemma. A little later, in Strophe 6,
Freyr tells Skírnir and the audience that this was what he saw.
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In the meantime, Njǫrðr, Skaði and Skírnir have been otherwise engaged
in a pantomime discussion of their own, but observed by the spectators, who
are getting more and more curious. Then Skaði breaks the silence and the riddle
is about to be explained.
The pantomime introduces a number of important components, not least
the troubled Freyr, whose mood and behaviour are at the centre of the play for
several minutes. His importance, therefore, becomes much more central than in
the text and rightly so. Skírnir’s slightly flawed character has also been hinted
at, and an enigmatic and tense situation has been created as a significant
overture to the play. From a dramaturgical point of view, the contexts of
visibility and audibility have been introduced, as have the servant-master
perspective and the gender perspective pointing out Skaði as a capable woman,
who prefers a clear meaning to correct metre.
Finally, the pantomime is dissolved by Skírnir when he walks up to Freyr.
This means that scene-change by walking, the Fǫr metaphor, which becomes
standard in the play, is also presented by means of the pantomime.
The show introduces a number of significant perspectives. If Gerðr,
invisible to the audience, has left the hall room in the beginning of the play on
her way to her skemma, i.e. if she was never present in the first place, then she
may enter the hall again as a visible person through the same door in the silence
just before Skírnir arrives at Gýmir’s farm. Moreover, she will be dressed as a
young upper-class woman is dressed when working at home. If she were
invisible when she seemingly left through the upper door, there is of course a
great point in her returning fully visible now that the hall in which the audience
is sitting will soon be disclosed as her own. Sooner or later, the audience must
accept that the Midgard hall, in which they are sitting, is also a hall in Asgard
and Jotunheim respectively.
Since the first pantomime may be performed in slightly different ways in
different halls, there is no point in precisely describing the second pantomime.
Suffice it to say, that Gerðr appears. She will busy herself in the upper part of
the hall before and during Skírnir’s quarrel with the Shepherd. We could, for
instance, imagine that Freyr, more or less like her father, would have left the
high seat somewhat untidy. Therefore, during this intermission she may adjust
the seat cushion and put back a glass on the shelf before she gets frustrated with
the outdoor kerfuffle and breaks the pantomime, thus ending the scene change.
Soon Skírnir will enter the hall. The change of scene will be completed and
from these pantomimes, something as important as Freyr’s infatuation in the
first pantomime and the glass with the golden mead in the second are brought
into the dialogue. Hall time and space in Asgard and Jotunheim are parallel and
complementary.
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Like the first pantomime, the second one points out capable women and
troubled men. Both pantomimes combine visibility and invisibility with
audibility in such a way that the first show is complementary to the second one.
In the first, the spectators both see and do not see, and as an audience, they do
not hear what they do not see. In the second, the spectators see and do not see,
but as an audience, they hear what they do not see. In a strikingly non-high
medieval way, the two pantomimes with their specific characters Njǫrðr and
Skaði as well as the Shepherd and the Maid are integrated into the play. Even
some essential theatrical properties, high seat and mead cup, are introduced,
without wasting many words.

Spare the Rod and Spoil the Child?
When we look at the use of rod and twig, we find a typical example of the
effects of the shift in meaning between a poem and a play. Usually, these
primitive instruments are seen as esoteric references to sorcery, and Ursula
Dronke for one translates strophe 26: ‘With taming stick I touch you, for I will
make you tame, girl to my whishes’209. In a hall situation, when a dominating
and presumably violent man is quarrelling with a hall owner’s wilful young
daughter, the use of the rod is much easier to understand from a practical
fostering-by-punishment rather than touching point of view.
In strophes 23 through 25, Skírnir shows Gerðr his sword and threatens to
kill her. Gerðr, however, is not intimidated by this pointless threat. Frankly, a
dead girl is not what Skírnir is supposed to bring home to Freyr, and Freyr sees
him210. When that threat does not serve its purpose, he threatens instead to kill
her father, because without a father her life will be miserable. When this threat
does not work either, since Gerðr tells him that killing her father will improve
her life quality by making her rich, he turns to the rod. In this situation
‘touching’ her with the rod, that is, proceeding immediately from the cutting
edge of the sword to the magic touch of a rod is bewildering. One can do other
more straightforward things with a rod.
When the author constructs the word tams-vǫndr (St. 26) in order to link
it to the verb drepa he starts with vǫndr—‘wand’ in the sense ‘rod’. This is the
usual sense when the word is connected with the verb drepa211. Thus the
expression: drepa einn vendi means ‘to strike/beat someone with a rod’ – not
209

Dronke (1997).
Showing Gerðr the ring does not give Skírnir away, since it is but a golden payment
ring. Showing her Idun’s golden apples will make it obvious to Freyr that the Æsir are
behind these presents.
211
Egilsson & Jónsson (1931:86).
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‘touch’. To this common expression, he adds the word tamr, i.e. ‘tame’ which
in Old Norse usually means ‘ready’. The case, tams, is a genitive, meaning ‘to
ready someone’ (tamr governed by the preposition to – to tams, lit. to
‘readiness’s’). Tams-vǫndr therefore, is a rod with which someone is made
‘ready’ and since it takes a beating to do it, it amounts to bringing about
obedience, i.e. to tame or make someone ‘ready’ to obey. Primarily, it is not a
matter of putting a spell on someone. Skírnir is threatening to use the general
method ‘corporal punishment’ by which one attempts to stop an unwanted
behaviour in any creature by causing it to feel pain.
The expression tams vendi ek þik drep therefore means ‘with the taming
rod I beat you’ – because civilization had not yet developed the expression: ‘I’ll
cane you!’ In the next line, using the word temia the author tells us the reason
why. Skírnir wants to ‘tame’ or ‘break’ her with his rod and consequently
mortify her. There is no magic ‘touch’ in this, just traditional brutal fostering.
Thus, having demonstrated how he will kill her father in strophe 25, Skírnir
proceeds in strophe 26 to explain to Gerðr how he will take it upon him to beat
some sense into her. Having finished off Gýmir, he will invest his time – in loco
parentes so to speak – to make the stubborn daughter miserable and obedient212.
In the context of the drama, and its paradigmatic quarrel with the teenage
shrew, there is a great point in building up to the ultimate punishment, the one
with the sappy twig occurring in strophe 32, instead of anticipating this step
already in strophe 26. Since Gerðr is not yet tame, there is still a dramatic and
fostering purpose in showing her what happens to girls who do not respond
correctly to punishment. Starting with the common practice of beating her up
to make her behave and ending with the final magical touch that will ruin her
life and mental state forever, makes good dramatic and gruesome sense.
Corporal punishment is a potent method that may traumatise any human being
so effectively that eventually a touch or a mere threat will do the job.
Since Skírnir aims at breaking Gerðr to become a wench to his pleasures,
there may be some sexual insinuations in threatening to spank her, not least
while sexual abuse becomes a central theme in strophes 35 and 36.
In its historical context, i.e. the horrible days of yore, translating strophe
26 becomes straightforward: ‘With taming rod I’ll spank you, and I shall break
you, a wench to my pleasures.’ Having stated this, and in order to demonstrate
the pleasure he feels having executed power, the last half strophe runs without
caesuras as a pleasant flow of words: ‘Thither you shall go where the sons of
men will never look again’.
In Old Norse strophe 26 is well composed because it builds up a
significant contrast between the half strophes. The first half strophe is long,
212

See also Price 2002:179-203 on the use of staffs in Old Norse contexts.
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monosyllabic, cut-up, rhythmically beating and ending in an m-littered full
line. It consists of 18 syllables distributed on 10 monosyllabic and 4 disyllabic
words. The second half strophe is shorter, undulating, disyllabic and iambic. It
consists of 16 syllables distributed on 4 monosyllabic and 6 disyllabic words.
The strophe ends in a distinct cadence. The composition is employed to convey
the sadistic beating and the flow of pleasure it gives rise to in Skírnir. Character,
mood and metre merge in this strophe, see Fig. 23.

Fig. 23. Strophe 26 in in
Fǫr Skírnis and its speech
melody.

Strophe 26 and its cadence allows Skírnir in strophe 27 to change his diction
and have another go at describing Gerðr’s increasingly horrible future life. Not
until this second description breaks off in strophe 37 have we reached the
dramatic climax of the play.
From a theatrical point of view, it is important to respect the construction
of the scene between Gerðr and Skírnir and refrain from the magic ‘touch’ in
strophe 26. In this strophe, the confrontation is still a matter of showing
forcefulness by means of cutting and beating. This aims at painting a future
that is not yet final disaster. The means are still commonplace instruments –
real swords and rods – rather than a sappy and magic twig.

The Distorted Myth
Checking the way the central scene, strophes 16 through 39, is framed,
demonstrates the consequences of reading Fǫr Skírnis as a play. The scene takes
place in late pre-Ragnarök days, before 536 CE, when the Æsir were still
victorious and there was a point in coming to terms with the Giants. The scene
is supposed to be a typical wooing situation. Nevertheless, it immediately breaks
down. In part, this is a result of the fact that the situation is built on a
misunderstanding that would never have survived traditional wooing
procedures.
Gerðr wonders whether Skírnir is in fact her brother’s murderer. Skírnir
chooses for some obscure reason, which is completely irrational and alien to any
conventional suitor, not to disclose his own or his master’s identity. To Gerðr
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this must have stood out as an indication that he is indeed the killer.
Consequently, she treats him with contempt even when he shows her the
golden ring. In short, she refuses to accept the betrothal gifts because the
wooing situation is not sufficiently transparent. A model potential murderer,
Skírnir immediately shows his sword, the one Freyr gave him, and threatens to
kill her. This does not impress her and so he loses his temper completely.
If pre-536 Gerðr recognizes the sword she will know that it is the one that
swings itself when drawn against giants, nota bene, if the bearer is brave.
Moreover, she must wonder why on earth Freyr would have parted with his
sword, if not to have a giant killed. Since Gerðr thinks that both Skírnir and her
giant father Gýmir will die fighting each other, she probably thinks that Skírnir
is not quite brave enough. That at least, is what Skírnir must infer that she
thinks. As it happens, Skírnir cannot prove that he is brave by drawing the
sword because it is genuinely double-edged. If he draws it, it will either swing
itself against Gerðr, kill her and demonstrate that he is brave enough, albeit a
fool, or it will not swing itself and prove that Gerðr is right: he is not up to it,
and thus a fool. Skírnir is careful, therefore, only to point out the sword blade
rather than its cutting edge: ‘See this sword blade young woman, slim and signmarked, that I am having in my hand?’ (St. 23 & 25).
Eventually Skírnir, without having told Gerðr who he is, gives himself
away and she eventually offers him the mead cup, which is called a hrímkalkr.
Ursula Dronke has discussed the meaning of this word and suggests that it
alludes to colourless glasses with etched or grinded decorations that look like
rime frost. This glass, which conceals nothing, does justice to the honeycoloured mead.
Since we know where the glasses, even the colourless gold decorated one,
were stored at Borg we also know that Gerðr is standing on the dais in the
uppermost part of the hall next to the high seat when Skírnir enters. Even if
Gerðr steps down one floor level, she will still be standing on a higher level than
Skírnir, backed up by her nearness to the high seat, even as she interrupts his
intimidations and offers him the cup.
In this constellation, she tells him that she is willing to make love to Freyr.
We do not know for certain whether Skírnir is taken by surprise by her offer
and the asymmetry of the situation or simply calmed by the mead and its
seasoning. Nevertheless, a cause-model involving strong mead (15% alcohol)
suits this symbolic scene. The effect of giant magic, induced by offering
someone a drink of the giant’s mead in the giant’s hall, could also have worked
at least on Skírnir, who rides home without Gerðr.
When Skírnir points to ‘men’s happy sound, men’s happy fruit’ in strophe
34 and ‘Njǫrðr’s dilating son’ in strophe 38, then he refers to sexual pleasures
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and their link to the fertility god. If Gerðr will not accept these pleasures she
must, for enigmatic reasons, live the rest of her life sexually abused. This is
difficult to understand213. Usually when a god or a mythical hero falls in love
with a woman who does not return his feelings, he rapes her, perhaps combined
with abducting her, because from his point of view that is the best he can do for
both of them. In these myths, conception is the inevitable result and the
offspring a new god or hero214.
The rapist does not send the woman off to be sexually abused by someone
else. The gift to the woman, whether she likes it or not, is the god’s lust and
perhaps his love for her, paired with his sexual prowess215.
There is definitely something wrong with Skírnir as a suitor and indirectly
this anomaly colours Fǫr Skírnis. The play stands out as critical of the wooing
institution among the old gods and consequently, since it is a play that concerns
hall life, it is critical also of Early Late Iron Age upper classes, sometimes before
the long cold decade 536-550 CE. Nevertheless, contrary to parables with a
Christian tag, such as Venantius Fortunatus’ wedding poems to Sigibert and
Brunhild – Fǫr Skírnis lacks the moral high grounds cherished by Christians.
Christian authors ostentatiously secure these high grounds for themselves as a
sign of their radical cultural revolution brought about by religious change216.
The Norse text, on the contrary, has a revisionist view of the morals of past
societies. Revisionism is the legacy of the play.
It is on this note of revision that Gerðr agrees to meet Freyr and we do not
know for sure that she will turn up at the meeting. This mundane problem
becomes an overwhelming fact and it reduces Æsir as well as Vanir and Giants
to ordinary human beings.
Typically, Fǫr Skírnis comments upon scenes from pre-Carolingian Iron
Age hall life. In the historical perspective of the play this life stands out as
marked by burlesque, old-fashioned or ‘provincial’ godly qualities as well as an
absurd suitor. This approach strengthens contemporary, i.e. modern Late
Carolingian Iron Age hall life, and allows one to look through the old myths.
Notably, Klingenberg (1996:60) finds no direct model for the Fǫr Skírnis st. 26–36.
This also happens in this case, when Snorri in his Edda gets hold of the story. The
result of Gerðr’s and Freyr’s love-making is Fjölnir, the mythical first king in Old
Uppsala.
215
Saxo Grammaticus, with his Christian bias, tells us that Oðinn used sourcery to
break Rind’s resistence before forcing himself upon her. See Kuusele (2014) on the use
of sexual charms to break women.
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On moral high grounds see Fortunatus Fortunatus, George (1992) and (1995).
Herschend (1998). On Beowulf see Klaeber (1950) and translation Heaney (1999). On
Hêliand, see Murphy (1989) and translation Murhpy (1992). On Ludwigslied
Murdoch (2004:130-4) and translation Herschend (2001). When it comes to moral
highgrounds, Hrotsvit is the example par excellence.
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The point is to demonstrate the contrast between the old (performed) and the
new (lived) hall situation. Seeing the play, one may ask in which ways hall life is
traditional or reformed. Anyone who tries to answer this pertinent question
takes part in changing the hall-centred society like a true revisionist.
As in all realistic historical plays, in this case sustained, for instance, by the
hall-room itself and by the hinted or outspoken references to wooing and
sexuality, there will be few undisputed moral lectures and little definitely
ritualized and/or serious behaviour in the plays. And there will be no definite
solutions to the conflicts exposed. On the contrary, it is up to the audience to
spot and judge the allegoric qualities of the dramatized historical episodes as
well as their burlesque and iniquitous realism.

The Supportive Roles
Already Bertha Phillpotts pointed out that some roles were supportive such as
the Horse, which, like the other supportive roles, is primarily contextualising
the play in its hall farm environment and not requisite217. The supportive
characters: Njǫrðr, Skaði, the Horse, the Maid the Shepherd, the Dogs and the
Sheep behave as we expect them to behave. The shepherd is entertaining in his
own foolish right and together they are instrumental in making the changes of
scenes understandable and the flow within the play a logical one218. Skaði
triggers the dialogue, but in addition she and the Maid represent female
common sense as opposed to male hyperbole. This mood, as it happens, is
represented by the Shepherd and Freyr and indeed by Skírnir, who is as easily
provoked as ever the Shepherd.
Freyr and Skírnir form a male pair. The Maid and Skaði, on the contrary,
are a female dyad typical of hall life. They represent the hierarchical division of
society between mistress and maid. Among the three servants, the Shepherd, the
Maid and Skírnir, there is also a hierarchy although all three servants may be
unfree. The status difference between them shows, for instance, in the
conversation between the grandiloquent and vulgar Shepherd and the polished
and patronizing Skírnir, in strophes 11-13.
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Phillpotts 1920:11.
Faral (1910:1-24) and especially Busby (1923:8-12) have a number of references that
indicates that the fool or clown as an entertainer with many names already in AngloSaxon times (1923:9) is linked to plays, inasmuch as plays are entertainment. It would
seem, therefore, that if there are plays there might also be stage fools.
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Apart from their primary theatrical function making the show go on, the
supportive roles are used to describe the general stratified social structure of the
upper-class homestead. Njǫrðr and Skaði are like neighbours paying a visit to a
chieftain’s hall, which is already visited by their son Freyr. As neighbours, they
build up a picture of the life among the upper echelons. Visiting neighbours is
an important element in this context, since visits indicate that a chieftain’s
homestead and its guests are part of a network. That, as it happens, is the
ultimate reason why the spectators themselves are sitting in the hall.
In the household, some servants, the Maid probably and the Shepherd
certainly, are engaged in subsistence economy together with the animals, and
the picture of the hall household would not have been complete without the
social stratification of the livestock: horse, dog and sheep. If we care to point
out the order or hierarchy of this society we can do it as a series of roles from
the top to the bottom: Freyr, Njǫrðr, Skaði, Skírnir, the Horse, the Maid, the
Shepherd, the Dogs and the Sheep – the Maid and the Shepherd may not agree
to this order, but the audience, being themselves invited guests, will in all
probability prefer the service-minded Maid over the shepherd, but not
necessarily over the horse or the clown who plays the shepherd.
If an actor, such as Njǫrðr, is silent, he becomes a kind of theatrical prop.
Accordingly, we may suspect that even the real props are related to the social
hall context: wealth, networks, history and agency. The high seat is at the apex
of the hall farm household. The sword has a history of swinging itself. The gold
ring (once on Baldr’s pyre) creates unlimited wealth reproducing itself. Eating
apples keeps aging at bay. Lastly, the precious old mead in the imported rime
cup will have an effect on Skírnir. Wealth in the form of the strong old mead is
a valuable high quality produce, based on honey and fruits from the lands of the
estate. It may have be barrelled for years and that adds to its value219.
Despite the fact that economic success is central to the estate, no work
associated with subsistence economy takes place on the fictitious farms.
Working, spinning, weaving, preparing food, cleansing the harvest, milking,
brewing mead etc. would probably have distracted the audience and hampered
the dramatic qualities of the dialogue. Within the play there is in other words a
carefully and succinctly constructed framework around the three leading
characters and the hall room as indeed the scenery. Moreover, a psychological
219

Mead is honey wine often with an alcohol content between 10 and 15% per volume.
It may be young or aged, sweet or dry and perhaps spiced. When Skírnir drowns a cup
of strong mead it will affect him positively. Mead is a highly priced product and since
Skírnir talks of the thistles that are thrown out as waste in strophe 31, the whole
economic range of the farmstead is covered from the old mead down to the inevitable
waste.
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difference between male and female gender is hinted in a way that befits this
particular drama and its focus on the construction of gender systems and
marriage. In the play, therefore, the female gender stands out as less traumatised
than the male if, for instance, we compare the male pair Freyr and Skírnir with
the female dyad Gerðr and the Maid.

The Dramatic Climax
The end of Skírnir’s monologue, strophe 36, leads up strophes 37 through 40.
They constitute the climax of the drama. They also make up a decisive moment
and a turning point followed by the first consequences of this point of no
return. Thematically, and in the play, owing to the scene change from Act II to
Act III, this break allows the audience to speculate what Freyr will say when
Skírnir returns and what Skírnir will say. The dramatic climax, which is rapidly
turning into an anti-climax, encompasses all the three main characters: Freyr,
Skírnir and Gerðr. Dramaturgically, this is a rather elegant way of bringing the
three of them together, despite the fact that physically speaking, they cannot
meet. However, since Skírnir has been turned into Gerðr’s mouthpiece,
repeating correctly what she said when he left Jotunheim, she is as present in
the end as she can be without actually being there – not least while the two
other main characters are also invisible to the audience.
Gerðr’s change of mind in strophe 37 does not ring true to a modern ear.
In the beginning of the quarrel, we hear a young emancipated woman, but in
the end she accepts Skírnir’s trafficking proposal. That stands out as a clash
between two incompatible points of view. Nevertheless, Gerðr’s change of mind
can be explained with reference to the wrath of the gods or by suggesting that
she is afraid of Skírnir. Perhaps he is a murderer and he could perhaps have the
power to curse her. Perhaps Gerðr believes that he is determined to punish her.
However, the scene and the way she expresses herself speaks against her being
afraid of him.
If she were afraid, why bother humorously in strophe 37 to point out in
sotto voce to the audience that she would not have believed that she (being
young and beautiful) would ever ‘love well’ that kind of old god who favourably
receives gelded bulls as a sacrifice – gelding not being her prime concern220. On
the other hand, if the gods want him to punish her, then Skírnir is just their
tool and joking will not help. Perhaps supreme power is what she should really
be afraid of and obey, because supreme power installs both awe and fear.
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See Dronke (1997:413, note 37/6).
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Since the play ends the way it does (St. 37-42) one may also wonder what
causes Skírnir to change so radically between strophes 36 and 38. Is Gerðr’s
consent enough or is Gýmir’s aged mead an equally or more important factor?
There can be little doubt that Skírnir seems to change his mind accepting to
ride home without bringing along Gerðr. That he is thoroughly changed seems
obvious, because on returning home, and without Freyr knowing what he
perhaps suspects, Skírnir mechanically repeats Gerðr’s words and does not
speak for himself. Conversation with him is closed, and it is as if the mead were
a magic potion bringing him into a state of obsession akin to echolalia that
forces the patient to repeat phrases when stressed. Does the mead do the trick
for Gerðr as the twig and its sap would have done it for Skírnir?
Although it might look as if both Gerðr and Skírnir have lost something,
they have also won something. Skírnir got the sword and Gerðr may get Freyr,
and he eventually her. She has pleased the gods, since she has solved their
problem with the lovesick fertility god and she has been instrumental forming a
new alliance with the Giants.
Freyr is waiting for Skírnir outside Valaskjálf and the turning point is thus
riding towards him. Since it is a long way from Jotunheim to Asgard, the
farsighted vision that Freyr used when he spotted Gerðr must have come in
handy once again when he decided that it was time to go out and meet Skírnir.
However, the audience would not know this – having being moved by the
playwright to Gýmir’s hall. In all probability, Freyr would have been sitting in
Hliðskjálf as usual checking out what happened at Gýmir’s farm, wondering
what message Skírnir would bring home.
The fact that Freyr behaves like an egocentric teenager adds a dimension
to his eagerness, since it testifies to his great longing for the girl. Perhaps it’s
love, actually. Then Skírnir arrives and sends him down into overwhelming
yarning, disappointment and lovesick grief because the logic of the play
demands just that. All three main characters must be rocked in their
foundations.
From a dramatic point of view it makes sense that the audience is not
supposed to know what will actually happen and how things will develop. Most
likely, it will not help asking the author, for the same reason it did not help
asking Ibsen where Nora does go when she leaves the dollhouse. Only those
who follow Nora out of the play into real life will know. The audience,
inasmuch as it has accepted the fiction, is not supposed to know the future for
sure221. For dramatic rather than mythological purposes the question: Will
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Gerðr come to Barri? is consciously left hanging in the air although it has not
been posed.

The Main Characters
In comparison with the supportive roles, the main characters exhibit their
troubled minds. Freyr is childishly exaggerating his lovesickness. Skírnir is an
unbalanced, potentially violent man and Gerðr is overly suspicious of Skírnir
and offensive in her stubbornness. She is a shrew. Yet these characters are not
without their comic elements, not least because Freyr is pathetic, Skírnir
pompous and Gerðr prepared to offer the audience a little coquettish selfmockery in strophe 37.
A central concept uniting Freyr and Skírnir is munr, which means: 1)
mind, 2) mind, longing, delight and 3) love. These meanings are contained in
the expression at mínom munom—‘to my mind etc’. Freyr uses this expression
to emphasise his longing and love. Skírnir emphasises his mind and delight or
will and pleasure. When Skírnir’s behaviour in Gýmir’s hall reveals his
“unhallable” personality, he threatens in strophe 35 to deprive Gerðr’s munr of
anyone’s control. In the end, however, Gerðr’s mind is still her own and
perhaps less damaged that Freyr’s and Skírnir’s. Nevertheless, the main
characters are troubled minds and the frequent use of the expression at
minom/þinom munom reminds the audience that mind and will are important
dramatic concepts.
Trauma haunts Skírnir in Fǫr Skírnis as well as Loki in Lokasenna and it is
the high-handed Æsir who bring down identity crises on Skírnir and Loki – on
loyal and disloyal alike. To analyse these traumata, I borrow two sets of
concepts from Peter Brooks’ analysis and discussion of ‘the enigmas of identity’
– the initial concepts of Identity and Identification introduced in To Begin and
the concluding paradigms, ‘the identity paradigm’ and ‘the identificatory
paradigm’, introduced in Epilogue: the Identity Paradigm222. Peter Brooks sees
these paradigms as emblematic of modern human beings and the ways in which
they experience protagonists, and themselves, through novels, biographies,
plays’ electoral campaigns etc. Since Henry Fielding’s Tom Jones (1749) is the
first identity case, Peter Brooks’ concept the Modern refers to the common

everyone from writing their own ending. Everyhing, including Ibsen’s points of view is
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post-Enlightenment, not least today-sense of the term223. It may seem odd to
apply such a concept reading an Old Norse play, but I allow myself to do just
that because I believe that Modern mirrors an attitude in which understanding
the present rather than the past, guides our attitude and our wish to manage the
future. The need for modernity is relative, and there can be no absolute
chronology of the modern224.
More importantly, I allow myself to adapt Peter Brooks’ view on identity
as a notion that evades traditional definition; contrary to being delimited and
fixed, I see identity as a social psychological phenomenon as basic as the ‘I’ –
insisting on being changed according to context. When we interrogate or spy
on individuals, in order to define, defend or deconstruct their identity, and
when we interact with significant others, the identity of all those involved is
changed225. Despite these insights, our social norms often presuppose the
definite identification of someone, and the problem of identity, therefore, stems
from the fact that although it is a historical concept, changing during a time
series of contexts, it is forced now and again to become modern and nothing
but present.
Analysing Skírnir in Fǫr Skírnis, the Identity Paradigm becomes important
because it prompts the question: who is he and for whom does he woo?
Correspondingly, in Lokasenna one wonders who Loki is and why he quarrels.
And since the texts are critical of the upper classes and their identities, they also
ask: who are they, the upper classes? Lokasenna and Fǫr Skírnis are slices of
times past cut through the social structures of yesterday’s upper classes.
Prepared as dramatic and transparent time sections, mounted in hall rooms,
they are meant to be analysed. The past becomes the backdrop of the present
before the eyes of the spectators.
From a formal point of view, Fǫr Skírnis takes place before Lokasenna
since in the latter Freyr has given away his sword and been together with Gerðr
for a while. Essentially, nevertheless, both plays are pre-Fimbulwinter. The Æsir
rule the world – although there is still antagonism between Æsir, Vanir, Giants,
and their associates. In the Eddic perspective, times are past and emblematic of
a growing world crisis characterized by traumatic social situations. Owing to the
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hall setting and the construction of the plays, past and present are a reflection of
each other.
Alone, neither the past nor the present has anything to teach us. The past
may have been interesting for the compiler of Codex Regius and his project, but
when Fǫr Skírnis and Lokasenna were written, people of the 10th and 11th
century simply needed a picture of the old horrible pre-Fimbulwinter, preRagnarök times among the gods, who are but thinly disguised humans. Judging
from the very setting of the plays it is obvious that there is nothing to learn
from history except that it may lead to distortion and catastrophes that ought
never to be repeated. However, since the hall-governed society is an ideal,
common to the past as well as to the present, one must know how to deal with
the fact that hall life may lead to a social collapse.
Although Fǫr Skírnis and Lokasenna do not give us lectures and quasiphilosophical truth, the problem they disclose is in essence a commonplace
modern one: the hall-governed society is nothing we can take for granted; it
must always be defended and developed. Fǫr Skírnis and Lokasenna, therefore,
are historical sketches of common 10th century cultural phenomena – the
arranged marriage (Fǫr Skírnis) and a lavish autumn feast (Lokasenna) – dressed
up as scenes from a distorted and traumatic past. This way of looking at past
and present is typical of any historical drama hung up as a structure and a
mirror in front of its audience, i.e. the hall guests who represent the present as
soon as the play comes to an end.
In the end, none of the three main characters in Fǫr Skírnis live a life
worth living, and when it comes to their identity, they are close to becoming
extinct. Brooks defines this as a restless ending referring first to Marlow’s report
summing up Kurtz as the annihilation of the self: ‘the horror, the horror’ in
Conrads’s Heart of Darkness. He goes on pointing out Conrad’s comment on
the fact that ‘one is never set at rest by Henry James’s novels’ because they end
as if life ended the way an episode does, i.e. in no specific way.
The three main characters in Fǫr Skírnis, Gerðr, Skírnir and Freyr have
been reduced to (1) obeying the will of the supreme gods, (2) carrying the
sword that swings itself (perhaps), and (3) being the ever-lovesick fertility god
with a touch of self-doubt. They are reduced to here and now forever
unsupported by traditional norms and indeed uninterested in these norms.
Gerðr’s comment when it comes to the gift she is offered by Skírnir is
significant and chillingly modern. She simply points out that when her father
dies there will be gold enough to share between the heirs – she needs nothing,
but her inheritance. She goes on guessing that Skírnir and her father will kill
each other and this does not bother her:
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St. 22: ‘… Gold won’t be lacking in Gýmir’s farmsteads, when his wealth
is dispensed.’
St. 24 ‘… but this I guess, if you (Skírnir) meet with Gýmir, willing to
battle, you will both end up killed.’
Eventually having agreed not to upset Oðínn, the god prince (Þórr) or the
yearning Freyr, Gerðr is prepared to look at life in a completely fatalistic way, as
an emblem of modernity and an ongoing presence larger than life.
This possibility, to use confidence in the supreme power as a universal
phenomenon to make life what it is, without having to bother about one’s
identity, seems not to be available to Skírnir and Freyr. Theirs are simply
identities lost in life and their characters are symbols of the approaching
Fimbulwinter/Ragnarök crisis. Dramatically speaking, the predicament of the
identity paradigm becomes evident when in the end of the play the hall is
literally empty and the audience is listening for something to happen or to a
staged silence. What the audience feels depends on how it perceives the scene.
Instead of staged silence, it could be the Midgard hall where they are sitting – a
hall looking more or less like their own – the two halls from the past or perhaps
a fifth. In principle, instead of defining the hall, they would probably have
agreed with Brooks when he sums up his discussion: ’… what I have reached
[is] simply a reflection on the critical importance of the identity paradigm—and
especially the identificatory paradigm—in our culture.’
Fǫr Skírnis is not a tragedy, on the contrary it is a burlesque comedy and
one need not analyse the play in terms of serious social psychological
predicaments just because they are inherent to periods when modernity happens
to be important. However, exactly because it is a burlesque comedy, its
modernistic ending or the way it fades out into emptiness, is difficult to
stomach.
Up until this ‘end’, the play has been full of concretion and the roles have
been carefully composed. The shepherd is perfectly vulgar and the Maid so
sensible that she has collected the relevant information about Skírnir before she
was even summoned. Skírnir, who does not tell Freyr that he has already got
the ring Draupnir and the age-healing apples in his diplomatic toolbox, knows
immediately what to ask of Freyr in return for his becoming his suitor. He is
cunning and he succeeds because he and Freyr have actually grown up together.
Skírnir takes advantage of the fact that he knows Freyr and that enables him
between strophes 7 and 8 to cut right through Freyr’s rather commonplace
Romeo-styled self-pity. Whatever Freyr may think, the bottom line is straightforward: Freyr wants to have sex with Gerðr. And although Freyr does not
know, suspect or believe it, the gods are willing to cough up suitable trafficking
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presents. Freyr, bemused by his Romeo complex, thinks that Skírnir is helping
him:
St. 7 Fre: I long for the Maid more than any man, who has ever been
young.
Of Æsir and Elves no man wishes that we are together.
St.8 Skí: Then give me the horse that bears me through darkness, wise
flickering flames, and the sword that can swing itself against the giants.
Freyr probably does not know that this is the beginning of an arranged political
marriage, but when the audience hears strophe 19 it knows that Skírnir’s
agenda was never just Freyr’s:
St. 19 Skí: Age-healing apples, golden, have I here and them I will give
you Gerðr, thus buying peace, that you may say that Freyr is not the most
loathsome man.
Given his presents, Draupnir and the apples, and his request for peace he indirectly tells us that the owner of Darupnir, i.e. Óðinn, has outsourced his ring. If
we are into conspiracy theories, we suspect that the Wise One himself invited
Freyr to sit in his high seat, test its outlook and fall in love.

The Story
The Wooing Model
When Gerðr sends out her Maid to invite Skírnir into the hall, it stands to
reason that during his quarrel with the shepherd, she has heard the conviction
of someone who is determined to see her. She draws the conclusion that she
may be visited by her brother’s murderer. The fact that the ground is shaking
adds to her ominous feelings about the visit. Even so, being as polite as ever
Óðinn in Ægir’s hall when Loki turned up uninvited, she tells her Maid, who is
also suspicious of the man, to invite him in. When Skírnir enters, Gerðr asks
him in a seemingly good-humoured, but also somewhat ironic way whether he
is one of the Elfs, Vanir or Æsir and why he has come alone. Skírnir says that he
is neither, but nevertheless coming alone. He keeps his identity a secret and
although he refers to Freyr and wants to purchase peace, he is not frank.
When he presents his business to Gerðr, we gather that the reason he has
come to Jotunheim is actually because the gods wanted him, as a servant, to
help them by helping his master Freyr. Whatever Skírnir’s reasons to behave as
he does, his behaviour tends us to suspect that there is something wrong about
the whole situation. If he has come as a suitor to woo, why does he not act like
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one? Since he does not, he probably has a hidden agenda. After all, in the poem
Rígsþula, the ideal post-Ragnarök wooing and marriage procedure has already
been described. The audience for sure, and Gerðr most probably, already knows
what to expect in the ideal case. Skírnir does not come up to expectations226.
In the model Rígsþula case, a young and successful man belonging to the
upper hall-owning classes wants to marry because his success has made him
powerful, important and in possession of a fortune. Hence heteronormative
common sense insists that he must be in want of a wife. This young man is
called Jarl and in Rígsþula his coming of age is described in the five strophes 36
to 40. Rígr gives the final touch to Jarl’s education and tells him how to
proceed:
St. 36 … he (Rígr) taught him (Jarl) runes; gave him his name, called him
his own son. Then he told him to acquire a heritage land for himself – a
heritage land of old settlements.
St. 37 And off he (Jarl) rode through the dark forest, over hoary
mountains until he came to a hall. He took to shaking the shaft. He
brandished the shield, galloped the horse and drew the sword. He took to
waging war, took to reddening the ground, took to felling warriors: fought
for land.
St. 38 After that he was the sole owner of 18 estates227. He began to share
out wealth, gave every one treasures and rich gifts – slim-flanked horses.
He scattered rings, chopped-up bracelets.
St. 39 His messengers went on wet roads and came to the hall where
Hersir lived228. He had a daughter, slim-fingered, fair and wise. She was
called Erna.
St. 40 They demanded her and went home, gave her to Jarl. She went
under the wedding linen. Together they settled down and rejoiced,
increased the family and enjoyed their life.
Since the couple and their arranged marriage are both meant to be perfect and
since the girl’s father Hersir, a kind of lord, is meant to be of a lower rank than
Jarl, wooing really is not that difficult. The young man, who is called Nobly-
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Born (Jarl/Earl) by Rígr, is rich, vigorous and powerful. The young girl, who is
called Dashing (Erna) is slender, blond and wise. She reminds one of the moral
compass that a vigorous man needs in Saxony as well as in Iceland. And since
Jarl has already proved himself sword etc. in hand, he becomes a family man.
Together in this perfect match, they make a perfect couple and embark upon a
perfect married life – Rígsþula is crass Old Norse opportune conventionalism.
The marriage arrangements exhibited in Rígsþula come close to the
historical situation depicted by Venantius Fortunatus in his poems commemorating the marriage of King Sigibert and Princess Brunhild in Metz 566 CE. In
this old case there is a number of obvious allusions to the myth about the holy
wedding – the hieros gamos – which, as Gro Steinsland showed, was echoed also
in Old Norse texts, notably Fǫr Skírnis229.
Steinsland’s analysis of the hieros gamos myth in Fǫr Skírnis and its relation
with genealogical poems such as Ynglingatal, Háleygjatal and Hyndluljoð as well
as Ynglingasaga takes us still further into the interpretation of Fortunatus’
wedding poems and Fǫr Skírnis. The similarity between the Fǫr Skírnis author
and Fortunatus is especially obvious in Queen Brunhild, who is depicted as a
kind of Útgard woman, i.e. a worldly variety of the giantess in the myth about
the wedding. This element has no real place in the Rígsþula wooing model,
which, given its normative social approach, stands out as a profaned hieros
gamos. Rígsþula is a secular arrangement made possible in a period when
religious transformation from folk to universal religion is well underway230.
In Fortunatus’ epithalamium, i.e. his ‘nuptial song’ to Sigibert and
Brunhild as well as in the panegyric that follows, Brunhild is described in
passages, which strongly remind us of the foreign origin of the giantess.
Per hiemes Validasque nives, Alpenque, Pyrenen,
perque truces populos vecta est, duce rege sereno,
Terrenis regina toris. Super ardua montis
Planum carpis iter: nil obstat amantibus umquam,
Quos jungi divina volunt. Quis crederet autem
Hispanam tibimet dominam, Germania, nasci,
Quae duo regna jugo pretiosa conexuit uno?
Non labor humanus potuit tam mira parare:
Nam res difficilis divinis utitur armis.
Through winter and heavy snow, and the Alps, the Pyrenees, and raw
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people, she travelled with the duke, with the serene King (115), a Queen
for an earthly marriage bed231. You crossed the steep mountains as if they
were a plain, since never did anything stand in the way of lovers whom the
gods wanted to bring together. Who would believe, indeed, that your
mistress, Germany, was born a Spaniard, she of great price who united one
kingdom under one bond. (120) No human effort could bring about such
a great achievement; for the difficult matter requires divine weapons.
(Fortunatus Book VI, poem 1, ll. 113–121)232.
These words are spoken by the goddess Venus, Brunhild’s mother, who ought
not to be so very surprised by the circumstances of the story. It is, no doubt,
Fortunatus who flatters on behalf of wedding guests and public opinion
bridging religions. Fortunatus acknowledges the active role of Love and of gods
at least in their poetic form and sees Brunhild as uniting the two countries.
Skírnir could have referred to a similar scenario, but for some reason he did not.
Brunhild’s marriage is wonderful and it matches the surprise expressed by
Fortunatus that a ‘mistress for Germany’ could be born in Spain. The poet is
probably thinking of the fact that Brunhild was brought up in the heretic Arian
creed. Probably, he also had in mind the problems connected with bringing her
out of Spain from Toledo to Metz. To the modern reader, who continues to
read Fortunatus’ poems on the matter, it is even stranger that Spain is
characterised by cold, snowy, distant and troublesome regions, partly populated
by raging tribes from where it takes a king’s envoy to get a woman out.
Why did not Fortunatus just tell us that a splendid flower from sunny
Toledo has come to comfort everyone in Metz and marry Sigibert in a political
wedding?233 And why is the description of Brunhild as Venus’ child (Book VI,
poem 1:103) so literal that her marriage bed must be pointed out as an ‘earthly’
one? Only with Steinsland’s interpretation of Fǫr Skírnis, Ynglingatal and
Ynglingasaga in mind does it become clear why this Útgard picture or ‘Jotun’
background is needed. In part, the myth must be a lived reality. Hundreds of
years after Fortunatus, the Fǫr Skírnis author refers to the same North
European myth and feel-good story, which apparently existed in a straightforward positive and a negative or inverted version234.
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Incidentally, in the double ablative description: duce rege sereno—‘with the
duke (Gogo) [and] with the serene King (Sigibert)’, the adjective describing the
King and thus his suitor, who brings back Brunhild, is serenus. The etymology
of this word demonstrates that Latin serenus is Old Norse skírr, an adjective
meaning clear, bright, pure or shining. Skírnir, a name arguably invented by the
Norse author, means the bright, pure or shining one235. Gogo’s Skírnir-like
character, albeit uninverted and thus ‘positive’, is also apparent from Fortunatus’ description of Gogo’s mission to Spain in a panegyric to the envoy himself:
Et domini mores, serve benigne, refers.
Nuper ab Hispanis per multa pericula terries
Egregio regi gaudia summa vehis.
Diligis hunc tantum quantum meliora parasti:
Nemo armis potuit quod tua lingus dedit:
(Fortunatus Book VII, poem 1:40-44)
and you reflect back the ways of your master, gentle servant. Just now you
bring the greatest joy for the noble king from the lands of Spain, through
a myriad of dangers. You love him so much that you have won better
fortune for him: no-one has been able to give him by force of arms what
your tongue has bestowed. George (1995:58)236.
This ‘restoration’ of Sigibert, which points to the seriousness of his lovesickness,
namely that he temporarily lost his character or mores—‘wont’, is a parallel to
Freyr’s mood when he took to sitting in the long halls (St. 3). Likewise, the
intimacy between Freyr and Skírnir matches the fact that he too is more than a
servant237. Fortunatus lauds Gogo’s logocentric qualities implying that a lesser
man than Gogo might neither have carried the day nor Brunhild to Metz.
Skírnir with his sword blade did not.
Having observed this, we can return to where is all began and take it from
Fortunatus Book VI, poem 1 line 36: Sigibert in his hall in Metz sees Brunhild
in far-off Toledo and falls instantly in love. The parallelism between Freyr and
Sigibert is striking and we are not surprised when Fortunatus ends his poem by
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urging Sigibert: Rex pie, reginae tanto de lumine gaude—‘Good King, rejoice in a
Queen with so much light’238. To Freyr, Gerðr was a similar kind of light:
St.6 Fre:
In Gýmir’s court I saw walking, the girl I desire.
Bright shone her arms and so, all air and water.
Up and until the 11th century, Fortunatus continued to be read and it is not
inconceivable that the Fǫr Skírnis author depended directly on Fortunatus’
poems when he created Fǫr Skírnis, and his inverted suitor239.
*
ADDING THE WOOING procedure described in Helgakviða Hiörvarzsonar, with
its elements of trafficking240, to Rígsþula and Fǫr Skírnis we can sum up model
wooing and its complications.
The model relates to a sacred and a profane pole and gradually, in a time
perspective, the sacred becomes less important than the profane. In practice, the
model is also related to spheres of happiness or anguish. When young Iron Age
upper-class women are confronted with a suitor, they must decipher the balance
between these four variables – profane and sacred, happiness and anguish – as if
it were a matter of values in a four-fold table. As Fortunatus demonstrates and
Skírnir’s monologue indicates they have a lot to gain or lose from accepting or
refusing an arranged marriage.
The seriousness of this estimation is given a significant illustration in the
early 9th century annunciation scene in the gospel harmony Hêliand241.
Studying this scene we can analyse ‘Mary Hêliand’ by comparing her with
‘Mary Gospel’. In Luke, Mary Gospel does not doubt the angel; having heard
the annunciation she just wonders what is going to happen and informs him
that she is a virgin. When she calls herself ancilla—maid servant/handmaid, this
expression is not a devotional formula, but a fact, because Mary’s humility is a
fact, which makes ancilla Domini a truly submissive formula242.
In Hêliand things are very different. Mary Hêliand is an outstanding
person even before the angel addresses her. This Mary is described as a woman
that God knows, a lovable Maid, a forward young woman, a daughter of King
David’s, a dear and devoted woman. In short, she is not unlike Gerðr or
Brunhild. On the contrary, she reminds us of them.
A member of the earthly upper and cultivated classes, she is a bit
astonished when the angel, whom she perceives as a man, who appears in front
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of her addressing her by her name. Rather than simply announcing things, he
immediately starts to flatter her. He calls her ‘loved by her master, worthy of
the Lord, because she has wits’. The angel understands that his brusque
manners need to be balanced by a more polite behaviour and starts to explain
himself pointing out that he is not a delusion and that he means no evil243.
Then he sketches a series of happy events: (1) Mary will become our Lord’s, (2)
become a mother, (3) give birth to a son, who (4) is the son of the Lord, and
this new king (5) will become the ‘splendid king of (all) people’—mâri theodan.
In the Gospel, Mary was told that ‘the Lord God shall give unto him the
throne of David his father: and he shall reign in the house of Jacob for ever’.
But in Hêliand, Joseph is already sitting on David’s throne (albeit quietly) in his
splendid hall at Bethlehem244. Moreover, ruling the house of Jacob (i.e. the
Jewish nation) is a petty rulership compared to many others. Mary Hêliand
expects more, because reasonably, her future son by Joseph will sit on David’s
throne anyway – and why not rule Israel too.
In the Gospel, Mary humbly and without irony asks the abstract question:
in what manner will that be done?—quomodo fiet istud? Far from being humble
and submissive Mary Hêliand, who knows about reproduction and giving birth
asks the angel a sharper question: huô mag that giuuerðen sô that ic magu
fôdie?—how can it happen so that I may give birth? That is: How will I
conceive? She is not just curious or accepting the fact, she wants to know how
in practice she will get pregnant.
The answer to Mary Hêliand’s question is simple enough. By the strength
of God, the Holy Spirit will arrive from the Meadow of Heaven and see to it
that she will get pregnant. The angel puts it thus:
an thi scal hêlag gêst fon heƀanuuange cuman thurh craft godes. Thanan scal
thi kind ôdan uuerðan an thesaro uueroldi—to you the Holy Spirit shall
come from Heaven Meadow through God’s strength (i.e. craft, as of
bodily or external strength) and thereof you shall have a child in this
world.
The angel goes on to indicate that the strength of the Heaven King will be
embracing or ‘overshadowing’ her and ends by pointing out that this tangible
procedure and its results are the very best245.
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Mary Hêliand is pleased with the answer and feels that her ‘mind is thrown to
God’s will’, i.e. she becomes devout in much the same way as Gerðr experiences
a definite change of mind. Consequently, Mary Hêliand uses the word thiu –
maid thrall (serva in Latin and thus a slave, not generally speaking ancilla) when
she says:
‘Than ic hêr garu standu,’ quað siu, ‘te sulicun ambahtskepi, sô he mi êgan
uuili. Thiu bium ic theotgodes’—‘Then here I stand prepared’, she said, ‘for
whatever servant’s task he wants to use me. I am the folk-god’s maid
thrall.
As the not-so-orthodox Hêliand context shows, this formula, ‘the folk-god’s
maid thrall’, which in Latin would be serva Dei, is devotional. Having asked the
angel to clarify himself on an essential point – how will God make love to me?
– Mary Hêliand has accepted her devotion and a mission, because Mary
Hêliand is not a thrall except to the folk-god.
There is an agreement and a form of contract – ‘here I stand prepared’ and
similarly to Gerðr, Mary Hêliand is far from submissive. Devotion to the
overlord explains her offer and this is her way of handling the identity
paradigm. She moves out of her Judean setting into a universal one.
In their respective contexts, ancilla Dei is submissive, while thiu theogodes
is devotional. In the Gospel the submissive ancilla Dei signifies the end of the
story, but In Hêliand, similar to Gerðr’s consent, the devotional formula thiu
theogodes signifies the beginning of Mary’s future mission as a married virgin in
Hrotsvit’s sense of the word246. Moreover, it is not inconceivable that the Fǫr
Skírnis author knew about Mary Hêliand.

Model Distortion
When the dramatist contemplated Fǫr Skírnis he needed a case to illustrate the
old society. He selected the wooing situation within the hieros gamos myth,
rather than the secular ideal, represented by the Rígsþula model. In fact he
linked the wooing to the sacred as well as the profane, inasmuch as he
introduces a double standard. The Æsir’s divine volition is a cover for the idea

sicut in matrem Domini nostri Iesu Christi Spiritus sanctus uenit et eam sua uirtute
obumbrauit et diuinitate repleuit, ut de Spiritu sancto conciperet et quod nasceretur
diuinum esset ac sanctum, ita…—‘And just as into the Mother of our Lord Jesus Christ
the Holy Ghost came and overshadowed her with His strength and filled her with
divinity, so that she conceived from the Holy Ghost and what was born was divine and
holy: so …’.
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See Hêliand (ll. 290-338). On late Antique virgins married and unmarried, see Kelly
(2000).
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of purchasing peace by paying Gerðr to figure as a paragraph in a peace
agreement and for doing the sex job. In fact, Skírnir never manages to woo on
behalf of the god Freyr. The whole situation has a most mundane ring of
polygamy and concubinacy about it and Skírnir stands out as a typical courtier
character with a dubious agenda negotiating a political agreement distorting the
original wooing model.
For Gerðr there is not much on the positive side in this deal, except for
the fact that the wrath of the gods will be cancelled and that Skírnir suggests
that Freyr is well equipped, if Gerðr thinks that is important. The negative side
is obvious: Gerðr does not like the Vanir. The drawbacks of the agreement
become apparent if we highlight the elements that resemble trafficking. Loki in
Lokasenna does exactly that when he abuses Freyr, pointing out that he bought
Gerðr as a commodity and had to buy her. However, since Fǫr Skírnis and
Lokasenna may well have been written by the same author, this may not be a
coincidence.
Arranged marriages are important to the author; Skírnir (and the author)
excels in describing the fate of girls who are too stubborn. When Skírnir
understands that killing Gerðr or her father will not solve his problems, his
serenity evaporates, giving room to a growing rage. He starts to describe the fate
of emancipated and obstinate girls, who oppose the way marriages are arranged
and negotiated among the Pre Carolingian Iron Age upper classes represented
by the autocratic Æsir247. He makes it perfectly clear that a shrew such as Gerðr
loses her identity, and yet, in the eyes of the audience, Skírnir is losing his. Not
surprisingly, in this scene, strophes 26–31, Skírnir cannot control metre and
starts to fill-up the strophes with free-standing repetitive half and full lines.
Some modern translators and editors, preoccupied with the playwright’s
versification of Skírnir’s tantrum, have indicated some missing lines in order to
save Skírnir’s and the dramatist’s prosodic reputation. That amount to
supererogation248.
Nevertheless, the scene is cunningly constructed and there are at least two
scenes in one in this altercation – the quarrelling couple in front of us and
Gerðr’s imploding future life. In the quarrel, the impending future described in
this and the next scene is a threat, but also a decade in the life of a young
woman still in her teens, i.e. Gerðr’s next ten years or so. Skírnir starts by
depicting the not too uncommon teenager who turns her back to the world and
stops eating because food is disgusting. In strophe 27, feeling the way she does
she sits by herself on a hill looking towards Hell. People take to staring at her,
247
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as if she was a lunatic, and she becomes famous for being what she has become.
Since she is stubborn – we would say vulnerable – she is captured by the trolls –
a simple metaphor for becoming a dropout. For a while, she lives a horrible life
before it gets worse and she must choose between an ogre with three heads and
no marriage at all.
Indirectly, we understand that she refuses and that gives the playwright
the possibility to make use of a trope referring to the life of the housewife that
she refuses to become. He does so by showing us how a woman like Gerðr, who
declines to marry the three-headed troll befitting her sad destructive life, is cast
out of society:
St 31: ver þú sem þistill, sá er var þrunginn i ǫnn ofvanverða— Be like the
thistle that was thronged at the end of work.
The point in this much discussed strophe is its thistle metaphor249. It concerns
Gerðr, who refuses to become a housewife. In effect, she does not care for the
harvest by which the thistle enters the household. For that reason she is treated
roughly like its worthless part – the corn-damaging thistles that not even the
animals in stable and cowshed would eat. Being thistle-minded Gerðr is
objectified to become nothing but a maltreated useless female body. In the
complete description of the hall household, the thistle represents the absolute
bottom of economy – weed and useless waste250.
Because of her refusal to abate, Skírnir goes on in two consecutive visions
in strophes 32 to 37 to describe her as haunted by her confused mind. Her
condition may be compared to a mental disease, but to the dramatist and
Skírnir, this chronic mental state, her final stage in life, is brought about by a
magic twig, a teinn, rich in sap. Contrary to the rod that was used to beat her,
the twig will not hurt her physically because there is no longer any punishing
point in beating someone who is already traumatised and broken beyond
recovery.
In order to find the necessary twig, Skírnir must go to the woods – to a
holt – and its sap-filled trees. He demonstrates the seriousness of the situation
by telling her that she has made Óðinn angry, offended the Æsir’s Prince, and
made Freyr hate her. When he returns with the twig he will excommunicate her
and hand her over to her eventual owner, Hrímgrímnir. This excommunication, which works in two consecutive steps, could be final. First he uses the
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twig and its sap as an ink, writing ‘þurs—‘ogre’ on her as a brand. He goes on to
write three runes as a declaration of contents, stating that this woman is
possessed by salaciousness, furiousness and impatience—ergi, œði and óþola.
So far, Skírnir has described the sad story of a teenage girl driven into
Anorexia Nervosa by the rod and further on towards a mental disorder
resembling Psychosis. The sorcery applied in this hypothetic scene refers to a
belief that some people may have the power to bring about psychosis. It is,
nevertheless, likely that a description of the development of a mental condition,
probably observed by many, must involve sorcery in order to be culturally
explicable and trustworthy.
In view of this horrible fate, Skírnir breaks off and tells Gerðr that
inasmuch as he can write the runes on her skin he can also wipe them off as it
pleases him. As there was unavoidable fate in the beginning of this strophe,
there is a glimpse of hope in the end of it since after all, the whole situation is a
peace negotiation.
At this moment, Gerðr interrupts Skírnir. Knowing how the wooer should
conduct himself, that is, explain on whose behalf he is wooing, we and the
audience suspect that she interrupts, not because Skírnir is threatening her, but
because he has revealed his errand and his identity – in reality, he is the
spokesman of Óðinn and the Æsir. They equipped him with Draupnir and the
apples before they sent him to Freyr, who mistakenly in strophe 7, not very
unlike a proto Romeo, thinks that the Æsir will never allow the two – the god
Freyr and the giantess Gerðr – to be united. Apparently, this is wrong. Since the
Æsir have just won the war against the Giants there is a great point in designing
a divine crossover by means of a truly holy and political wedding251. This is the
reason why the gods decide to use Skírnir as a suitor.
Skírnir’s behaviour is explained by the fact that he is running errands for
the powerful Æsir – not for Freyr. Skírnir’s real employers create a bias and
divided loyalties using Freyr’s skosveinn as their errand boy. This could explain
Skírnir’s reluctance in the beginning of the play to speak to Freyr. Skírnir
suspects that Freyr is cross with him because he has spotted Skírnir’s duplicity.
When Skírnir understands that Freyr does not know, he immediately grabs the
opportunity, the sword and the horse and disappears on the gods’ mission to
Jotunheim.
Mary turned obedient in Hêliand when Gabriel proved to her that it was
the Lord, to whom she was but a servant, who wanted to overcome her and
have some sort of unprotected intercourse with her. Similarly, Gerðr does not
251
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object to Óðinn’s will. Óðinn is the overlord. She objects to men like Skírnir,
to men who cannot explain their errand. As Mary puts it: ‘Now that I know
His will, I am His servant’, and so is Gerðr. If the Æsir, i.e. Óðinn and his son,
the Æsirs’ Prince Þórr, want to use her to marry Freyr or become his concubine,
then that is fine by her. She proposes the rendezvous at Barri and brings the
situation back on the agenda of an agreement. This satisfies Skírnir and
probably Óðinn, who invested venture capital, Draupnir and the golden apples,
in an agreement. But lovesick Freyr, who wanted the girl and invested in
Skírnir, not in a compromise in the form of a promise, can hardly be pleased.
In strophe 37 Gerðr interrupts Skírnir in a friendly and humorous way
referring to his lack of age and experience calling him sveinn—‘young
man’/’boy’ as Freyr called him seggr enn ungi—‘a man still young’ in strophe 4.
She interrupts his monologue by greeting him the way she would have done in
strophe 19, if Skírnir had not lost it. Gerðr says: ‘Now you better be welcome
young man and take a cup full of old mead’, and then she goes on joking about
her situation turning to the audience in sotto voce while Skírnir empties the
mead cup: ‘Yet I had decided that I would never love a Vaningian well’. Since
Skírnir’s mind is still exercising his twig-written runes of ergi, œði and óþola she
baffles him, and perhaps the mead is instrumental too. Skírnir calms down.
Gerðr puts back the cup on the high seat. Skírnir is satisfied, but also
pompously formal and slightly comic because of his final sexual allusion:
‘Concerning my mission I want to know, before I leave and ride home, when
and where you will give yourself to Njǫrðr’s dilating son’—nær þú á þingi /
munt inom þroska / nenna Njarðar syni.
The rhythm is sententious, and we notice the forced caesura between
þroska and nenna as well as dissyllabic words taking over the end of the half
strophe. However, in this his last demand, Skírnir happens to put þroska in the
wrong place, irregularly alliterating þingi—þroska on the second and fourth
accent. Moreover, the alliteration þ – þr is not the best of alliterations. This is
odd, but it may of course happen if you are a stressed inexperienced civil servant
and human drinking mead with the giants. In Corpus Poeticum Boreale the
editors were so embarrassed that they had to ‘correct’ the line. Technically
speaking, this is easy to do: nær þú á þingi munt / inom þroskamikla – so easy in
fact that there is probably a reason why nobody bothered to do it until the 19th
century, when correct metre became an end in itself. In all probability, the
incorrect metre is intended and meant to reflect Skírnir’s baffled state of
mind252.
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Since Skírnir’s mission is sanctioned by Óðinn, Gerðr tells him about the
grove Barri253. Barri is a place they are both familiar with and we suspect that
adding a common-place component to the future makes it easier for Skírnir to
accept the present and go home.
Gerðr closes the case with a compromise, and Skírnir forgets that he was
supposed to escort her to Asgard. He could have waited and escorted Gerðr, but
he did not. The fact that the trafficking was not successful explains Freyr’s
peevish mood when Skírnir returns without the girl. Freyr has reason to wonder
whether she will come or let him down. From the Æsir’s point of view there is
nevertheless an agreement.

Historical and Sociological Perspectives
In addition to its historical pre-Ragnarök perspective, the play relates to the
present, i.e. to the social context of the hall, to wooing and marriage in upperclass hall life, and to the way the past as tradition manifests itself in this
Midgard environment. Midgard, Asgard and Jotunheim are equidistant from
each other.
Owing to its character and complexity, the wooing model has a socioreligious dimension that is key to our understanding of the relation between the
past and the present – between polytheistic folk religion and Christian universal
religion. Since the upper classes with their dominant positions in Scandinavian
folk religion are not likely to give up their leading ideological role, their
members are confident about the present as well as the future. But they are
critical of the past in such a way that their criticism will reform or revise their
social understanding, rather than completely erase their old view upon the
world. Probably, they considered the way they handled the interaction between
the two forms of religion the best thing that could happen to Christianity.
A common ground in this interaction between the religious views is the
role of the individual and his or her relation to faith. In the play there is a
critical modernistic view upon the primitive/uncivilized past represented by the
Æsir. This view is linked to clash as well as to interaction between a folk-based
and a universal belief. The historical perspective on religious change,
nevertheless, is not a very important one compared to the sociological aspects of
this change. For the play to be entertaining, the historical perspective is the
obvious dramatic backdrop.

stressed syllable in a long line. Nevertheless, they did not attempt to eliminate the
slightly irregular alliteration þ – þr in þingi – þroska.
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From the point of view of sociology of religion, Mary Hêliand and Gerðr
can be compared. When Mary Hêliand expresses her consent to engage in some
sort of intercourse with God, i.e. when she believes that Gabriel was sent by
God and spoke the truth, she formulates her consent in a very formalistic way:
… al sô is uuilleo sî, hêrron mînes; nis mi hugi tuîfli, ne uuord ne uuîsa.—
Therefore: his will it is, my lord’s; there is no doubt in my mind, neither
in words nor in action (Hêliand ll. 286-88).
Drawing a logical conclusion and introducing her inference with a correct
‘therefore:’ (al sô) is a very conscious thing to do and an effective way of
neutralizing history inasmuch as history cannot contextualize the universality of
a logical conclusion. In the end, therefore, Mary Hêliand understands her
identity as ruled by universal holiness and power.
Before she draws her conclusion she explains her fundamental change of
mind as a shift of faith. Today, we can understand this change as a shift from
folk religion to universal religion. First the author describes the change as
Gabriel would have seen it:
Thô uuad eft thes uuîbes hugi aftar them ârundie al gihuorben an godes
uuilleon—then after this message (i.e. Gabriel’s) the woman’s mind was
completely thrown to God’s will.
Then he gives the word to Mary who continues stating her position in relation
to her folk religious understanding of her own identity:
‘Than ic hêr garu standu’, quad siu, ‘te sulicun ambahtskepi, sô he mi êgan
uuili. Thiu bium ic theotgodes— ‘So, here I stand prepared, she said, to
whatever maid thrall service to which he wants to own me. I am the folkgod’s maid thrall’.
Having stated her position and identified herself as a child of a folk religious
tradition, Mary goes on to describe her new faith which stands out as a
consequence of her original cautious position after it has been influenced by her
discussion with Gabriel. This new faith leads to the logical conclusion:
Nu ik theses thinges gitrûon; uuerde mi aftar thînun uuordun. Al sô is uuilleo
sî, hêrron mînes; nis mi hugi tuîfli, ne uuord ne uuîsa.—‘Now I believe these
things, I do so after your words (Gabriel’s as God’s mouthpiece).
Therefore: his will it is, my lord’s; there is no doubt in my mind, neither
in words nor in action’.
If all this had happened within the framework of her folk religion, Mary would
simply have become pregnant with a god in the same way as she would have got
pregnant with any man. Members of the polytheistic pantheon do things
exactly the way any powerful worldly family would have done it and vice
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versa254. Mary would have slept with God because as a folk god he wanted to
sleep with her, in the same way as Freyr wants to make love to Gerðr. The
situation would have been straightforward. Nevertheless, doing it God’s way,
which is similar to the gods’ way, but not as transparent as theirs, takes faith. It
takes faith, partly because God comes as his all-embracing Holy Spirit, partly
because he comes because of his greater plan. Believing this takes faith in the
universal God. Faith enhances her situation, but she does not accept it before
she has asked Gabriel: what is in it for me?
Questions and answers suggest that Mary Hêliand is coming to universal
faith during the annunciation. Since she is born an upper-class member of a
socially defined folk religion, hers is a great step out of traditional society. In
fact there must be a personal reason to take such a step. It is Mary’s individualism and logic, which leads her into the great collective of Christians255.
In the Gospel, on the other hand, God is the Old Testament God and a
typical folk god. There is thus no reason for Mary Gospel to draw any
conclusion that concerns belief or faith. This Mary is simply a folk god’s
handmaid and so she will carry his child if needs be. As a gestation mother she
does not reason about coming to faith.
Mary Hêliand’s words, spoken c. 830, make up a conscious text about
changing religion. In turn Fǫr Skírnis in its turn, is a play about a young girl
experiencing a similar suitor incident in a similar period of social and religious
change, in absolute terms a 100 odd years later. Contrary to Mary Hêliand,
Gerðr stays within the sphere of folk religion because the Holy wedding,
contrary to Erna’s, belongs to the past.
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Mensching (1938:21ff; 1947; 1959) and 1959 translated into English (1964:254ff),
describes the structural character and differences between folk religion and world or
universal religion in essentially the same way, but clarity grows considerably. In fact,
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rewriting of his central analysis of the sociological meaning of religion. The polytheistic
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approach.
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No doubt, standing face to face with a suitor without her family around
her, is a very unlikely situation and the play would not have worked had it not
been for the hieros gamos myth and the distant past. Moreover, both girls, Mary
and Gerðr, must show themselves aware of the odd situation, and they both
wonder what to believe. Respecting the divine and perhaps the holy is typical of
both, but Fǫr Skírnis is not a religious play; its focus is Gerðr’s on predicament
and a lovesick fertility god, not on a correct religious discourse resulting in a
syllogism.
As discussed by Mensching when he describes the decline of a folk religion
that has reached its best before date, those who represent the old religion are
profaning it256. Freyr for instance, buys Skírnir to do a job and carry out a
profane commission. Skírnir, supported by the Æsir is meant to bring about
what is in principle, or according to the norms of a folk-religious collective, a
sacred matter with a firm social anchoring. That is, the holy wedding arranged
according to the god’s will. He is not successful. In Fǫr Skírnis, profaning folk
religion is thus already well under way because it is in the human world that
one can buy a girl. In the ideal holy world of the folk religion, the one in which
Mary Gospel lives, obedience ought to suffice and no profaning of the wooing
model is needed. Abduction and rape, not buying, is the alternative if obedience
should fail.
Gerðr acts in a way that sets her apart from Skírnir and Freyr, and the
situation in which she finds herself has affinities with the Annunciation. The
reason is simple, despite the annunciation affinities, it would be unreasonable if
Gerðr demonstrated a fixed Christian faith instead of an enigmatic change of
mind. Contrary to Mary Hêliand, she does not ask the faith-catalyzing
question: ‘what is in it for me?’ Her behaviour is meant indirectly to comment
upon the social situation in 10th century Iceland. Her faith is not on the agenda.
Moreover, Fǫr Skírnis is supposed to be entertaining rather than didactic.

An Unsavoury Subtext
At this point there is an unsavoury line of interpretation that must be followed
through. It is difficult to know whether the pattern discussed is part of the
drama or an unconscious reflection of the author’s or Skírnir’s mind or both.
Be this as it may, sexual abuse, violence, degradation and sadism make up an
important part of Skírnir’s attitude towards women. It is possible to understand
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these elements as the dark side of a seemingly cultivated, but unstable man.
This side comes to the fore when he is opposed and in effect aroused by a
young woman. It comes to an end when Skírnir has drunk the strong mead,
which might well have intoxicated him.
If we look at Skírnir as a man, his character is complex. It is more complex
if he, like Gogo, is indeed both servus benignus ‘gentle servant’ and the serene
King, or in Skírnir’s case both the skósveinn ‘footboy’ and the serene Freyr. It is
most complex, if he must also be viewed as a combination of Gabriel and the
Holy Spirit. This complexity makes it possible that Skírnir rather than speaking
for himself expresses Freyr’s sentiments and divine vigour in tandem with his
own. We are entitled to ask whether, contained in Skírnir, a Freyr is present in
the room?257
Are we perhaps supposed to see Freyr as present in Skírnir when he shows
Freyr’s sword to Gerðr, and should this Freyr remind us of the aggressive Jarl in
Rígsþula, St. 37, before he decides to marry? The reason why this question
becomes relevant is the myth and a possible reading of Fǫr Skírnis (St. 36-38).
In strophe 37 Gerðr says: ‘Yet I had decided that I would never love a
Vaningian well’, but has that already come to pass? Has she already loved Freyr
well?
No! is the obvious and puzzling answer, but if we are into Freudian
interpretations of the subconscious (or believe in plain magic and folk gods)
there is an easy point to score in these strophes. To begin with, we accept that
Skírnir is the serene image of the otherwise awe-inspiring Freyr. Skírnir’s words
are an expression of the god and the weight Freyr puts on sexuality and fertility.
Secondly, it stands to reason that Freyr/Skírnir perceives the girl Gerðr as a
sexual object – a Sabine to Romulus – and well aware of it. Thirdly, we can
equate the rhythmical 9-syllable long line in strophe 36 to a symbolic and
exhausting Freyr/Skírnir orgasm. This is followed, fourthly, by a breath pause
and fifthly, by the second half strophe in which Freyr/Skírnir seems to brag that
he can do it again and again – ‘as I carve it off, so I carve it on, if it needs to be
done.’
The sixth point, Gerðr offering Skírnir the mead in strophe 37, is as close
as Freyr/Skírnir gets to a cigarette, when afterwards he and Gerðr are lying
down looking up into the ceiling. The seventh point, Gerðr’s remark about
‘loving well’, is her way of expressing satisfaction having indeed loved
Skírnir/Freyr well. This scene comes to an end in the first half of strophe 38.
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This type of complex interpretations was introduced by Gro Steinsland, for instance,
(1997). Since Olsen (1909), the possibility that Skírnir is the shining image of Freyr,
because Freyr is in some way or other present in him, has been noted.
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Predictably, since Freyr/Skírnir is about to return home as the human
Skírnir, there is ambiguity in this half strophe: Ørindi mín / vil ek ǫl vita / áðr ek
riða heim heðan. This may simply mean: ‘I want to know all of my message
before I ride homewards’ taking ørindi—‘errand’ to mean ‘message’ rather than
‘mission’. But ørindi, according to Cleasby & Vigfuson, could also mean
‘breath’ and viti to ’see’ or ‘try’, i.e. ‘check’ rather than ‘get to know’. After
having been a human stand-in for a fertility god and gulped a cup of strong
giant mead, Skírnir’s words in this half strophe could also mean: ‘I want to try
my breath fully before I ride homewards’. Focussing on a parallel, albeit
secondary meaning this interpretation fits with the after-love-making scene.
Having successfully made love it occurs to most people, as the eighth
point to inquire when and where to meet again. When Skírnir has regained his
breath and perhaps his humanness he asks this question on behalf of Freyr in
Asgard. Gerðr’s suggestion, the ninth point, amounts to asking Skírnir/Freyr to
book a room at Barri, Friday next week – that is in nine days, is it not?
This interpretation is an obvious undercurrent. Demonstrably, on the
stage something else is happening. Nevertheless, because Skírnir can be seen as
both Freyr and himself, it is possible to see the whole confrontation between
Gerðr and Freyr/Skírnir as a symbolic scene. In this scene, the fertility god
forces himself upon a girl that has put up a verbal defence against his unwanted
sexual invitations expressed by a servant. True to his folk religious nature he
rapes her in the most brutal way taking to sexual abuse, violence, degradation
and sadism – and in the end, since they have come to love each other, both are
pleased and the serene footboy more or less consumed.
Perhaps Gerðr is lying in order to get rid of Skírnir! Perhaps his stream of
consciousness, rather than Freyr, is the problem!
Perhaps, but these two latter alternatives are not wholly convincing.
Primarily, because the subtext is also a typical ‘male phantasy’ in Klaus
Theweleit’s sense of the concept. Secondly, because the author has gone out of
his way to cover it up as if he had slipped a riddle or a complementary reality
into the play. The text may of course be a concealed message about the way a
barbarous fertility god of a folk religion functions in the inverted hieros gamos
myth. This, however, does not necessarily explain Gerðr’s reaction, which by
the way falls under the Mary Hêliand’s description of herself after she had
listened to Gabriel’s Old High German ‘message’—ârundie, i.e. ørindi in Old
Norse:
Thô uuad eft thes uuîbes hugi aftar them ârundie al gihuorben an godes
uuilleon—then after this message the woman’s mind was completely
thrown to God’s will.
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Is she ‘completely thrown to God’s will’ because she has already experienced or
felt his presence through his emissary?
Whether the subtext is part of the play as a folk-religious myth as well as
its deceitful Skírnir character or whether it belongs to the author’s bleak
subconsciousness as a concealed message to like-minded men, is of little
importance. Both ways, sexuality is at the heart of the quarrel between Gerðr
and Skírnir, and in the end Gerðr transfers sexuality to love, at least when she
turns to the audience.

Conclusion
Rereading the play established in the previous chapter, Fǫr Skírnis stands out as
a carefully constructed performance belonging to a theatrical subgroup that may
be termed occasional and private theatre. In the Fǫr Skírnis case, occasional
theatre is merged with other genres such as the historical play. Indirectly, a
historical play comments upon the present; in this case, because it is adapted to
the wedding and the Iron Age hall. Seating hall guests as an audience creates
both realism and fiction firmly linked to the present as well as the past. In this
contextualisation the past and the present are model. They teach us that neither
the past nor the present is completely alien to each other. There is presence in
the past and past in the present. In this model vice-versa representation we must
come up with an educated opinion that allows us to analyse the relation
between today and yesterday. In this specific case we must find an answer to the
question: Will Gerðr turn up and when is ‘in nine days’?
The answer is not radical or revolutionary, it is revisionist recognizing the
roots of the present in the past as well as the need to change the norms and
paradigms of the past. In this case, the procedure is very simple: Mythology
(what we know about the doings of fictive gods and their servants) becomes the
historical dimension and a negative contrast to the present, which is represented
by the performance and the hall as a stage.
The past is built around the two first steps in the hieros gamos procedure:
his falling in love and her Iron Age betroth. The two concluding steps are her
transference and their marriage. In the myth, arranging step two and three is
outsourced to a serene image of the god in love, i.e. to an authorized
representative who acts as a suitor. He woos on behalf of the god and escorts
the woman from her home to that of the god. In this case, however, the process
loses momentum between step two and three. In the play, myth stands out as a
contrast to more mundane marriage arrangements, in which the consent of the
woman, and her willingness to betroth herself to the man, is the central issue.
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In the myth, her consent is not an issue. In the play, the myth is corrupted
because to begin with, it is not clear to the woman why she is supposed to be
part of an agreement between the Æsir and the Giants. When she understands
that it is the will of the supreme god Óðinn and his son, that is, the victorious
Æsir, she restores a basic element of the myth. Close reading the text there may
be several more or less obvious or indeed subconscious reason for Gerðr to
betroth herself. Actually, she may not know precisely why she gives her consent.
She does it on the condition that she herself takes step three in the hieros gamos
process. This causes the arrangements to falter and the play to lose its direction.
Instead it starts to pivot on indecisiveness. Does Gerðr herself know whether or
not she will turn up?
Gender conflict is at the centre of the play. Gerðr, who handles an
intimidating situation in a very competent way, is the protagonist of the play.
She is not just cunning, she is also strong-minded and a shrew or independent,
which is not that bad in a female perspective. Even Skaði and the Maid are
sensible women in control of the situations in which they find themselves. This
does not prevent the play from being male-centred and except for Njǫrðr, of
whom we know next to nothing, males are outspoken, but more or less
troubled minds. The Shepherd is a stage fool, Skírnir a dangerous and perhaps
traumatized man and Freyr a god devastated by his lovesickness. Freyr, who is
young, smitten and seriously in love, is the most acceptable of the three.
Together, the three women and the three men can be said to make up
each their model woman and man. Gerðr and Skírnir epitomize a conflict that
may arise when coming of age. The two types are confronted with the social
and emotional technicalities of the generational shift. Gerðr and Skírnir are
each other’s catalysts. Gerðr, who seems to be the weaker person, confronts the
most violent male successfully with firmness and possibly guile when she offers
Skírnir the mead that calms him down.
On the psychological level, Gerðr’s change of mind can be viewed as an
expression of a woman seeing herself as naturally obedient to supreme divine
power. In this line of argumentation one may compare Gerðr to Mary Hêliand
and Skírnir’s courtship to an annunciation rather than a mundane marriage
arrangement. To a clear-minded person, nevertheless, the reason Gerðr betroths
herself is related to the fact that she derails the hieros gamos process. Skírnir for
one, had he not been baffled or intoxicated, should have asked himself: If I
leave now will she turn up at Barri in nine days? The audience, nevertheless,
may think that Gerðr has fallen in love with the divine presence of the fertility
god Freyr.
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THE PLAY IS both light-hearted and traumatic. Some lines are overly pompous,
some are ambiguous and some comic. Sometimes these different attitudes clash
within just a few strophes. Sometimes the dialogue is convincing and carefully
constructed. Sometimes overt ‘theatricalities’, such as using the shepherd as a
clown during a change of scene, are essential. Only when the audience becomes
wise in the event, and that may take a number of performances, will the
construction of the male as well as the female gender become important to a
spectator.
Many modern readers will expect an ancient lexical and grammatical text
to be opaque either by accident or because people’s minds in the past were
sometimes genuinely obscure. In Fǫr Skírnis, notwithstanding, there are several
lines intended to puzzle us, not least, the very last one:
42 Fry: a night is long, yet longer two, how can I suffer three.
To me a month was often shorter, than this half wedding night.
That longing may change our perception of time is not a problem. Nor is it a
problem that the time of the event is at night. It was dark already in strophe 9
and now some days later Skírnir is back where he started and the audience is
sitting. The performance apparently takes place at night, but where does the
three nights and ‘this half wedding night’—sjá half hýnótt come from? This can
be difficult to know258.
Nevertheless, referring to a verse in Ragnar’s saga, the end of Chp. 6, on
the meaning of hýnótt—‘wedding night’, Cleasby & Vigfuson point out that a
wedding is a three-night experience259. Starting the first evening, the bridal pair
spends three nights in bed and three days in the hall. They ‘sacrifice to the holy
gods’—heilug goð blótim consummating their marriage on the first night.
Feeding back into the divine is a conventional reference to the Hieros Gamos
myth. This three-night wedding explains Freyr’s references to the three nights,
inasmuch as three days and nights make up a wedding feast.
The references to time, i.e. the length of nights and months that are for
some reason shorter and longer, spill over to the expression ‘this half wedding
night’. We may think that ‘half’ is related either to time or to something that is
not complete and thus ‘half’ in a conceptual sense or to both. Deliberately,
‘half’ is so vague that in order to understand the meaning of the expression ‘this
half wedding night’ we shall have to come up with an interpretation. And since
we cannot be invited guests we shall never know what happened when the play
was performed.
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See v. See et al. (1993:99-101)
See Cleasby & Vigfuson hýnótt (p. 304), hjú (p. 267) and híbýli (p .265). Today
most reserchers agree with Cleasby & Vigfuson.
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‘This night’ is the night here and now, tonight, when Skírnir comes home.
As far as Freyr is concerned, it was supposed to be his and Gerðr’s first wedding
night. It is also the first night of a wedding to which the guests are invited. The
play is occasional theatre and part of the burlesque nuptial entertainment
during the first day of the wedding when everybody is waiting for the bride to
turn up on her way to her ‘earthly’ marriage bed. In the play as well as in
reality, this night is already here and the guests already sitting in the hall. The
night is half because it has already begun and because ‘Freyr’ will be sitting
alone in the high seat and explain that the other half of this happy dyad,
‘Gerðr’, will be coming soon depending on how long it takes to travel from
Jotunheim to Asgard. This ‘half night’ is nothing to look forward to. Later on,
as Freyr turns in, unable to consummate his marriage, he shall have to accept
that the night has become even more ‘half’.
The last strophe may be directed to Gerðr, if she is present in the
echolalia-ridden Skírnir, but primarily, like the second half of strophe 37, it is
directed to the audience. These guests are sitting in the hall and interested in
knowing what is going to happen, because they are indeed the wedding guests
and the night that Freyr is talking about is their night too. The play has come
to an end and they have been looking forward to nuptial pleasures and not a
wedding without a bride. There are several solutions to the theatrical
predicament and the silence, but one, the bride’s arrival, i.e. Gerðr’s arrival is
better than all the other ones, because it brings the play out of the past into the
present and the ongoing wedding.
Will she turn up? The answer must be, Yes! Let ‘Freyr’ enter the upper
part of the hall from the stable like its owner. Let ‘Gerðr’ enter from the
entrance in the lower part like a guest. Let the two of them unmask themselves
and become the bridal pair – Jarl and Erna. Since Shakespeare quotes are
premature, let someone quote Venantius Fortunatus: ‘You crossed the steep
mountains as if they were a plain, since never did anything stand in the way of
lovers whom the gods wanted to bring together’. Despite the old myth about
the Holy Wedding, all’s well that ends well!
Each director shall have to figure out the transition from the occasional
play to the occasion for herself. The audience, the guests, none the less, expect a
happy end to match their opinion that wedding rites will pave the way to true
delights.
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Part Three
Comparison
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Fǫr Skírnis and Pafnutius
Paired Differences and Similarities
FǪR SKÍRNIS AND Pafnutius are neither commercial nor public theatre. Both
plays address an invited audience defined by its relatively speaking elevated
social position. In terms of occasion, Fǫr Skírnis is specific and Pafnutius
general. In practice, the plays, which are expensive to produce, are meant to
sustain a certain fraction of society by entertaining it. If we belong to these
upper echelons, we may be invited to see the plays. This makes them both
similar and different. One audience, composed of outstanding Ottonians,
Liudolfings and their entourage, is expecting a serious Christian parable. The
other, the less imperial, but nevertheless select audience of guests in the
Icelandic hall, expects a non-Christian burlesque comedy and nuptial
entertainment. Hrotsvit’s play is a universal religious narrative. The Eddic
author has composed a play within the boundaries of a folk religion about to
pass its best-before date.
When staged, the difference between the burlesque play disclosing the old
wooing model and the Holy Wedding on the one hand, and the religious
drama about the conversion and penance of a seemingly steadfast prostitute, on
the other, must have been significant. Yet both plays have a religious
dimension. Hrotsvit’s is didactic. To the Eddic author, folk religion is a
backdrop for burlesque entertainment.
Both plays, moreover, are deeply preoccupied with sexuality, but their
attitude to sex and the sexes is almost incompatible. Hrotsvit’s feminist
approach and female fantasy will make it possible for the prostitute to repent
her illicit lovemaking and regain her virginity at the cost of dying. The Eddic
playwright’s male fantasy feeds on sadistic violence and sexual abuse.
Hrotsvit must insist on Latin as her language, because she is a radical
upper-class political writer who writes in support of a victorious and universal
Latin Christian culture. The Eddic author is a revisionist composing his play
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within the intellectual sphere of Late Iron Age West Scandinavian hall culture.
He is critical of the past in order to praise the present occasion and happy
marriages. Hrotsvit, on the other hand, is positive to the past, because she saw
its Christianity as model. Consequently, she is critical of the present. Both
plays, nevertheless, are historical plays mirroring the present in the past.
Although both playwrights have chosen verse rather than prose as their
literary form, Hrotsvit’s diction is much freer than the strophes employed by
the Eddic author will allow. To a modern reader, Hrotsvit’s Latin message is
clear-cut and repulsive. The Norse message is much more ambiguous and yet
repulsive.
It is striking that the paired differences between the two plays are
combined with paired similarities. This could perhaps be explained by some
sort of chance. But it is easier to see the plays as representing two different
intellectual attitudes during a culturally conflicting era. In this case, one may
respond in complementary or antagonistic ways to complex cultural concepts
such as the past, sexuality and the religious. It is as if the playwrights share a
common background, which they view in two opposite ways. First they accept
religion, sexuality, past and present as relevant cultural categories, then they
understand these categories differently and finally they sit down and each write
their play as a way of engaging each their select audience.
One of the most intriguing examples of this doubleness has to do with the
suspicion one may hold that Fǫr Skírnis was composed by someone who knew
Venantius Fortunatus poems about Sigibert and Brunhild260. That is, someone
who knew them well enough to borrow from them. These loans may belong to
a common myth that inspired both authors separately, but the Skírnir
character, far from being a generic suitor, may also have been invented by the
Eddic playwright to echo Fortunatus’s description of the double nature of King
Sigibert’s suitor Gogo. Gogo was himself as well as the serene king. It is
possible, therefore, that Fortunatus inspired the Eddic author to invert Gogo
into Skírnir, i.e. the Eddic character who centuries later, in passing, is called
Skírnir, ‘Freyr's messenger’ in Snorri’s Edda261. Skírnismál or Fǫr Skírnis are the
earliest references to this odd suitor and there are no better ways to explain his
origin than Fortunatus’ adaptation of the myth about the holy wedding and the
Eddic playwrights’ dramaturgical need to create an inverted mythic suitor.
Thus, it would help explaining the existence of 10th century Icelandic
plays, and indirectly the relation between Fǫr Skírnis and Pafnutius, if, like
Hrotsvit, at least one Norse playwright had read Latin and were able to write
drama. To some extent, they shared a common intellectual background.
260
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See Herschend (2018B).
See Byock (2005:Gylfaginning Chapter 34)
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Composing a mimetic drama in Old Norse is not simply something one can do
without a literary Latin background, even if one’s plays have little in common
with Terrence’s262.
If one accepts 10th century Icelandic theatrical drama, one must also by
extension ask oneself when they were first written down. This question becomes
interesting because writing them down makes it easier to rehearse them in order
to produce them on stage. In this way, for instance, one preserves the irregular,
but significant verses as well as the gap in strophe 12, i.e. irregularities that are
difficult to explain as an oral tradition.
The bottom line is obvious: if analysis compels us to imagine a Fǫr Skírnis
playwright, it becomes necessary to know whether the play may have been
anchored in Old Norse as well as in Latin tradition. This case can be argued in
different ways, but in the present context, for the sake of the argument, no
more than a positive indication in the form of an example will be highlighted.
In a number of studies Elisabeth Tyler and Elisabeth van Hoots have
discussed a Scandinavian influence on Latin-Norman and Latin-Anglo/Danish
literature in the late 10th and early 11th century. Elisabeth van Hoots points to
the role of the ducal family, the court circles in Rouen and its dominant
duchess Gunnor as patrons of Latin writers engaged in a Latin-Scandinavian
literary production. Tyler points to the Anglo-Danish court in the same
period263. van Hoots argues that the court aimed at blending literary Latin
sophistication with traditional Norse narratives, and as Tyler points out,
Gunnor’s daughter Emma as queen in the Anglo-Danish court saw to it that
Encomium Emmae Reginae had a strong narrative component inspired by
Danish/Scandinavian ideology. The Latin-Norman attitude to female sexuality
is a significant example and the key texts when it comes to blending these
seemingly dissonant cultural traditions are four texts extant in the manuscript
Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, lat. 8121 A264. Among these texts, which seem to
have been collected and copied in the late 11th century as examples of a LatinNorman-Norse literary tradition, the dialogue Semiramis is the important one
in the context of dramatic plays265.
That Semiramis was a performed play was significantly underpinned by
Terry Gunnell, who pointed out that the late 11th century Semiramis
manuscript has marginal speaker notations guiding the actors who play S
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In a separate project it has been argued in more detail that Venantius Fortunatus’
wedding poems to Sigibert, Brunhild and the suitor Gogo were a template for the Fǫr
Skírnis author (Herschend 2018B).
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See Hoots (1984) and the discussion summing up her argument in Hoots (1999:2021). See Tyler (1999 & 2005) and the discussion summing up and expanding her
earlier research (2017:15-19, Introduction). .
264
See Dronke (1986); Ziolkowski (1993); McDonough (1995); Herschend (2018A).
265
See Dronke (1970 or 1986). There is a Swedish translation in Lindbärg (2013)
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(Semiramis) or A (the augur, her brother Tolumnius)266. The dialogue is
probably a satire in which the early 11th century political players Queen Emma
and her brother Archbishop Robert of Rouen are dressed up as Semiramis and
the Augur267.
In the play, Queen Semiramis of Babylon, married to King Ninus (i.e.
King Aethelred) betrays her husband when she meats Jupiter in the shape of a
bull (i.e. King Cnut). The narrative is sexually explicit in a strikingly Norse
sense, but written in Latin and loaded with Greco-Roman and Biblical
references. Although the Augur describes her behaviour as wanton, Semiramis
regrets nothing. On the contrary, she points out to her brother that when it
comes to meeting the bull:
Cum Ioue si uellet me quis peccare negaret?
Quis prohibente deo castus remeauit ab orto?
Who, if Jove wishes to, could prevent my sinning with him?
If the god forbids, who can return chaste from the garden? (ll. 175-6)
In this pragmatic attitude, which points out that there are men and gods rather
than husbands with whom one simply makes love, we recognize the duties of
the political upper-class woman in her relations with male deities, viz Cnut.
Moreover, Semiramis’ behaviour and her explicit language is intented to belittle
her brother, who has arrived at Hell’s doorstep in order to bring his sister back
from the dead. Since her time to return from Hell has not yet come, Semiramis,
who believes in Fate and scrutinizing pagan rituals, is not really interested in her
brother’s project.
In the end, nevertheless, Tolumnius becomes an example of an honest
man, who in his encounter or flyting with an independent woman fails utterly,
inasmuch as he is silenced by the woman while trying to do what he thinks is
right. The play, which takes place limine mortis—‘at the doorstep of death’ ends
when Semiramis’ voice disappears into the darkness. The spectators can see
Tolumnius preparing offerings and moving in and out of the shadows, perhaps
in the entrance to the cave, while talking to the invisible Semiramis, whose
voice in the end in Dronke’s translation reaches the audience as an abrupt
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Dronke (1986:XXIX-XXX) mentions that Semirmis, could have been a performed
dialogue and expands on this notion in his final discussion (1970:109). Gunnell
(1995:Fig. 85) looks into the manuscript and gives substantial proof of the text being a
play manuscript. See also Hoots (1992:19), who agrees with Dronke (1986). Owing to
the sporadic occurrence of a marginal ‘a’ rather than ‘A’ as a notation, Dronke argues
that ‘a’ refers to the god Apollo. Lindbärg (2013) suggests that the pattern is
insignificant and perhaps a scribal error. See also Herschend (2018A).
267
Emma (*c. 988, †1052) was Gunnor’s dauthter. During her ﬁrst marriage to King
Æþelred the Unready she was a figurehead, but after his death when Cnut the Great
became King of England, she married Cnut and became politically important. As
Cnut’s queen she could be said to betray a pre-conquest Norman cause.
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statement – Non est, crede, iugis concessus sermo sepultis—‘Belive me, the dead are
not granted speech for ever’268.
The theatrical setting – a visible honest man talking to the invisible,
eventually disappearing lewd woman – is similar to that of a small dialogue
between Atli and the giantess Hata in the Eddic text Helgakviða Hiörvarzsonar,
strophe 12-30. Contrary to the antihero Tolumnius, Atli the cunning hero is
successful. He continues his flyting with Hata the troll until daybreak, when the
first ray of sunshine petrifies her.

Dramaturgical Similarities
The fact that Fǫr Skírnis and Pafnutius are more or less contemporary plays is
their most striking and interesting similarity. Contemporaneity suggests that by
way of dramaturgical comparison we may get a better understanding of why
there are similarities between them. From a dramaturgical point of view, clichés
and narrative structures are so flexible that they lend themselves to widely
different situations easily dressed in Old Norse or Latin. Topoi befitting a cliché
and its various adaptations are readily picked during an excursion into the vast
literary meadows that bloom with formulaic expression and metaphor. Even
prosody can be chosen or bent to fit a theme, irrespective of whether the
dialogue is written as free rhythmic and rhymed prose lines or stanzas in a
flexible metre such as ljóðaháttr.
A good toolbox will help the playwright to compose a clever multi-layered
dialogue and indirectly further a comparison between scenes from Fǫr Skírnis
on the one hand and Pafnutius on the other.

The Stage
In occasional theatre, audience as well as actors can be moved between different
stations. In principle, the stage follows the audience, but since the audience may
just be turned around in order to look in different directions, several stages may
be situated like satellites around the spectators. In Fǫr Skírnis and generally
268

It seems odd to so strongly link Graeco-Roman and Sandinavian myth making
Semiramis a Gerðr and vice versa. Nevertheless, as Fredric Amory pointed out
(1980:283-4), Dudo of St. Quentin in his highly rhetorial De moribus et actis primorum
normanniae ducum (written between 996 and 1015) indirectly linked Danes, i.e., the
ancestors of the Norman dukes, to Dacia at the Danube and thus to the Danai. They,
in turn, retrtacted their ancestry to Antenor, who fled Troy and settled in Illyria. If this
was the ideological truth in Normandy, then Semiramis’ hieros gamos relation with Jove
must have stood out as a formidable confirmation of ideological truth. Almost too good
to believe.
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speaking in Pafnutius the actors move while the audience as well as the indoor
and outdoor stages stay in the same place. In both plays, the stage is organized
as a space rather than a formal platform.
In Pafnutius, the stage spans Wadi-al-Natrun and Alexandria. In Fǫr
Skírnis, the visible and audible stages span the lower public and the upper
private parts of halls with open shutters. In this play, the scenes are realistic and
when seen, the actors move in real time and real space. When the play is only
overheard, dramatic time and space are fictitious and large-scale. In Pafnutius, a
non-realistic element must be introduced when time lapses, because closing a
door and walking a few steps are supposed to take an actor from Wadi-alNatrun to the forum in Alexandria. Nevertheless, the fire used in Scene IV is
real.
Although the scenes look different, they are organized as a line of specific
locations arranged in such a way that there is a public and a private area in each
side of the stage area. This is most obvious in Fǫr Skírnis, where this
organisation also governs the way the actors would enter and leave the stage and
the way the audience will be seated. In Pafnutius, the stage is not as rigorously
organized, but there is still a public side with open space in Wadi-al-Natrun or
Alexandria where disciples, youngsters and lovers convene. On the other side,
there is seclusion, a hermetic convent and confinement to the death cell. The
most important things happen on this side of the scene, as they do in the upper
part of the hall. In both plays, an actor who has come to the private side of the
scene must walk or ride back to the public side before he can take part in the
next series of events. In Fǫr Skírnis, the actors walk invisibly outside the hall. In
Pafnutius, they walk in front of the spectators.

The Beginning, Between Scenes and the End
Both authors use pantomimes and/or installations between and before
significant scenes.
Thaïs tells Pafnutius that she is going to the forum to burn her belongings.
Thus she may simply disappear, return as if from the forum and go to the
convent where she is will repent to death. But why change the way actors are
supposed to walk, or choose a cheap solution, when the actor could walk to a
real bonfire, burn her belongings and make a significant dramatic and theatrical
point? Such a scene would add nothing to the narrative, but a lot to a dramatic
play. Thaïs, therefore, goes to the fire on the forum with her valuable
belongings in order to burn them on the fire.
True to her theatrical ideas, giving her possible directors a freedom of
choice, Hrotsvit is not overly specific when it comes to describing everything
that might be thrown on the fire, but some expensive items are pointed out in
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the accompanying dialogue or by the lovers commenting on the destruction
they see. Even though there is dialogue in this scene, its main purpose is to
bring about a change of setting, centring on an installation, i.e. the fire.
The dramatic point is in the crackling fire and the consumed valuables. To
a modern spectator, a bonfire in the theatre is risky, but not to the invited
audience at an outdoor occasional theatre. The point in making a ‘pyre’, by
which Thaïs demonstrates that her present life has come to end would not have
been lost on an educated 10th century audience. The spectators would have
been aware of the funeral pyres that were still burning further north in
Scandinavia to end a pagan life in a significant destruction ceremony. The fire
symbolizes the end of Thaïs’ sinful life by her own hand in this end. In a model
way, Hrotsvit succeeds in integrating a real and a symbolic fire into the play.
Hrotsvit also uses traditional pantomime. Scene VIII ends when Pafnutius
returns to Wadi-al-Natrun and disappears into his cell. In Scene IX he re-enters,
telling the audience that three years have passed and that he must talk to his
friend, the monk Antony. Since the anchorite Antony is already sitting outside
the monastery with his disciples, they must have entered the scene as part of a
change of setting, while Pafnutius was in his cell. The audience must have
wondered who he was, but probably recognised him as an anchorite. Regardless
of what Antony and this disciples do in this intermission, the main point of the
show is apparently that something must happen while we wait for three years to
have passed. Hrotsvit does not tell her directors what Antony should do, but
bringing the famous hermit on stage as Pafnutius’ consultant is apparently an
opportunity for creating a religious school pantomime.
The idea of staging a change of scene with pantomime, dialogue or action
can also be exemplified with elements from Fǫr Skírnis, in which the beginning
of the play is a pantomime supported or rather broken by a few lines. The same
is true of the prelude to the central scene in Jotunheim and Gýmir’s hall.
Integrating a real fire and the destruction of valuable objects is an achievement,
but when the scene shifts from Asgard to Jotunheim, the Fǫr Skírnis author
manages to integrate a horse, some dogs, sheep and a shepherd who talks to
Skírnir seemingly without knowing that he takes part in a play. Reality in the
form of a horse etc. is thus introduced in the same way as in Pafnutius. The
purpose is the same: to amuse the audience before or between acts and
dialogues with something that is integrated into the play without stricly
speaking being necessary. Dramaturgically speaking, both authors know that
the show, although devided into acts and scenes, must be a continuum.
Pafnutius ends in a typical abrupt and unresolved medieval way when
Thaïs dies. Her death is followed by a long elaborate prayer that has nothing to
do with the play itself. It was designed to bring the performance to an end with
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reference to the audience. The prayer, which puts things into their proper
perspective, is spoken by Pafnutius, and if this actor was masked during the
play, now would be the time for him to unmask himself – before the prayer –
since what he says has nothing to do with the character Pafnutius. Instead, it is
an orator or a 10th century priest who speaks. Fǫr Skírnis ends in the same way
as Pafnutius – Freyr, Gerðr and Skírnir vanish just as Thaïs disappears from her
window, while the character Pafnutius becomes an orator.
Since there is no prayer epilogue to deliver in the Icelandic hall, we are
stuck with Freyr’s ‘half wedding night’ and the follow-up question, will she
come? She will, the fiction disappears and the wedding commences. Comparing
Fǫr Skírnis and Pafnutius makes it likely that the fictitious time and space of
both plays are broken as the present takes over when the fiction disappears and
the occasion is restored.
Fǫr Skírnis is written for a wedding. To be exact, it is written for the first
of the three nights when the bride will come to the farm and the marriage take
place. The play is integrated in the three-day wedding feast. This means that the
audience is made up of wedding guests and now they are sitting in the hall
waiting for the young couple to appear. The couple do not appear – instead, a
play begins and the audience is reminded of the problems that once beset Freyr
and Gerðr in days of yore, when marriages were symbiosed sacred and political
arrangements.
When the play seems to have ended, there is still no couple and it looks as
if ‘half’ means that perhaps only the groom will be sitting in the high seat
during the three days of the wedding feast. In that case we have a problem, no
plan B and no reason to be here except to pity the groom.
This could of course be the end, but there is really no need to perform a
play to in order to announce these sad circumstances. Instead, the end of the
play, i.e. the moment it stops and the wedding proceeds, must be a happy one,
befitting marriage and love rather than traumatic fate. First, therefore, when the
audience begins to wonder, Freyr must enter by the upper door prepared to tell
the audience that the bride will be delayed. As he asks for silence, Gerðr,
dressed like a bride rather than a weaver, enters by the lower door. They demask
themselves simultaneously, transforming themselves to the young couple
betrothed to be married. The third act and the suspense gave the bride time to
change (assisted by her maid), and there was much rejoicing. Nine days have
passed since Skírnir left Jotunheim and Gerðr followed suit, and whatever
‘Barri’ means, it is a grove of sorts, probably consecrated to the dilating fertility
god. The place must be well-known to his footboy Skírnir. In mundane terms:
Barri means that Erna gives herself in marriage to Jarl, who will take her to the
marriage bed, because he loves her.
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But why does the manuscript not say so? Probably because the solution to
the problems created by the play is not part of the play. It belongs to the
wedding feast, which may proceed in a number of ways. The solution to the
problem is thus something the hosts must figure out. The only thing we can
take for granted is the fact that the bride will appear because a wedding is a
wedding. Unmasking the actors and bringing the two main characters into the
wedding party, thus making the play part of a nuptial entertainment, fulfils the
same purpose as the prayer epilogue in Pafnutius. Like the epilogue, a weddingending will bring the play to a conclusion with a bearing on the here and now
of the performance as entertainment.
For ideological and practical reasons, Hrotsvit must be in complete
control of Pafnutius. The happy Christian message about Thaïs’ death and
eternal life in Paradise must be driven home, and there is no obvious occasional
continuation to her play. The author of Fǫr Skírnis has nothing ideologically to
add and there is no practical point in his controlling the wedding. The plays,
therefore, end in the same way, in a fait accompli followed by an abrupt
transition to the present.

Why do the Emissaries Meet the Women?
Skírnir and Pafnutius are emissaries. Skírnir was sent by Freyr, but in reality the
gods had asked him to solve a problematic situation with a political dimension
that ‘everybody’ in Asgard was aware of. When Freyr’s predicament is brought
out into the open, Skírnir seizes the opportunity and takes the initiative. He
acts swiftly as he finds best and rides off to Jotunheim and Gerðr.
Pafnutius comes up with the astonishing idea that he, a holy man
attracting pious disciples on the edge of the Western Dessert269, must go to
Alexandria to save the harlot Thaïs. Formally speaking, he alone takes the
decision, but the ultimate reason why he undertakes his inner mission is God,
who cannot accept the life that Thaïs leads. This Pafnutius, one of God’s
sensitive anchorites stationed in our world, knows for a fact. Pafnutius,
therefore, is more acutely aware of his duty than Skírnir, who is an Asgard
servant with different obligations. Nevertheless, they both act autonomously in
the name of their lord(s) and both their missions bring them into personal
contact with a beautiful woman. In the case of Pafnutius, this contact is a
consequence of his strategic decision to seek out Thaïs and pose as a client.
Contrary to Pafnutius, Skírnir, who is an appointed suitor and a peacenegotiator, does not act like a suitor, since he does not turn to Gerðr’s father in
order to present his errand. He does not act like Atli did in Helgakviða
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Hiörvarzsonar, when he was sent out by a deviant master and eventually
accepted a No! Instead, Skírnir acts like an archangel who gets furious if his
requests, which he states as if they were terms, are not accepted270. What the
dramatists present are legends or myths about the characters Pafnutius and
Skírnir, and that explains both situations, which allegedly happened several
hundreds of years ago. When it comes to analysing their situation, the
characters are both given an interpretative prerogative by their respective
authors.
Actively fulfilling their master’s wish, Skírnir and Pafnutius act on their
own, but in practice, they are sent out to do their duty as emissaries. Pafnutius
travels from the seclusion of religiously idyllic Wadi al-Natrun, and the
monastery where he is a respected prophet, to its sinful urban contrast, the city
of Alexandria. Skírnir travels from Asgard, the home of the gods and a model
society, into chaotic Jotunheim. This radical change of environment supports a
narrative structure that compels Pafnutius as well as Skírnir to refer to the
difficulties they have experienced during their journey.
The ‘I-travelled-far’ topos figures in both plays. It is standard and fits the
situation because it expresses determination and experience271. Sending a suitor
to woo is what the upper classes do and it is not uncommon that men visit
prostitutes. It is odd, nevertheless, that both visitors conceal the purpose of their
visit. Pafnutius is not a customer and it takes a while before he makes that clear,
if he ever does. Skírnir does not say that he has come to propose on behalf of
Freyr, and it is actually Gerðr who draws that conclusion.
The similarities between the dramatic skeletons of the plays stem from the
dramatists’ need to construct a specific confrontation between a dependent man
and an independent woman. As both playwrights want to write something
about the conditions of men and women respectively, this confrontation is
meant to be an eye opener.
Negotiation is the emissaries’ initial format of talk. Basically speaking, the
way they handle this format is the same; negotiate is what they do272. They start
out being confident and flattering, creating a participant framework in which
their principal standing is that of posing questions in the name of someone
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else273.. Soon enough, they become extremely rude, wishing the women all kinds
of punishment for the simple reason that their God or gods are powerful. Their
format of talk, therefore, breaks down although it is a bit of a mystery, except of
course for theatrical reasons, why Pafnutius loses his grip.
In the end, and despite their traumatic situation, both women are in
command, having brought the conversation back on track. Gerðr simply
sidesteps Skírnir, and as soon as Thaïs has understood how God expects her to
act in order to repent, Pafnutius is sidestepped. This happens when Thaïs,
referring to the Bible, explains to him why one must destruct everything earned
by sinning. Apparently Pafnutius, who allegedly earned himself a reputation for
being able to ‘expound both the Old and the New Testament without reading
from them’, has forgotten a point or two274.
Rather surprisingly, the two women, who in reality are the ones who obey
the emissaries, distance themselves from these male servants and establish a new
footing of their own275. Instead of obeying the servants, the women obey their
masters and speak accordingly. The women excel beyond men such as Pafnutius
and Skírnir. Thaïs repents for three years and presumably, when she dies, her
soul returns to heavenly bliss. On Judgement Day she will be resurrected as a
human being and as such, body and soul, she enters eternal joy276. Although we
do not know what happened to Gerðr, she apparently gave birth to Freyr’s son
Fjölnir, the first King in Uppsala. In this way as well, Gerðr is an imitation of a
Mary Hêliand figure277. Ultimately, both plays point to a situation in which the
audience must believe in a happy future governed by two very different ideals.
Skírnir and Pafnutius have accepted tasks that a male servant could be sent
out to undertake. They are simply two of the many servants needed to enable
lords to rule as lords find best. In this sense, both Skírnir and Pafnutius are
individuated rather than genuinely individual human beings, although they are
given a certain freedom278. These typical male roles are contrasted by each their
determined woman, who acts with reference to God or the highest gods. The
qualities of these women as human beings are truly individual and their
respective individualities are appreciated by gods and God alike, although Freyr
has his lovesick doubts. The plays, however, do not supply confirmed reports
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from their future lives in Asgard and Heaven. Instead, both plays intend to let
the future be hopeful, albeit not completely transparent.
Despite the fact that there are significant structural similarities between
the two loyal male emissaries when they meet with a woman, these emissaries,
contrary to modern diplomats, are unlikely to ever meet. They cannot meet,
because the differences between them are meant to obscure the similarities.
Naturally, the most striking differences are the actual settings and the actual
characters and the actual threats they produce. The most important difference,
nevertheless, is the fact that Pafnutius’ mission is meant to be a complete and
overwhelming personal success, while Skírnir’s success is designed to become
very limited and uncertain. He seems consumed by his mission.
Nevertheless, the ultimate reason why Skírnir meets with Gerðr, and
Pafnutius with Thaïs, rests with the fact that 10th century God or gods rule the
human world by means of their loyal servants. Outstanding female individuals,
on the other hand, are especially close to the divine. Irrespective of the way we
understand the divinity that rules on each sides of the religious border, this
insight about women is an ontological rather than an ideological truth.
The foul or risky language and the male threat that signify the conversations with the women create an obvious contrast to the language in preceding
scenes – that is, the first scene when the emissaries are at home and the second,
semi-private in-between scene, when these servants first arrive in the alien
environment. In these preceding scenes, the language is relatively balanced.
The reason is dramaturgical; the dramatists have constructed essential
parts of the character of the emissary, be it Skírnir or Pafnutius, in such a way
that it will allow them to eventually stress the fact that some calm men are
overshadowed by their own fears or a fear installed in them. Before the
emissaries are seen to be shaken they must first of all be seen to leave their
homes, having defined their brave or daring mission as a symbol of their
personal character. Secondly, the stress factor, ‘female sexuality’, which in both
plays is contained in a strikingly beautiful body, must be depicted as
particularly attractive before the emissaries meet with the women. Freyr is
obsessed with Gerðr’s radiance. Thaïs is ‘fire’ to the young men of Alexandria
and an obsession to other men279.
Stress starts to unfold in both the in-between scenes, when the emissaries
arrive at their destination: the forum in Alexandria and Gýmir’s estate
respectively. Well there, they start to talk to the locals in order to arrange their
meeting with each their woman. The emissaries, therefore, bring some of the
stress from the in-between scene into the central scene when they meet with
each their woman. Being stressed, both emissaries take the opportunity
279
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immediately to call the woman by her first name, as if they were acquainted,
without telling her who they are.
The way an emissary behaves either in public or in private, is the context
used by both playwrights to describe the emissary’s character. Not surprisingly,
they both ask how they can contact their woman, but in so doing they also
reveal themselves as two very different, albeit slightly flawed persons. Skírnir is
overly self-confident and extrovert, while Pafnutius is overly cautious and
introvert280.
For dramaturgical reasons, the way each emissary meets with his woman
differs, because the plays are staged differently. In Fǫr Skírnis, the audience is
seated in the hall with a narrow scenic focus; in Pafnutius, they are standing or
sitting in the open and the scene is multi-focussed. Since Pafnutius’ success will
be triumphant, while Skírnir’s is not equally convincing, they behave differently
in each their situation. They are, however, relatively modest in the in-between
scene and more insisting in the following central one.
The personal change is dramatic. Pafnutius, who starts out as a timid man,
soon tells Thaïs:
Oh, if only you were
Terrified in the depth of your heart,
So that no further you took for granted
Or approved to provide perilous pleasures.
Skírnir, who starts out as a generous man eventually seeing sexual abuse as a
reasonable way of punishing women, is equally eloquent:
I carve ‘Ogre’, and three characters, ‘lust’ and ‘rage’ and ‘impatience’ on
you.
As I carve it off, so I carve it on, if it needs to be done.
It is possible, especially in Skírnir’s case, that the way in which both men lose
control of themselves, driven by their subconsciousness or ‘the godly’, can be
explained by the nearness and mental presence of the god Freyr and in
Pafnutius’ case, God.
Apparently, female sexuality is the cardinal concern of both emissaries,
who nevertheless view female and indirectly male sexuality very differently. In
Fǫr Skírnis, female sexuality is a private matter and difficult to get hold of,
although Skírnir tries to buy it. In Pafnutius, it is a commodity and no more
than a matter of money, although Pafnutius never buys it. The clichés are
manipulated to fit the moral sense of the plays, which in two different ways tells
us that female sexuality is very problematic.
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The sexual clichés are abundant in both plays. One dramatist, who refers to a
markedly polytheistic and folk religious position considers male sexuality to be
a matter not least of executive power. The other, Hrotsvit, who is markedly
monotheistic and universal in her religious approach, considers sexual pleasures,
or in Skírnir’s terms, ‘men’s happy sound, men’s happy fruit’, a dangerous
pleasure, at least if it is provided by whores. There is an obvious clash between
the plays in their relation to sexuality. Sexuality, nevertheless, is equally
important to both religious approaches. The complexity of the matter shows,
because both Skírnir as well as Pafnutius are under considerable stress bringing
female erotic sexuality into a male focus.
Contrary to the stressed men, Thaïs and Gerðr are confident and
determined. Although also under exceptional pressure, they regain their selfconfidence, neutralize their male opponent, and decide what their next move
will be. Indirectly, Gerðr tells Skírnir to ride home with her message to Freyr
and not to bother about the future. In a similar indirect way, Thaïs tells
Pafnutius to stay at her house, and not to bother about the future while she gets
rid of her fortune and dismisses her lovers, when she takes her first steps on the
road to repentance and Paradise on her own.
In Fǫr Skírnis and Pafnutius the dramatists build up two different male
attitudes to female sexuality and to women and their attitude to ultimate divine
power. Skírnir, the shining image of Freyr, and Pafnutius, a slightly dusty Holy
Father, are emissaries to deviant environments and people. They are aggressive
and unbalanced men in their own typical way. In essence, they are no more
than their master’s tool, marked by being used. They are assigned similar
missions inasmuch as they are both supposed to bring their female opponent
under control. They do not want to fail and it turns out that in principle they
are successful. However, despite the fact that the women are brought under
control, they are not broken. Both women do what they have themselves
decided to do, although they can also be said to obey.
Their attitude is similar to that of Mary Hêliand. She was obedient, but so
content, truthful and self-confident when the Holy Spirit had become the child
in her womb that she hid nothing. Instead she: sagda them siu uuelda, that sie
habde giôcana thes alouualdon craft hêlag fon himile—‘told those she wished (to
tell) that she had conceived by the Allruler’s bodily strength (craft), the holy
one, from Heaven’281. Mary Gospel, less confident of her situation, took to the
hills and hasted away to hide at cousin Elisabeth’s282.
The framework behind the scenes from Fǫr Skírnis and Pafnutius is very
similar – a simple theatrical construction that lends itself to be dressed very
281
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differently. Between them they testify to the existence of staged dialogical
drama meant to entertain the upper classes in the late 10th century CE.

The Characters
The Women
Owing to the methods of construction employed by Hrotsvit and the Fór
Skírnis playwright, dramatic building elements determine male and female
character. Since Skírnir and Pafnutius are straightforward, albeit slightly
neurotic servants afraid of letting down a lord, one cannot help wondering why
these perfectly rational and clever women are both radically changing their
mind so abruptly. With reference to Mary Hêliand we can explain why
Hrotsvit’s Thaïs, one hundred years after Mary, comes to her senses. Thaïs
simply needed someone to point out that her life as a whore has offended God.
In fact, Pafnutius had to point out these implications of the whore’s life to his
disciples as well283. Since Thaïs is a Christian and believes in God’s universal
power, she immediately becomes aware of the problem and asks Pafnutius what
to do. Moreover, she remembers her Bible and applies the Scripture while
correcting Pafnutius. From Hrotsvit’s point of view, inner mission is not a
waste of time.
Thaïs’ repentance cannot explain Gerðr’s even more sudden change, but
since the Fǫr Skírnis dramatist has used the cliché of the religiously conscious
woman, who is converted immediately, we must look for a deity to obey also in
Fǫr Skírnis. As discussed above, there is only one passage to point to and that is
strophe 33:
Óðinn’s wrath is on you, the wrath of Æsir’s Prince, and Freyr he hates
you.
You cruel monstrous girl, you who have gained the wonder wrath of gods.
The serious accusation is the one related to the wrath of the gods, Óðinn’s and
that of the Æsir’s Prince – an odd expression which would seem to parallel God
and Christ with Óðinn and Þórr. Freyr’s ‘hate’ is less important because he is
not one of the Æsir and ‘hate’ in his case is an introvert phenomenon – the
lovesickness of a fertility and “folk god” compared to Óðinn’s aggressive wrath.
In Pafnutius, the corresponding lines are:
P: A greater justice will discredit you.
Since aware of your presumption you offended Divine Majesty.
The women’s behaviour and their awareness of having offended God or gods is
the cardinal sin. In Gerðr’s case, she was not aware that she had offended
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anybody (she did not count Freyr, who was just in love) until Skírnir told her,
and he did not tell her until strophe 33. The fact that Skírnir forgot to present
his mission correctly is part of the playwright’s plot and we may suggest that,
dramatically speaking, it was necessary to wait until strophe 33 before he
disclosed his real employers. Otherwise, there would have been no drama. Both
plays are open to the interpretation that the women, once they have
experienced the divine through its emissary, fall in love with each their god284.
Indirectly, both dramatists suggest that the religiosity of women in the
10th century is the same, whether they believe in God or in the gods. Similar to
9th century Mary Hêliand, the best of them know that in their relation to the
divine they are supposed to obey. Consequently, if they become aware that they
have gone astray, then they will get back in line immediately. If we do not
believe in a supreme divine power actively structuring our lives, this kind of
obedience is difficult to stomach and an obvious target for a feminist critique.
We may find it difficult, therefore, to believe that a basic universal and
essentially female understanding of the religious could be an acceptable reality
or even true enough to be believed in a play, but I see no possibility to overrule
the parallel ways in which the two dramatists make use of clichés and topoi
when they construct their plot in a period of religious transition. Moreover, in
the 10th century it is essential that there are human beings who possess universal
religious qualities now that such qualities seem to be in demand.
It catches our attention that Gerðr is on her guard as soon as she is told
that a man on horseback has arrived. She is welcoming, but she is also a
dangerous giantess, albeit as strikingly handsome as a cliché, and she probably
knows the effect that she and the old mead may have on a man. In this respect
as well she is similar to the whore Thaïs, who knows that she is good at trapping
men by means of her beauty and stylish boudoir. Thaïs is also welcoming,
although on her guard because Pafnutius calls out her name in front of her
house. In their parallel situations, both Gerðr and Thaïs are friendly but firm.
Gerðr offers Skírnir the mead cup, but will not hear of Freyr. Thaïs looks
everyone in the eye, but gives them exactly no more and no less than they pay
for. Well-aware of her business concept, Thaïs is prone to yield as soon as a
customer gets agitated, only this time her sinfulness immediately besets and
changes her. There is something in Pafnutius other than Pafnutius that she
obeys. Contrary to Thaïs, Gerðr at once becomes as outraged as one of
Hrotsvit’s saintly young virgins when approached by a man that cannot respect
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her. Calimachus imposing himself upon Drusiana in Hrotsvit’s play is a case in
point, and yet Gerðr suddenly changes her mind285.
Thaïs and Gerðr are modelled on the same semi-emancipated female ideal:
beautiful, clever, righteous, emancipated, firm and devout with one or two
faults. The last virtue, devotion, requires them to accept society’s male-biased
gender system and consequently they get caught up in the tangle between
universal theology and traditional social values already in the 10th century CE.

The Men
Two situations or scenes lead up to the one in which Skírnir meets Gerðr and
Pafnutius Thaïs, respectively: The one in which they leave home and the one in
which they arrive at their destinations. The first scene is private, the other semipublic. To begin with, the impression that Skírnir and Pafnutius make on the
audience is forcefulness. Pafnutius is determined among his disciples, who are
reluctant at first, and Skírnir is firm with Freyr, who is also reluctant, because
he thinks that nobody will allow him to have a relation with Gerðr.
In the second scene, Pafnutius arriving in the forum in Alexandria as well
as Skírnir arriving at Gýmir’s farm in Jotunheim, both are forced to ask
questions and wonder about things. One of them needs help finding his way in
town, the other someone who takes care of the dogs – futile albeit significant
problems to an emissary’s or servant’s mind. The scene is the arrival of a not
decidedly forceful stranger seeking some sort of goodwill. In the end, they are
no longer interested in the semi-public arena. When the dogs have stopped
barking, Skírnir talks down to the shepherd and Pafnutius declines the young
men’s offer, and walks away on his own to see Thaïs. Since Skírnir has already
made a noise that Gerðr has heard, we expect Pafnutius also to make a noise for
dramaturgical reasons. Consequently, he shouts for Thaïs. Female response is
supposed to bring women out of their non-public situation and therefore, when
Thaïs opens her door she is the Maid and Gerðr in one person inasmuch as the
Maid is Gerðr’s extended arm.
In this case, the differences between the two plays are connected to the
way they are staged in relation to the audience. In Fǫr Skírnis, the audience and
thus Gerðr is indoors and she needs someone to bring in Skírnir. In Pafnutius,
the audience and consequently Thaïs must be outdoors, since going indoors is
not an option. Pafnutius’ and Skírnir’s confidence grows rapidly as soon as they
have come into contact with their woman. Nevertheless, they are both
distressed. Soon Skírnir loses his temper and Pafnutius is weeping and shaking
with emotions.
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Built on this skeleton, the dramatists dress up two seemingly very different
characters, the proud warrior and the unobtrusive anchorite. In the eyes of the
dramatists, the way they eventually rage against women and regain their initial
forcefulness before they are sidestepped and forced into minor parts, gives them
away as fundamentally male in their responses to similar incitements.
What ensues after Thaïs has come back from the forum and when Gerðr
has sent Skírnir home is a great victory for Pafnutius and a small one for
Skírnir. The women are profoundly changed and in some respect prosperous,
but from a 21st century point of view, whatever their emancipated genderrelated opinions, they are forced one way or the other to comply with a society
dominated by a gender system ruled by men and male power.
In the end, Skírnir returns to Asgard and oblivion, while Thaïs returns
home, only to be led off, expecting isolation and repentance to death in a
convent. Both dramatists twist the return cliché – one in order to bring a play
to an end by introducing a kind of suspense that can be resolved – the other to
point out a happy end brought about by means of repentance. If the audiences
were swapped, the good Saxons could see Gerðr as a victim of trafficking,
forever doomed and awaiting sexual abuse in the hands of a pagan fertility god.
The Norse audience, on the contrary, sees Thaïs on her way to degradation and
death sacrificed to corroborate the double standards of a Christian
fundamentalist, who blames women (i.e. his own creation) for being attractive.
It would seem that the dramatists are in agreement when it comes to
understanding female as well as male psychology. As dramatists come, they go
about constructing and draping their characters as if their point of departure
were the beginning of an algorithm; something they had learnt to use when
attending drama school. More importantly, irrespective of religion, they
understand the mentality of men and their loyalty to lords as well as the loyalty
of women and their religiousness in much the same way. This has to do with
the fact that indirectly through their protagonists, the plays advocate two
medieval upper-class female options when it comes to prolific social careers:
matron or canoness.

The Way the Characters Express Themselves
In the plays, the contrast is striking between the light-hearted and the dramatic.
The arrival scene, for instance, is light-hearted and followed by a dramatic
scene. Within scenes, a shift may be even more significant.
There are simple humorous situations, such as the beginning of the forum
scene in Pafnutius, when the anchorite and the youngsters simultaneously spot
each other. Having told the young men that he is interested in the famous
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harlot, it adds an ironic touch to the old travelling cliché when Pafnutius refers
to it:
P: For this difficult matter I have travelled long-winding roads,
I have come just to see her.
He gives away himself as a hillbilly, who puts a comic emphasis on the
common-place fact that he wants to visit a whore, albeit a beautiful one. The
youngsters answer with dry humour:
Yo: Nothing prevents you from seeing her
Indeed, how difficult can it be to go and see a whore in Alexandria? No doubt
Pafnutius’ odd behaviour is about to contribute to Thaïs status as a very
popular and attractive prostitute. The audience, who knows who Pafnutius is,
also laughs because he cannot be honest. On the contrary, unwillingly he
creates a burlesque misunderstanding when people at the forum, who are bound
to find out who Pafnutius is, understand that Thaïs new customer is an
anchorite.
Similarly, when Gerðr interrupts Skírnir in strophe 37, she does it in a
humorous way, interrupting his monologue by forcing the mead cup upon him.
In this way, she brings everything back to strophe 19, when he entered the hall
room. As pointed out above, the whole section strophes 19 through 37 is built
on ironic misunderstandings that the audience, but not the characters, are fully
aware of. Even the fact that Skírnir in strophe 23 and 25 cannot draw his sword
for fear of killing or not killing Gerðr is amusing.
The shift from the light-hearted to the dramatic colours strophes 19-37, a
section that has its (very short) counterpart in Pafnutius in the sudden
breakdown of Thaïs, who slips from a competent and self-confident business
woman into a devastated sinner in just a few lines.
Typically, in the beginning of the two dramatic scenes, the audience
cannot be completely sure that Skírnir and Pafnutius will succeed. This
suspense is partly a consequence of their ambiguous lines. The most obvious
ambiguity is the inability of Skírnir and Pafnutius to describe their errand in a
reasonable way. Instead, lying to women in technically speaking correct lines is
their first option. As a contrast to these expressions the authors use deviant lines
that swear against normative ljóðaháttr and rhyming prose. Hrotsvit uses nonrhyming lines to create emphasis and in Fǫr Skírnis, metre falters, for instance,
when Skírnir is shaken in strophe 38.
Despite the technical, dramaturgical and narrative similarities, Pafnutius is
as Saxon as Fǫr Skírnis is Norse. The similarities are unimportant and irrelevant
for those who see the plays on a stage, but they testify to a dramaturgical
craftsmanship that transgresses political and religious borders. Irony and
humour are never far off and changes of mood are introduced more or less
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without warning. Tenth century drama and theatre is built upon Latin methods
and structures unbound by religion. These methods and structures lend
themselves to writing widely different plays that entertained the upper classes in
Saxon abbeys as well as Icelandic halls.

Conclusion: Authors and their Plays
When we point out structural similarities the question that automatically poses
itself is the following: How can it be explained in cultural terms that people in
Saxony and Iceland respectively shared the same ideas when it came to
constructing plays? And why did they stop writing and producing them?

The Pafnutius Author
Hrotsvit was a controversial upper-class writer and dramatist well-connected to
Liudolfings and Ottonians. Indications are sometimes as obvious as in the
panegyric to Otto the Great, Gesta Ottonis, but sometimes controversy and
subtleties are surprising. The prime example of this is Pafnutius teaching his
disciples that Physics is arranged by Mathematics, which lead us into Theology:
‘the more wonderful the law by which God ordains everything in numbers and
measures and pounds is acknowledged, the more it kindles our love for him’
The world around us, i.e. everything, is studied by numbers and by numbers we
understand God. Hrotsvit advocates a radical Aristotelian way of looking at the
sciences286. As if this was not enough she also introduced the Faustus character
and part of her dramatic craft may have been preserved in the Play of
Antichrist. As an author she was innovative, but so deviant that she had no
obvious legacy.

The Fǫr Skírnis Author
The Fǫr Skírnis author is unknown, although one could perhaps argue that he
also wrote the play Lokasenna. Analysing Fǫr Skírnis it becomes apparent that
its composition is so complex that it is unlikely that the author has acquired his
knowledge as well as his dramatic and literary skills solely on a remote Icelandic
farm.
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Hrotsvit as was politically astute, for instance, when writing about Pelagius
McMillin (2004:54), about Gongolf, Wailes (2006:60-67) as well as on the
organization of the sciences. Probably there are many more hidden agendas in her texts.
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The Fǫr Skírnis author involves Freyr and Skírnir in the self-same sphere
of female individuality and virtue as Hrotsvit advocates, albeit with a different
tenor. In Pafnutius, this sphere is paradigmatic, but from his folk-religious point
of view, the Fǫr Skírnis author does not primarily defend female individuality.
Instead, he is critical of the old way of doing things as they are represented by
the hieros gamos myth. One cannot deny that he might well have used elements
from the poems by Venantius Fortunatus to Sigibert and Brunhild on the
occasion of their wedding when he composed his distortion of the myth.
However, since the play refrains from presenting a correct ideological solution
to the problem, Fǫr Skírnis would seem to be written from an ideologically
rather indifferent point of view that might appeal to the common sense of its
audience. We may suspect that the Fǫr Skírnis author and the wedding guests
shared a pragmatic view on mundane everyday problems. He advocates cultural
awareness above the fundamentalist position of a universal religion.
This is the reason why the end of the play is so essential. Indeed, if the
play is related to nuptial entertainment and the wedding of the pair behind
Gerðr’s and Freyr’s masks, then unmasking themselves they will become
common-place Jarl and Erna from Rígsþula – a perfectly arranged couple
happily laughing at the Holy Wedding. The Fǫr Skírnis author is a revisionist.
Be this as it may, this does not mean that Gerðr is not the author’s
protagonist. Instead, it means that the author adapts to the occasion and to the
fact that the likes of Thaïs and Gerðr must wait centuries before their
individuality is acknowledged as model. On the Continent, competent and
powerful women tend to be Hrotsvit’s contemporaries. In Iceland, one could
argue that Gerðr lived on in some of the forceful Laxdaela women. Perhaps the
Fǫr Skírnis author had roots and a small legacy.
Semiramis, the Latin-Norman stepping stone helps us to see that as a
genre, the plays by Hrotsvit and the Fǫr Skírnis author – the fundamentalist
and the revisionist – represent a radical and vanishing understanding of gender
conflicts within a model, albeit unbalanced, complementarity between the
sexes. Ultimately, this complementarity falls back on the basic male-female
constellation in the hieros gamos myth and its way of explaining the fact that
within a male-dominated gender system, one may fall in love. This myth,
nevertheless, is no more than a platform for the authors allowing them to argue
each their case – the fundamentalist, past-praising and conservative Thaïs case
and the revisionist, present-praising and liberal Gerðr case.
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The Plays
Why are the Plays Contemporary?
After the previous discussions we may take it for granted that we are dealing
with manuscripts of mimetic theatre plays. For that reason we can seek an
answer to the above question by trying to explain (1) their dramaturgical
similarities (2) the similarities between male and female characters and (3) why
they are historical dramas.
1 Because they share a Latin dramatic tradition.
2 Because they share a religious transition.
3:1 Because they share an intellectual idea about the value of history-based
social analysis.
3:2 Because they share a didactic idea – education by theatre (not just by
dialogue).

Why are the Plays Anachronistic?
The anachronistic elements that remind modern readers of late medieval and
Elizabethan drama cannot simply be explained by a dearth of extant
manuscripts that once filled up a gap of 500 years. This prompts us to answer
the above question by trying to explain why the plays are isolated phenomena
with few if any high medieval followers. In so doing we should point to (1)
their complexity when it comes to production, (2) their complexity when it
comes to the message they convey, and (3) their unorthodoxy.
(1) They are expensive to produce and thus they are occasional. There are
simpler and/or cheaper forms of entertainment.
(2) Their characters are many and varied and psychologically complex in a
morally provocative way.
(3:1) Although there is a religious node in the plays they are by no means
orthodox in their didactic approach.
(3:2) The plays make use of theatrical techniques that are ideologically
problematic, because they are flexible enough to serve any purpose.
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